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Introduction

Fundamental particles are constituents of the universe. There are only a few differ-
ent kind of particles, and all particles of one type are identical. Their behaviour is
governed by a set of laws, and particle physics is the study of these fundamental laws
of nature. Our current best theory of physics at the most fundamental level is the
Standard Model of particle physics (see e.g. [1]), covering all established fundamental
particles and describing three of the four known fundamental forces using symmetries.
The recent discovery [2, 3] of the long-expected Higgs boson [4, 5] by the ATLAS and
CMS experiments at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) completes the particle content
of the Standard Model.

Still, the Standard Model is not a complete description of nature, since it does not
include the gravitational force [6], nor does it describe dark matter [7], and does not
explain the abundance of matter over anti-matter, see e.g. [8]. Additional particles,
an extra force, or other new physics is needed to supplement the current theories. As
the only fundamental scalar particle, the Higgs boson can receive quantum corrections
from undiscovered particles and it is considered to be a probe for new physics. In
Chapter 1, the Standard Model, motivations for new physics, and the role of the Higgs
boson herein will be discussed.

Many research efforts are concentrated around the experiments at the LHC, which
will be upgraded in different stages over the course of the next decade(s) [9]. Never-
theless, the precision of some measurements will be limited. There is consensus that
a new electron positron collider will be an important next step [10], because it can
produce large numbers of Higgs bosons in a clean environment. The proposed future
electron positron colliders are either circular or linear machines.

In a circular collider two counter circulating beams are bent by a series of magnets
and can repeatedly cross at multiple interaction points. However, the bending along
a radius R does cause the particles to lose energy ∆E through synchrotron radiation
proportional to the energy of the particle E to the fourth power: ∆E ∝ E4/R. If
the cost of a circular collider is proportional to some linear combination of the energy
lost per turn ∆E and the radius R, the cost-optimised radius is proportional to the
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energy squared: R ∝ E2. This makes the cost of a circular electron positron collider
scale proportional to the squared energy of the colliding particles, i.e. cost ∝ E2 [11].

In the linear layout the beams are accelerated on a straight trajectory, and collide
in one central interaction point. The achievable energy is primarily limited by the
accelerating gradient and the length of the accelerator. The cost is roughly propor-
tional to the energy of the accelerated particles: cost ∝ E [11]. Therefore, a linear
collider is ultimately the most scalable technology to collide electron and positrons at
extremely high energies of the order of a TeV.

The International Linear Collider [12] is one of the proposed linear colliders, which
will initially operate at a lower centre-of-mass energy of 250 GeV. However, uniquely
to linear colliders, it can be upgraded to reach higher centre-of-mass energies. The
International Linear Collider is described in Chapter 2 along with the International
Large Detector [13], a possible experiment at this collider. The experiment will study
the high energy particles produced in the collisions and their decay products. This
will be accomplished through a series of subdetectors, among which is a gaseous Time
Projection Chamber (TPC) [14] as the main tracking detector.

The tracking detectors measure the trajectory of charged particles. The use of
gaseous detectors in high energy particle physics has a long history, e.g. [15–17].
The TPC is an established type of tracking detector at electron positron collider
experiments [18, 19], because of their low material budget, cost-efficiency, and particle
identification capabilities. The physics of gaseous detectors and the TPC is discussed
in Chapter 3.

The performance of a TPC is to a large extent determined by the technologies
used for the signal amplification and readout. Micropattern structures [20, 21] are
used in TPCs to provide signal amplification before the signal is read out by a pad
readout plane. However, these more customary pad readouts have a granularity much
lower than the amplification structures. The most precise measurement can be made
with a readout granularity that matches the micropattern amplifications structures.
This is achieved with the GridPix readout [22, 23], which was pioneered at Nikhef
and integrates a micropattern amplification structure on a highly segmented silicon
chip to achieve sensitivity to single ionisation electrons. The added benefit is that
the digitisation of the signal is processed on the chip. The topic of Chapter 4 is the
GridPix based on the novel Timepix3 [24] chip and its characterisation, to which the
author contributed.

The Timepix3 based GridPix was used to build a small-size detector, which was
tested using high energy electrons at the test beam facility in Bonn. For the experi-
ment described in Chapter 5, the author participated in data taking, and performed
the data analysis. The chapter is based on the results published in [25].

Given that the detector performed well, a quad module with four GridPix chips
was designed and built for the construction of larger detectors. This module was
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also tested at the test beam facility in Bonn. The author contributed to the data
acquisition, the experiment, and analysed the data. The Chapter 6 is based on the
publication [26]. The same module was applied in a negative ion TPC, the description
of which can be found in a publication under review, attached as appendix A.

A GridPix readout can enhance the performance of the detectors at future collid-
ers, including the International Large Detector at the International Linear Collider.
The author has made a simulation of a pixel TPC within the existing software frame-
work, by modifying the geometry, physics simulation, track finding, and track recon-
struction. This is described in Chapter 7. The simulated tracking performance is
investigated by the author, and is discussed in Chapter 8. The detector performance
for events in which a produced Higgs boson decays to a pair of tau leptons is briefly
explored. Finally, some topics connected to the implementation of a GridPix readout
in the International Large Detector are described.
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CHAPTER 1

The Standard Model of particle
physics

Our current best understanding of the behaviour of the fundamental particles and
their interactions is captured in the Standard Model of particle physics (SM). The
current model was formulated in the 1970s [27–30] after a series of experimental (e.g.
[31–34]) and theoretical (e.g. [4, 5, 35–38]) developments over the course of the last
century. Since then, the model was consolidated by a large number of observations
and discoveries [39–43]. With the discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012 [2, 3], all SM
particles have been observed. Accessible descriptions of the SM are found in textbooks
[1, 44] and reviews [45].

Despite its successes, the SM cannot be the ultimate theory of particle physics
for a number of reasons, several of which are related to the Higgs boson as will be
discussed below. The study of the Higgs boson produced in electron positron collisions
will provide unique ways to search for new physics beyond the SM.

1.1 Description of the Standard Model
The SM contains two categories of particles, characterised by their spin. The fermions
that make up most of the matter have half integer spin1. The Dirac equation [46]
captures the dynamics of the fermions. Bosons are characterised by integer spin. The
weak force, the electromagnetic force and the strong force are mediated by vector
bosons with spin 1. Each of the fundamental forces is described by a relativistic

1In this thesis natural units are used, ~ = c = 1
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6 Chapter 1. The Standard Model of particle physics

quantum field theory (QFT). The Higgs boson is a spin-0 scalar particle, and provides
a mechanism that gives mass to the other particles. An overview of the particles of
the SM is shown in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Particle content of the Standard Model with the mass, electromagnetic
charge and spin indicated. Graphics adapted from [47], and values taken from [45].

1.1.1 Forces and their carriers
The fundamental forces are described by a non-abelian gauge theory, called Yang-
Mills theory [35]. The interactions between particles correspond to the exchange of a
gauge boson. The gravitational force is not described by the SM, but by the theory
of general relativity [6]. Due to its small strength on the scales relevant for particle
physics, gravity can be neglected when considering the other fundamental forces.

The electromagnetic force and the weak force are jointly described by electroweak
theory (the Glashow-Salam-Weinberg model [27–29]), which has the SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y
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symmetry associated to it. The electromagnetic force is mediated by the massless
photon γ and has unlimited range, but the weak force is mediated by the massive
W± and Z gauge bosons, and therefore its range is limited.

The weak interaction has a chiral structure, which is introduced by defining left-
and right-handed chiral projection operators using the γ5 matrix related to the covari-
ant formulation of the Dirac equation. The fermions’ left-handed chirality eigenstates
are organised in doublets while the fermions’ right-handed eigenstates are organised
in singlets. In the limit that the energy is much larger than the mass of a particle,
the chirality states are equal to the helicity states, defined as the projection of its
spin on the direction of its momentum. The gauge transformation SU(2)L effectively
acts only on the particle doublets, so that the charged weak current mediated by
the W bosons couples only to left-handed particles. The neutral current interactions
mediated by the Z boson and photon γ are the result of the mixing of the neutral
fields of the U(1)Y and SU(2)L gauge symmetries. Consequently, the photon γ and
the Z boson couple to both the left and right handed part of particles, albeit the Z
boson does not do so equally.

The strong force is described by quantum chromodynamics (QCD), and has 8
gluons as its gauge bosons. The gluons are massless and thus the strong force is not
limited in range. The associated group is the SU(3)C symmetry group. The three
components of the charge are named after the three colours: red, green and blue. The
gluons have color charge themselves, giving rise to self-interactions.

Determination of the observable decay rates Γ and interaction cross sections σ
requires the calculation of the quantum-mechanical transition probability, for which
Feynman diagrams are often utilised. A Feynman diagram that has been drawn with
a set of Feynman rules derived from the theory, represents a contribution to the
quantum-mechanical transition probability (the matrix element) [48]. The transition
probability between two states is the sum of all possible diagrams.

In general there are an infinite number of diagrams for every transition. In this
infinite sum divergences occur which are problematic. These can be solved by absorb-
ing the infinite sum of contributions in the propagators and vertices of the Feynman
diagrams. This is called re-normalisation [30, 49, 50] and makes it possible to perform
reliable calculations and precise predictions. As a consequence, the masses of particles
receive corrections and the interactions depend on the energy scale.

Calculations are usually performed using perturbation theory. At low energies,
both the size of the squared coupling constant for the electromagnetic force, g2 =
α ≈ 1/137, and weak interactions, g2 = αW ≈ 1/30, is small enough that diagrams
with increasing number of vertices can safely be neglected. The strong force has the
largest coupling constant of all the gauge interactions, and it depends strongly on the
energy scale. At an energy of 1 GeV, the squared coupling constant g2

S = αS = O(1)
is too large to use perturbation theory. Fortunately, at typical collider experiment
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energies ( q ≈ mZ ) the coupling constant is O(0.1), which is small enough to apply
perturbation theory. This is known as asymptotic freedom [51, 52].

1.1.2 Fermions
The fermions are divided into 6 quarks and 6 leptons, and corresponding antiparticles
with the same properties but opposite charges. Both the quarks and leptons are
divided into three generations. The particles in the three generations differ by their
mass. Every generation has an up-type quark with electromagnetic charge 2/3 e and
a down-type quark with electromagnetic charge −1/3 e. The strong force causes
quarks to always occur as bound colourless states, called hadrons. Mesons are bound
states consisting of a quark and an anti-quark, and (anti)baryons are bound states
consisting of three (anti)quarks. Additionally, every generation has a charged lepton
with electromagnetic charge −1 e and an associated, much lighter, neutral neutrino.

For both quarks and leptons, the mass eigenstates are not equal to the weak eigen-
states. They are transformed by the Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) matrix
[53, 54] for the quarks and the Pontecorvo–Maki–Nakagawa–Sakata (PMNS) matrix
[55, 56] for the leptons. A free phase in both matrices is chosen such that the up-type
quarks and the charged leptons have the same mass and weak eigenstates, and the
down-type quarks and the neutrinos mix. The largest elements of the CKM matrix
are found on the diagonal [57], which suppresses the interaction between the different
generations of quarks. The CKM matrix has one complex phase allowing for CP-
violation, which is the violation of the combined charge conjugation (interchange of
particle and antiparticle) and parity (inversion of spatial coordinates) symmetries.

1.1.3 The Higgs mechanism
The Higgs mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) generates the ob-
served masses of the W and Z bosons, while preserving the SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y symme-
try at high energies [4, 5, 58–61]. It is introduced by adding a complex scalar isospin
doublet φ to the Lagrangian together with an accompanying symmetry breaking po-
tential V (φ). The potential gives the neutral part a non-zero vacuum expectation
value v, around which the scalar fields are expanded. After symmetry breaking, there
are three massless Goldstone bosons [38]. These degrees of freedom are absorbed by
a gauge transformation, and reappear as the longitudinal polarisation states of the
W and Z bosons. In the end, the W and Z bosons have acquired mass terms, and
the last remaining degree of freedom from the scalar isospin doublet becomes the
Higgs boson H. The masses of the fermions are also generated in EWSB through the
postulated Yukawa interaction [62] between the fermions and the Higgs field.

The mass of a particle is proportional to the Yukawa coupling between the particle
and the Higgs boson. Therefore, the Higgs coupling to the gauge bosons gHV V and
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fermions gHff can be expressed as

gHV V = gVmV and gHff =
√

2mf

v
, (1.1)

where mV is the gauge boson mass, and mf is the fermion mass. Although the Higgs
boson does not couple directly to the massless photon and gluon, there is a sizeable
interaction through a loop of virtual top quarks or W bosons.

1.2 Beyond the Standard Model
The SM is not the ultimate theory, because it does not include the gravitational
force as described by the theory of general relativity [6]. Predictions of the theory of
general relativity and quantum field theory will break down near the Planck scale at
an energy of 1019 GeV, because quantum gravity effects become important [63, 64].
However, up to that energy the SM is potentially self-consistent [65]. A priory, there
is no guarantee that new physics will be discovered at any future particle collider [66].
Nevertheless, the SM description is seen as unsatisfactory and searches for physics
beyond the SM at energies below a few TeV are considered a high priority, e.g. by
[10]. In addition to the text books [67] and other materials [68], a good review of
these topics in the context of future facilities is given in [66].

1.2.1 Reasons for physics beyond the Standard Model
There are many reasons why the SM should be embedded in a more complete theory
already at lower energy scales. These reasons range from concrete unexplained phe-
nomena, to theoretical arguments containing more paradigmatic elements. Here the
most important reasons, and arguments related to (Higgs) physics at future colliders
will be given, omitting for example neutrino physics.

Besides the absence of the gravitational force, cosmology provides more indications
that the SM is not complete. The evolution of the universe and many aspects of
cosmology are well described by the Λ Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM) model, which is
also referred to as the standard cosmological model (see e.g. [69]). Evidence for the
theory are measurements of the cosmological microwave background dating from the
early universe, and the observed large-scale structure of the universe. In the ΛCDM
model the energy content of the universe is 4.9 % standard matter, 26.4 % cold dark
matter and about 68.5 % is accounted for by the cosmological constant Λ [7].

The SM has issues with each of these three energy types. The SM covers the
standard matter particles, but it cannot explain the abundance of matter over anti-
matter, see e.g. [8]. The SM does not provide a suitable particle for the dark matter.
A deeper problem is that the cosmological constant represents a contribution from
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vacuum energy, but is many orders of magnitude smaller than the vacuum energy
derived from QFT or the vacuum energy of the Higgs boson, see e.g. [70].

Despite these shortcomings, within particle physics almost all measurements agree
with the SM to an extraordinary precision, e.g. [71]. However, there are deviations
with, at present, a too low significance to claim new discoveries. Some of the most
tantalising examples are the anomalous magnetic dipole moment of the muon g − 2
[72], and a pattern of smaller deviations in the decays of B mesons [73, 74].

A well-known argument is that the large number of free parameters hints at an
underlying organising principle to be discovered. The SM is the collection of theoret-
ical ideas and has a total of 25 free parameters that have to be measured: 12 Yukawa
couplings, 3 gauge coupling constants, 2 parameters of the Higgs potential, and 8
parameters of the PMNS and CKM matrices. Moreover, there are clear patterns in
the parameters. The fermion masses have a clear hierarchy, the largest entries of
the CKM matrix are found on the diagonal [57], the gauge interactions are of simi-
lar magnitude and their running hints at an approximate convergence at an energy
scale of about 1015 GeV [75–78]. Indeed, patterns in the parameters of a model have
historically been an indication of an underlying theory (e.g. [36, 37, 79]).

1.2.2 Beyond the Standard Model and the Higgs boson

So the SM is not complete and new physics is required. Owing to its unique set of
properties, the study of the Higgs boson represents a promising possibility to look
for new physics. A simple reason is that out of the 25 parameters of the SM, 14
are directly related to the Higgs boson. A more involved argument is based on the
so-called hierarchy problem, which is related to the fact that the Higgs boson is the
only fundamental scalar in the SM.

The hierarchy problem arises when new physics is introduced at a higher energy
scale [80–83]. Like the other particles, the Higgs boson propagator receives quantum
corrections from higher order diagrams. The Higgs boson is a scalar, hence the correc-
tions are proportional to the squared energy scale of new physics. If the energy scale
of new physics is high, the smaller observed Higgs mass requires a high degree of fine
tuning in the theory to cancel the corrections. In order to avoid excessive fine tuning,
new physics theories should eliminate the large corrections and must be observable
at an energy scale below a few TeV.

There are three main categories of new physics scenarios that alleviate the hi-
erarchy problem and that can be probed at current and future colliders. First, the
problem can be solved by introducing a new symmetry (super symmetry [84–87])
between fermions and bosons to cancel the divergences [88, 89]. Alternatively, the
Higgs boson is not a fundamental scalar but a composite particle held together by a
new force [90]. Thirdly, extra dimensions can be involved to explain the discrepancy
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in energy scales [91, 92]. In all of these scenarios, the Higgs boson couplings are
modified.

The magnitude and character of possible modifications to the Higgs couplings
will provide information about the new physics scenarios. A method to parametrise
the effect of a higher energy new physics contribution on the SM interactions is an
effective field theory, which extends the SM Lagrangian with a set of higher dimension
operators, see e.g. [93, 94]. The magnitude of the modification can be linked to an
energy scale of new physics. The modifications are roughly proportional to m2

H/M
2,

where M is the energy scale of new physics, e.g. the mass of a new particle. Hence,
deviations of the order of percents will hint to new physics at the TeV scale.

Another reason to investigate the Higgs boson, is the unknown origin of EWSB.
The SM Higgs potential is arbitrarily chosen. Measurements of the Higgs boson self-
interactions can probe the Higgs potential. Specifically, the Higgs boson trilinear
gauge coupling can be measured.

Additionally, a modified Higgs potential would help accommodate Baryogenesis.
Baryogenesis is the hypothetical process that introduced the asymmetry between the
amount of matter and anti-matter in the universe and relies on the three Sacharov
conditions to be full filled [95]. Two of these conditions can be satisfied if the elec-
troweak phase transition in the early universe was first-order. The dynamics of the
phase transition is determined by the Higgs potential. A Higgs potential with a
modified trilinear gauge coupling could have led to a first-order phase transition [96],
instead of the continuous phase transition predicted by the SM [97].

1.3 Higgs production at an electron positron collider
The study of the Higgs boson in great detail is a major objective of all recently
proposed high energy electron positron colliders [12, 98–100]. A high energy elec-
tron positron collider will be a highly important instrument for the progression of
the study of particle physics. An overview of physics at future (linear) collider is
for example given in reference [101]. The physics programme of these colliders also
includes among others the measurements of electroweak precision observables, top
studies, and (indirect) new physics searches, but the discussion here will be restricted
to Higgs physics.

1.3.1 Higgs boson production
The cross section of the most important SM Higgs processes at an electron positron
collider as a function of centre-of-mass energy

√
s are given in Figure 1.2.

Higgs strahlung HZ production, is the production of a Higgs boson in association
with a Z boson. The tree level diagram is shown in Figure 1.4a. The cross section
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peaks at an energy of 250 GeV and decreases proportionally to 1/s towards higher
energies. The Higgs production through this channel can independently be identified
through the decay products of the recoiling Z boson, allowing the determination of
the total Higgs width.

At higher energies the dominant Higgs production modes are the vector boson
fusion processes, proportional to ln(s/m2

H). Herein, a Higgs is produced in the inter-
action of two W bosons (Hνeν̄e) or the rarer interaction of two Z bosons (He+e−).
The former is shown as a Feynman diagram in Figure 1.4b. At an energy of about
800 GeV the production of a Higgs boson in association with two top quarks tt̄H is
maximal. The cross section is relatively small, but the production process is important
for the measurement of the top quark Yukawa coupling.

The simultaneous production of two Higgs bosons is important because it contains
the Higgs three point vertex. Analogous to the HZ production and vector boson
fusion, two Higgs bosons are produced in the HHZ and HHνeν̄e production process.

1.3.2 Higgs boson decay
The Higgs boson branching ratios as a function of the Higgs boson mass are shown in
Figure 1.3. The relative branching ratios to fermions can be explained by the Higgs
boson coupling to fermions being proportional to fermion mass, see Equation (1.1).
Although the largest coupling is actually to top quarks, the decay is forbidden, because
the top quark mass is larger than the Higgs boson mass. The Higgs boson primarily
decays to bottom quarks. The second largest decay mode is into two W bosons, where
at least one of them is virtual. The Higgs boson decay to gluons gg, photons γγ, and
Zγ is mediated by virtual particle loops of primarily top quarks, bottom quarks and
if possible W bosons.

1.3.3 Higgs boson physics goals
There are a number of important measurements of the Higgs boson that will be
made at future electron positron colliders starting at a centre-of-mass energy around
250 GeV. The physics reach can be extended with higher centre-of-mass energy stages
of 500 GeV and beyond.

At a collision energy of 250 GeV, the Higgs mass will be measured. A precisely
known Higgs mass is important to determine the branching ratio of Higgs to two W
bosons or two Z bosons, because these depend on the Higgs mass, see Figure 1.3. The
Higgs boson mass is equal to the recoil mass of the Z boson in the HZ production
channel, which allows for a precise measurement when the Z boson decays to muons
or electrons.

None of the detectors at the proposed colliders will be sufficiently sensitive to
determine the expected Higgs width of (4.07± 0.02) MeV [104] directly. The total
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Higgs width will primarily be inferred from the Higgs branching ratio to Z bosons,
and the Higgs production cross section σ(HZ), which can accurately be detected even
in the case of invisible Higgs decays through reconstruction of the recoil mass. The
total Higgs width Γh is given by

Γh = ΓZZ
BRZZ

= ΓWW

BRWW
, (1.2)

where ΓZZ (ΓWW ) is the partial decay width to Z bosons (W bosons), and BRZZ
(BRWW ) is the branching ratio to Z bosons (W bosons). The partial decay width is
proportional to the cross section, i.e. ΓZZ ∝ σ(HZ) and ΓWW ∝ σ(Hνeν̄e).

The quantum numbers of the Higgs boson can be determined. If the Higgs boson
is a CP-eigenstate, it has been measured to have spin 0 and even parity +1 with
high probability. However, it is possible that there is CP-violation associated to
the Higgs boson and it is a mixture of CP-even and CP-odd components. With
a future electron positron collider, Higgs bosons decaying to pairs of tau’s can be
used to measure a possible CP-odd component. The decay to pairs of tau leptons is
specifically suited, because the tau leptons couple directly to both components, and
some of the tau decays give access to the spin properties through angular distributions
of the decay products. The measurement of the Higgs boson decaying to tau leptons
will be discussed in Section 8.4.

An important measurement at a higher energy is the measurement of the top
Yukawa coupling. Despite being near the threshold of the process, the measurement
can be accurately performed at 500 GeV. At 500 GeV also di-Higgs boson production
becomes available, and the Higgs potential can be probed [105]. At higher energies
the precision for this measurement will be even better.

1.3.4 Higgs physics at the ILC
The prospects for Higgs physics at an electron positron collider will be illustrated
using the International Linear Collider (ILC), which is the proposed collider described
in the next chapter. The physics case for the ILC is made in references [106, 107].
Important in this assessment is the additional experimental value a collider can offer
in addition to the constructed and operational Large Hadron Collider (LHC), and its
approved High Luminosity Upgrade (HL-LHC).

At the ILC at a centre-of-mass energy of 250 GeV, the absolute cross section of
ZH production can be measured to 1.0 % precision. The total Higgs width will have a
precision of 2.5 %, and the branching ratio of the Higgs boson to invisible particles can
be constrained to below 0.3 %. The Higgs boson mass will be known with a precision
of 13 MeV.

In Figure 1.5 the expected precision of the Higgs couplings is shown for the HL-
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LHC (ATLAS experiment), and the ILC at a centre-of-mass energy of 250 GeV and
500 GeV. The ILC expectations are given within the effective field theory framework,
while the quoted HL-LHC predictions are in the κ framework [109], which is a more
model dependent parametrisation in which the Higgs couplings are scaled. Already
at an energy of 250 GeV the ILC offers an improvement in all channels, except the
coupling to top quarks which only becomes available in the 500 GeV energy stage.
The largest improvements are made in the channels limited by the backgrounds at
the HL-LHC, exemplified by the measurement of the Higgs boson coupling to charm
quarks. The least improvement is seen in statistically limited measurements, such as
the coupling of Higgs to muons. The Higgs decay to two photons is also statistically
limited, but a combination of ILC and HL-LHC data allows for a much more precise
determination of this coupling than the HL-LHC alone. The coupling to the W and
Z bosons can be improved over the expected HL-LHC results using input from the
cross section measurement.

The Higgs boson self coupling can only be measured at a centre-of-mass energy
of 500 GeV and above. With the full ILC data set up to an energy of 500 GeV, the
expected precision on the Higgs self coupling is expected to be 27 %.
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CHAPTER 2

The international linear collider and
the international large detector

High energy particle collisions are important to investigate the outstanding problems
introduced in the previous chapter and advance the field of particle physics.

Currently the LHC is operational at CERN and collides high energy protons at
a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV [110, 111]. Because a proton is a stable particle
and has a large mass-to-charge ratio, it is possible to achieve such energies. However,
protons are composite objects and the initial state is thus not known exactly, which
can be an obstacle in interpreting the results. In addition, the quarks and gluons in
the proton interact strongly, and as a result QCD processes result in major sources
of background.

In contrast, an accelerator colliding electrons and positrons has complementary
properties. Because of the small mass-to-charge ratio of the electrons it is more
difficult to reach high energies. However electrons are fundamental particles with a
well-defined initial state that do not interact strongly. Backgrounds are much lower
at an electron positron collider. Hence, an electron positron collider is eminently
suitable for precision measurements of the properties of the Higgs boson.

The ILC is a linear electron positron collider operating at the energy frontier. At
the ILC two detectors are foreseen in a push-pull configuration, one of which is the
International Large Detector (ILD).

17
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Figure 2.1: Layout of the ILC in the 250 GeV configuration, adapted from [12].

2.1 The international linear collider
The ILC is a proposed linear electron positron collider using 1.3 GHz Superconducting
Radio-Frequency (SCRF) accelerating technology [12, 112, 113]. As a linear collider,
the accelerator is upgradable to higher energies by extending the length of the two
main linacs. The mature ILC project was recently updated with a more phased
approach, featuring a cost-optimised first 250 GeV stage [114]. In subsequent stages,
the centre-of-mass energy can be upgraded from 250 GeV to maximally 1 TeV. A
candidate site for the construction is located in the Kitakami mountains in the Tohoku
area, about 400 km north of Tokyo, Japan.

The electrons and positrons in the beams are organised in bunches to facilitate
acceleration using SCRF technology. The ILC will feature polarised beams. At a
centre-of-mass energy of 250 GeV the polarisation can be used to boost the Higgs
production. At higher energies it is beneficial for signal separation in e.g. the W
fusion Higgs production (Hνeν̄e), and can be used in the search for new physics.

2.1.1 Layout of the ILC accelerator

The layout of the main ILC accelerator is shown in Figure 2.1. The electrons and
positrons are accelerated and brought into collision by a chain of accelerator struc-
tures. The ILC will have beam Interaction Point (IP) shared between two detectors
in a push-pull configuration.

The electron source provides polarised electrons liberated from a strain gallium
arsenide photo-cathode by illumination with a titanium-sapphire laser. The electrons
are expected to have at least 85% polarisation after production, and have no less
than 80% polarisation at the IP. The polarisation is defined as the asymmetry (n+−
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n−)/(n+ + n−) in the number of electrons with positive spin n+ (right chirality) and
negative spin n− (left chirality). A subsequent linear accelerator gives the polarised
electrons an energy of 5 GeV before injection into the damping ring.

Polarised positrons are produced using high energy photons from an undulator.
The undulator consists of a periodic alternating series of dipole magnets such that
the electrons traverse a magnetic field and radiate an intense beam of photons. The
electron beam from the main linac is directed to a 147 m long superconducting un-
dulator. In the helical undulator a beam of circularly polarised photons is produced
with a maximum energy of 30 MeV, depending on the electron beam energy. The
photons hit a rotating titanium alloy target producing a beam of electron-positron
pairs. The positrons are separated and accelerated in a linac to an energy of 5 GeV,
and injected in the damping ring. At the IP the positrons will have a polarisation of
at least 30%.

The electron and positron damping rings have a circumference of 3.2 km and share
a common tunnel. In the damping rings the injected beams with large emittance
are damped to beams with low emittance. Emittance measures the spread in the
position-momentum phase space of a beam. A highly focused, monochromatic beam
has lower emittance and produces a higher luminosity. The beams are damped by
113 m of superferric wigglers in each ring, causing the electrons and positrons to
emit radiation in a way that reduces their emittance. The two Rings To Main Linac
(RTMLs) provide beam transport from the two damping rings to the main linac
beamlines while preserving the polarisation and low emittance of the beam as much
as possible . The electron and the positron main beamlines both consist of a two-stage
bunch compressor system and a main linac. The bunch compressor system compresses
the bunches from a few millimeters to a few hundreds of micrometers in length and
accelerates the beam from 5 GeV to 15 GeV.

The main linac then accelerates the beam to the required energy at the IP. The
main linac uses nine-cell niobium SCRF cavities operated at a temperature of 2 K.
Cavities with specifications close to the ILC requirements were mass produced and
are successfully used at the European X-ray Free Electron Laser [115]. Considering
the performance of those cavities, an average accelerating gradient of 35 MV/m seems
feasible. The 12.65 m long cryomodules contain either nine cavities or eight cavities
and a quadruple as part of the necessary beam optics. The main linac tunnels are
designed to follow the curvature of the earth to facilitate helium transport for cooling.

The final part in the beamlines is the 2.25 km long beam delivery system, which
focuses the beams to the required sizes and brings them into collision. A beam crossing
angle of 14 mrad allows both beams to be extracted to the high pressure water beam
dumps after passing through the interaction region.
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2.1.2 Beam conditions

The ILC will deliver ∼1 ms bunch trains, containing 1312 bunches each, at a repe-
tition rate of 5 Hz. The detailed design parameters of the initial stage and possible
upgrades are shown in Table 2.1. To maximise the luminosity, the beams are focused
to nanometer size at the IP. The beam particles have a spread in energy, causing a
variation in the centre-of-mass energy of collision. Despite this spread, 73% of the
collisions are expected in the top 1% of the energy.

The main source of background consists of beamstrahlung photons in the forward
regions. These photons can convert either to electron positron pairs or to hadrons,
which can enter the detector as background. Other sources of background are muons
produced upstream from the detector and neutrons produced in the beam dumps.

Table 2.1: Table with ILC run parameters, adapted from [114, 116].

Quantity Initial L Upgrade Energy upgrades
Centre-of-mass energy 250 GeV 250 GeV 500 GeV 1000 GeV
Luminosity (×1034cm−2s−1) 1.35 2.7 1.8/3.6 4.9
Polarisation for e−(e+) 80 %(30 %) 80 %(30 %) 80 %(30 %) 80 %(20 %)
Repetition frequency 5 Hz 5 Hz 5 Hz 4 Hz
Bunches per pulse 1312 2625 1312/2625 2450
Bunch population 2× 1010 2× 1010 2× 1010 1.74× 1010

Linac bunch interval 554 ns 366 ns 554/366 ns 366 ns
Beam current in pulse 5.8 mA 5.8 mA 5.8 mA 7.6 mA
Beam pulse duration 727 µs 961 µs 727/961 µs 897 µs
Average beam power 5.3 MW 10.5 MW 10.5/21 MW 27.2 MW
Norm. hor. emitt. at IP 5 µm 5 µm 10 µm 10 µm
Norm. vert. emitt. at IP 35 nm 35 nm 35 nm 30 nm
RMS hor. beam size at IP 516 nm 516 nm 474 nm 335 nm
RMS vert. beam size at IP 7.7 nm 7.7 nm 5.9 nm 2.7 nm
Luminosity in top 1 % 73 % 73 % 58.3 % 44.5 %
Energy loss from beamstrahlung 2.6 % 2.6 % 4.5 % 10.5 %
Site AC power 129 MW ∼ 161 MW 163/204 MW 300 MW
Site length 20.5 km 20.5 km 31 km 40 km

2.1.3 Luminosity and event rate

The number of events N expected for a given final state at the ILC is given by

N = Lσ, (2.1)
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Figure 2.2: The nominal, 22 year long, planned running scenario for the ILC, taken
from [114].

where σ the interaction cross section for this final state, L is the integrated luminosity
given by L =

∫
Ldt, and L is the instantaneous luminosity. In an analysis, often a

set of final states is selected that can be attributed to a specific process under study
with high probability.

Initially the ILC has a design instantaneous luminosity of 1.35× 1034 cm−2s−1.
The nominal run scenario with integrated luminosities at the different energy stages
is shown in Figure 2.2. After an initial running period of about 5 years, the current
scenario calls for a luminosity upgrade, followed by an upgrade to a centre-of-mass
energy of 500 GeV. The ILC run plan remains flexible and has the capability to
operate at energies down to 90 GeV, depending on future physics results. This lower
energy operation allows for both Z pole running and a threshold scan of the W boson
pair production around 160 GeV.

The beam polarisation is set to acquire four independent data sets with different
mixtures of physics processes. The most important Higgs production process, Higgs
strahlung, has the largest cross section for an asymmetrically configured polarisation.
Hence the polarisation will be set to (P (e+), P (e−)) = (+,−) and (−,+) each for
45 % of the time, and to the same sign configurations (+,+) and (−,−) both for 5 %
of the time.

2.2 The international large detector
The ILD is a multi-purpose detector proposed as one of the two experiments at the
ILC [13, 117, 118]. A rendered view is shown in Figure 2.3. Although it should
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Figure 2.3: Rendered cut open view of the ILD, adapted from [13].

provide excellent performance for the full ILC physics program between 90 GeV and
1 TeV, most of the recent optimisation work has focused on the performance at the
initial 250 GeV stage. The ILC physics programme is driven by the need to obtain
the best possible precision and as a result it places stringent requirements on the ILD.

2.2.1 Detector requirements
The ILD has been designed to optimise physics performance while respecting opera-
tional constraints. The operational environment is relatively benign compared to that
at a hadron collider. The magnetic field needs to be at least 3 T to confine electron
pairs from beamstrahlung to within the beam pipe. Even so, the first vertex layer
cannot be closer than 15 mm to the beamline. Secondly, the push-pull scheme must be
taken into account in the integration and the machine-detector interface. Fortunately,
the bunch structure does not give strong constraints: the long idle period between
bunches facilitates the use of triggerless readout schemes and allows for power pulsing
in the front end electronics to save power, which limits the necessary cooling power
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and thus minimises the amount of associated material.
There are also important physics performance considerations. At 250 GeV, Higgs

strahlung is the dominant Higgs production mode. Independent from its decay mode,
the production of a Higgs boson can be inferred through the detection of the associated
Z boson, allowing unambiguous cross section measurements. The Z boson is selected
by its momentum, which puts stringent requirements on the tracker. The tracker has
to be highly efficient and have excellent resolution. In order to make sure that the
Higgs recoil mass measurement in the channel e+e− → H,Z → µ+µ− is dominated by
the beam energy spread, the asymptotic momentum resolution goal is set to σ1/PT

=
2× 10−5 GeV−1.

The Higgs boson decays need to be differentiated by quark and lepton flavour,
requiring great flavour tagging. This requires a high precision and low material vertex
detector, as well as a calorimeter with sufficient granularity to identify leptons in jets.

The calorimeter performance requirements are predominantly set by the need to
identify top quarks, W bosons and Z bosons. This requires good spatial separation
and a jet energy resolution σE/E of better than 4%, which can be achieved by particle
flow calorimetry. In particle flow, information from the trackers and the calorimeters
is combined to acquire the best possible jet energy resolution. The performance
is optimal when the calorimeter clusters are well separated and can efficiently be
matched to tracks. Therefore the calorimeters are highly granular and placed inside
the coil, close to the tracker.

Furthermore, hermeticity is required to effectively deduce the presence of particles
invisible to the detector such as neutrinos. Thus the tracker needs to be able to
reconstruct particles even at small angles with respect to the beam pipe.

2.2.2 Overview of the detector
The ILD detector follows a conventional particle detector design with subdetectors
organised as a series of shells around the IP. Particles are detected through their
interactions with the sensitive material of the subdetectors. A large solenoid creates
an axial magnetic field parallel to the beam, which enables momentum measurements
of charged particles in the inner tracking detector shells. The shells on the outside of
the trackers are the calorimeters that measure the energy of particles by absorbing
their energy. In the barrel part, there are two calorimeters: the Electromagnetic
Calorimeter (ECAL) and Hadronic Calorimeter (HCAL). The outermost shell is the
return yoke of the magnet, which also serves as the outer detector. A quadrant view
of the ILD detector is shown in Figure 2.4.

Two versions of the detector are described: a large version, prioritising perfor-
mance, and a newer, smaller version focusing more on cost-effectiveness1. The small

1This results in the remarkable name ”The Small International Large Detector”
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Figure 2.4: Quadrant view of the ILD with some of the inner radii of sub-detectors
indicated in mm for the large version (small version). Adapted from [118].

version has an ECAL inner radius of 146 cm, compared to a ECAL inner radius of
181cm for the large version. The surrounding detectors are adjusted accordingly. The
main cost-savers are the smaller calorimeters. For the momentum resolution of high
momentum tracks (δpT /pT )res. ∝ 1/(BL2) holds, see Equation (8.1). So in order to
acquire a comparable momentum resolution for high momentum tracks, the reduced
lever arm is compensated by increasing the magnetic field from 3.5 T to 4 T.

For some technologies multiple mature options and developing alternatives are
given. A choice is to be taken when the ILD develops into a detector proposal.

Particle flow

The ILD design is optimised for particle flow. Particle flow is a method to determine
the energy of particles produced in collisions [119, 120]. In traditional calorimetry the
energy of a jet is determined by a measurement in the calorimeter alone. However, the
energy resolution of the calorimeter can be improved by using momentum information
from the more precise tracker. The jet energy is the sum of the particles in the jet,
which requires the four vectors of all visible particles in the event to be individually
reconstructed. The charged particles are primarily reconstructed in the tracker, while
neutral hadrons and photons are reconstructed in the calorimeters. Frequently, the
calorimeter clusters of charged and neutral particles overlap, which can make it more
difficult to find the neutral particle and precisely measure its energy. This confusion
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in the association of clusters is what limits the calorimeter resolution at large jet
energies.

The particle flow approach to calorimetry has consequences for the detector de-
sign. The standalone calorimeter performance is no longer the guiding principle, but
the joint performance of all subdetectors has to be optimised. To limit confusion,
calorimeter clusters have to be separable, so the calorimeter should be highly granu-
lar. Good particle identification is required to identify the particle type. All particles
have to be detected, therefore the detectors need to be highly efficient and track-
ing fake rates have to be low, as this might wrongfully subtract energy from clusters.
Furthermore, to improve the matching of calorimeter clusters and tracker information
the amount of material between those detectors has to be minimised.

ILD applies the Pandora particle flow algorithm [121]. This C++ algorithm is
optimised using simulated events, and is flexible enough to be applied to different
detector designs.

2.2.3 Tracking detectors

The main goal of the tracking detectors is to measure the trajectory and momentum
of charged particles. A charged particle leaves a trail of detectable interactions called
hits in the tracker that can be reconstructed as a track. From the curvature of the
track in the magnetic field, the momentum is determined. If an interaction produces
multiple tracks, the point of interaction, called the vertex, can be reconstructed. In
order not to disturb measurements in the tracker and in the more outward detectors,
the amount of material has to be minimised.

The ILD tracker consists of a number of silicon trackers and a Time Projection
Chamber (TPC). The most central detectors are silicon trackers, which have an ex-
cellent position resolution important for the reconstruction of the vertex and to deter-
mine the direction of the particles. Silicon trackers require a relatively large amount
of material per measurement point, so only a few measurement points are taken.
Around the central silicon trackers a large TPC is foreseen. As a gaseous detector,
the amount of material per measurement point is relatively small. Therefore the TPC
takes a large number of measurement points to aid pattern recognition, over a large
radial distance for a precise determination of the momentum. In addition, the gaseous
TPC can identify particles by the characteristic energy loss dE/dx.

The tracker requirements are mainly set by lepton momentum measurements from
Z boson decays in the Higgs recoil measurements. For a centre-of-mass energy of
500 GeV, the Higgs decay to two muons is seen as a benchmark for high momentum
tracks. The flavour tagging requirements of jets with c and b quarks drives the vertex
detection requirements. The primary benchmark process is the Higgs branching ratio
measurements to these types of jets. The minimal required resolution is 3µm in both
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r and φ directions.

Technology options for the silicon tracking detectors

The silicon detectors use a semiconductor as the sensitive material. In the semi-
conducting silicon a high energy charged particle produces electron-hole pairs, which
are separated and collected using an electric field. The semiconductor properties are
tuned through doping the material with impurities.

For a silicon detector, the position of a hit is determined from the known position
of the sensitive material. In order to improve the spatial precision of a measurement
point, the devices are compartmentalised in strips or pixels each acting as separate
sensitive volume. The silicon trackers are organised in layers to acquire multiple hits
per track. In some cases the sensitivity of the volumes can be tuned to detect multiple
hits per layer, which is used to improve the position measurement.

The silicon detector has four subsystems; the vertex detector (VTX) located in
the centre of the detector, the Silicon Inner Tracker (SIT) located between the vertex
detector and the TPC, the Forward Tracking Disks (FTD) located in the forward
direction around the beam pipe, and the Silicon outer layers (SET) on the outside of
the barrel part of the TPC. There are three technology options under consideration
for the VTX, as well as for the other silicon detectors.

• Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) pixels are a well estab-
lished technology which can be produced industrially. In CMOS sensors the
analog signal are digitised per pixel. One advantage of the CMOS type sensors
is the low material budget. Current developments focus on keeping the power
consumption low while maintaining readout speed, and on reducing the material
budget of the layers even further.

• A fine pixel Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) is another option under investiga-
tion. The main difference compared to CMOS technology is that the signal
charge is transferred between pixels before being digitised usually per column.
Fine pixel CCDs can be built with small pixel sizes (∼ 5µm pitch), offering
high precision and low occupancy. CCDs with fine pixels have not yet found
full size applications in major particle physics experiments and radiation hard-
ness currently is a point of attention.

• Another option are Depleted Field Effect Transistor (DEPFET) sensors, which
work with a field effect transistor per pixel which controls the flow of current by
an electric field. The advantages are low noise, low power operation with fast
readout speeds.
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Vertex detector

The VTX is the detector closest to the IP and is optimised for vertex detection. It
consists of 3 double layers located between 16 mm and 58 mm. Based on the power
consumption of the CMOS pixels option, the vertex detector can be cooled by an
air or nitrogen gas flow. To reach the vertex detection requirements the amount of
material per layer cannot exceed 0.15% X0, where X0 is the radiation length of the
material used.

Silicon inner tracker

The SIT provides a measurement point to aid the reconstruction of charged particles
and to improve the momentum resolution for low transverse momentum charged par-
ticles. The SIT consist of two layers. In a previous baseline design both layers were
made of two single-sided strip layers, but thanks to recent progress in CMOS sensors,
it is now also possible to instrument the SIT with pixels instead.

Silicon outer tracker

The SET provides a precise space point near the outer edge of the TPC to improve
the momentum resolution. By calculating the offset between the SIT and SET tracks
and the TPC tracks in the drift direction, timing information is obtained. The same
strip sensor as for the SIT can also be used for the SET, but implementing the SET
as a first layer of the calorimeter is also under investigation. Sensors with precise
timing of O(10 ps) would allow Time of Flight (ToF) measurements, which can be
utilised for particle identification. The particle type can be identified by comparing
the momentum and speed measurements.

Forward tracker

The FTD consist of seven disks between the beam pipe and the inner field cage of
the TPC. They provide tracking in the forward direction for tracks at an angle with
respect to the beamline between 4.8° and 35°. The first two disks are highly granular
pixel detectors, for which the same technology considerations as for the VTX apply.
The other five disks might be implemented using strips or, given the recent progress
in this area, (elongated) CMOS pixels. Possibly the FTD sensors will be able to also
provide precise timing information for ToF measurements.

Time projection chamber

The design foresees a gaseous TPC as the main tracking detector. The TPC allows
continuous, three-dimensional tracking with a minimal material budget at relatively
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low cost. The TPC provides a stand alone momentum resolution σ1/PT
of at least

10−4 GeV−1. Electron identification and other particle identification applications
require the TPC to be able to measure the energy loss dE/dx to better than 5%.

The TPC consists of a cylindrical field cage, capped on both sides by readout
end plates. Some of the geometrical parameters of the large version are summarised
in Table 2.2. The electric field runs from the anode readout end plates to a thin-
membrane cathode spanned between two rings in the centre of the TPC. Field shaping
on the inner and outer cylinder is provided by field shaping metal strips. The TPC
end plates are cooled by two-phase CO2 cooling. The inner and outer cylinders have a
material budget of 1% and 3% of a radiation length X0 respectively and will consist of
composite materials. The end caps, including the readout electronics, have a maximal
material budget of 25% X0 and can be realised as an aluminium structure in which
the 240 readout modules can be placed. The small version of the ILD detector has
a reduced TPC outer radius of 1427 mm and 152 modules, but has otherwise largely
the same geometry.

The workings and the readout of the TPC will be described in the next chapter.

Table 2.2: Geometric parameters of the ILD TPC with a possible pad based readout
implementation.

TPC parameter Version: large small
Half length 2350 mm
Inner radius 329 mm
Outer radius 1770 mm 1427 mm
Maximum drift length 2225 mm
Inner service area and wall 43.1 mm
Outer service area and wall 73.1 mm
Number of modules 240 152

2.2.4 Calorimeter system
The primary purpose of the calorimeter system is to determine the energy and di-
rection of neutral particles. The calorimeter measures the energy of all strongly and
electromagnetically interacting particles by absorbing their energy. High energy par-
ticles create a cascade of particles in the calorimeters, referred to as showers.

The ECAL is designed for photons and electrons, which lose their energy through
electromagnetic interactions. The longitudinal spread of the shower can be modelled
using the radiation length of the material X0. The HCAL is designed for particles
that, in addition to the electromagnetic interaction, also lose energy through the
strong interaction. No analytical description exist, but the size in the direction of the
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shower is characterised by the strong interaction length λI . In order to separate the
particles interacting only electromagnetically from strongly interacting particles, the
ECAL is situated in front of the HCAL, and should have a large λI/X0 ratio.

The calorimeters are optimised for particle flow, which sets requirements on the
granularity. To achieve the necessary granularity, a sampling calorimeter is foreseen
for both systems with alternating layers of absorber and sensitive material. To min-
imise material between the calorimeters and trackers, both are placed inside the coil.
The readout of the calorimeters is the most critical part to cool and for this water
cooling lines are foreseen.

Electromagnetic calorimeter

The main goal of ECAL is to precisely measure the energy of photons, even in the
presence of nearby particles. The ECAL requirements are set by the benchmark
processes e+e− → Zγ, and the Higgs branching ratio measurement to high energy
photons.

The ECAL has to be made compact, because it is positioned inside the coil.
Tungsten (W) is a good option as absorber material for the ECAL, because of its
density and its large interaction length to radiation length ratio λI/X0. The ILD
design has 30 layers of tungsten, interleaved with sensitive layers read out by silicon
pin diodes with a 5 mm× 5 mm size. The construction has an octagonal shape, in
which the layers are arranged in a way that avoids uninstrumented regions in the
radial direction. The baseline design has a total radiation length of 24X0.

Hadronic calorimeter

The HCAL will measure the energy of the neutral hadrons and must be able to
separate them from other clusters. Jets consist for only about 10% of neutral hadronic
particles, but their contribution to the energy resolution as measured by the HCAL
is dominant for jet energies up to 100 GeV. For higher energy jets, the resolution is
limited by confusion in the association of energy deposits to different clusters by the
particle flow algorithm.

The HCAL is a sampling calorimeter with steel absorber plates, and scintillator
tiles or gaseous devices as detection layers. The scintillator tiles with a suggested
size of 30 mm × 30 mm × 3 mm are read out by Silicon Photo Multipliers (SiPMs).
Alternatively, gaseous detectors would allow even thinner sensors with a very fine
segmentation.

HCAL energy resolution requirements are set by the identification of W , Z, and
H boson jets. The resolution has to be sufficient to separate W and Z boson jets. For
Higgs bosons it is important to accurately measure and reconstruct jets of all quark
flavours.
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2.2.5 Forward calorimeters
In addition to the ECAL and HCAL in the barrel region, there are three calorimeters
in the forward region. The LumiCal will measure the luminosity using the well-known
Bhabha scattering process of electron-positron pairs with a precision better than 10−3

at 500 GeV. The BeamCal will provide fast beam monitoring and the LHCal extends
the hadronic calorimeter coverage in the forward region down to 41 mrad with respect
to the beamline. The three forward calorimeters use technologies similar to the ECAL.

2.2.6 Outer detector
The outer detector serves both as muon detector and tail catcher for jets not fully
contained in the calorimeters. Muons are identified as tracks in the muon detector.
The requirements on the outer detector are not very stringent. There is no trigger,
and the occupancy is expected to be low because of the clean environment at the
ILC. However, matching the track segments in the outer detector with the signal in
the calorimeters does require a position resolution in the azimuthal direction of better
than 1 cm.

The outer detector is implemented as an instrumented iron return yoke. It has a
minimal thickness of approximately 275 cm to return the magnetic flux. Mechanical
constraints require the thickness of the layers to be at least 10 cm. The barrel part
consists of 1 sensitive layer in front of the return yoke, 10 sensitive layers spaced 14 cm
apart on the yoke, and 3 sensitive layers separated by 60 cm outside the yoke. The
forward part consists of 10 layers spaced 14 cm apart, and 2 sensitive layers spaced
by 60 cm.

The sensitive parts are scintillating bars with wavelength shifting fibres read out
by SiPMs at each end. The transverse resolution is set by the bar width. The
longitudinal position is determined from the time difference of the SiPM signals. An
alternative readout uses a resistive plate chamber. This is a gaseous detector made
of a gas chamber between two parallel plates consisting of high resistive material and
readout strips on the outside. Traversing charged particles can ionise electrons in the
gas, causing an avalanche between the two plates that is detected by the strips.

2.2.7 Data acquisition
The data acquisition benefits from the ILC bunch train structure with 200 ms long idle
periods, and the relatively low rate, O(0.1 hadronic event/bunch crossing), of relevant
physics events. Therefore the readout of the ILD can proceed without a trigger. De-
pending on the subdetector, data is first digitised, zero-suppressed and time stamped
by application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) and field-programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs). The data is then gathered per bunch train and sent to an offline-computer
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farm for calibration and reconstruction. The raw data rate is of O(100 MB)/train,
and the storage required is O(10 PB)/year.
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CHAPTER 3

Gaseous detector physics and the time
projection chamber

In this chapter the physics and working principles of gaseous tracking detectors are
discussed. In these detectors, charged particles are detected through their interactions
with a gaseous detection medium to which a small amount of energy is transferred.
The characteristics of the interactions depend on the incident particle and the gas.

We will focus on the working principles of the TPC [14, 122, 123]. A TPC is
a gaseous detector that reconstructs trajectories of charged particles in three dimen-
sions. The principle of a time projection chamber is shown in Figure 3.1. An energetic
charged particle ionises the gas in the drift region. As part of the ionisation process,
electrons are freed from molecules or atoms leaving behind charged ions. The lib-
erated ionisation electrons in the drift region are transported to a readout plane by
an electric field. At the readout plane, the charge is usually amplified before being
detected by electronic components. The position in the plane is detected directly, and
the distance along the drift direction is calculated from the measured drift time.

We will look into the mechanism for the creation of free charges and the fluctu-
ations hereupon. The transport of charge is discussed, as well as the amplification
and detection of charge. Finally some considerations for the operation of a TPC are
discussed. These topics are discussed in more detail in e.g. [45, 125].

3.1 Energy loss of charged particles
Charged particles lose energy mostly through electromagnetic interactions with the
electrons of the gas. For hadrons the additional strong force contribution is negligible

33
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Figure 3.1: Schematic overview of a TPC, image taken from [124].

because of its short range. If the energy of the charged particle is high enough,
the electromagnetic interactions can cause excitation which brings the atoms (and
molecules) of the gas in an excited state, or ionisation which liberates electrons from
the atoms (and molecules). Electrons freed directly from an atom (or molecule) are
called primary ionisation.

Most ionisation however is from secondary ionisation. Secondary ionisation is
caused by a primary ionisation electron or when an excited state of one atom species
causes ionisation in a second species of atoms in a gas mixture. The latter is known
as the Penning effect [126].

Occasionally a primary ionisation electron has sufficient energy to make an iden-
tifiable track of ionisation by itself, at which point it is referred to as a delta electron.
These delta electrons often have a large angle with respect to the primary track.

3.1.1 Cross section and mean free path

The probability of an interaction between a charged particle and the gas is quantified
by the cross section σ. For moving particles, the mean distance without interaction,
i.e. the mean free path λ, is given by

λ = 1
neσ

, (3.1)

where ne is the electron density of the medium. Interactions are purely random, and
hence the number of interactions follows a Poisson distribution.
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3.1.2 Mean energy loss of charged particles
The Bethe-Bloch equation [127, 128] describes the mean energy loss of a relativistic
charged particle at intermediate energies of 0.1 < βγ < 1000, where β is the particle
speed expressed as a fraction of the speed of light c, and γ the relativistic Lorentz
factor. Traveling in a medium with atomic number Z, atomic mass number A, and
mean excitation energy I, the mean energy loss [45] is〈

−dE
dx

〉
= (4πNAr2

emec
2)z2Z

A

1
β2

[
1
2 ln 2mec

2β2γ2Wmax

I2 − β2
]
, (3.2)

where NA is Avogadro’s number, re is the classical electron radius, me is the electron
mass, z is the charge number of the incident particle. The maximum energy transfer
per collision is

Wmax = 2mec
2β2γ2

1 + 2γme/M + (me/M)2 , (3.3)

where M is the mass of the incident particle.
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Figure 3.2: Energy loss in T2K gas mixture as calculated with the Bethe-Bloch equa-
tion as a function of the Lorentz factor βγ. The equivalent momentum for a muon is
shown on the extra bottom axis.

In Figure 3.2 the Bethe-Bloch curve is shown for the T2K gas mixture, described
in Section 3.5, and which is a good choice for the ILD TPC. At lower energy there is
a 1/β2 dependence. A particle with a βγ corresponding to the minimum of the curve
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is called a Minimum Ionising Particle (MIP). Moving towards higher energy there is a
logarithmic rise. At higher energies, an effect due to the polarisability of the material
depending mostly on the density can play a role [129]. For gases which have a low
density, this effect can be neglected at intermediate energies. At even higher energies,
not shown in the curve and outside the applicability of the Bethe-Bloch equation,
there are radiative effects which grow proportional with the energy.

Electrons and positrons have to be treated separately from heavier particles. Elec-
trons and positrons are deflected more by the collisions, and bremsstrahlung domi-
nates above a relatively low energy threshold (of about 100 MeV) and grows propor-
tional with the energy. As they lose energy, positrons have an increasing chance to
annihilate with one of the electrons in the detection medium and produce two photons.

Although the Bethe-Bloch equation is accurate to within a few percent and con-
ceptually useful, it cannot be directly applied to the ionisation of a single charged
particle, because of the large fluctuations on the energy loss.

3.1.3 Fluctuations on the energy loss

Per interaction there are large fluctuations on the energy loss, which in turn causes
the mean over a limited number of interactions to have large variations. For thick
samples these fluctuations are described by a Landau distribution [130], but any
gaseous detector applications are well outside this regime. In thin layers the mean
energy loss of charged particles is influenced by a few interactions with large energy
deposits (see e.g. [131]). Therefore the mean, and the most probable energy loss
depend on the sample thickness.

To match the ionisation of a particle to the Bethe-Bloch curve, the fluctuations
caused by these large deposits are reduced by taking the truncated mean of the
energy loss. This is the mean from a fixed fraction (typically between 50%-90%) of
the samples with the lowest energy. An application will be discussed in Section 5.4.7.

On the other hand, to calculate the distribution of ionisation for a charged particle
with a given momentum, the Photo-Absorption Ionisation model (PAI model) gives
a useful description.

The Photo-Absorption Ionisation model

The PAI model is a method to calculate the ionisation of a charged particle, which
incorporates information of the atomic structure from the photo-absorption spectrum
[132]. The model uses random discrete scatters in which each scatter causes the
ionisation of one or more electrons. The number of ionisation electrons form the
cluster size distribution, which includes all secondary ionisation electrons because
they are often very close to the primary encounter.
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At low energy, the cluster size distribution is determined by the atomic structure
of the gas. At high energy, the binding energy can be neglected and the distribution
follows the Rutherford scattering equations of free electrons. The probability to create
an ionisation cluster is proportional to 1/E2, where E is the energy transferred in the
collision (see e.g. [133] for an experimental demonstration).

In order to illustrate the PAI model a few simulated distributions are shown in
Figure 3.3. Tracks of 2.5 GeV electrons with a length of 27.5 mm were simulated for
the T2K gas mixture using HEED. HEED is a well know gas simulation program
with a PAI based model [134]. In Figure 3.3a, the cluster size distribution is shown
following the 1/E2 dependence. At lower energy the atomic structure is visible in
the second peak around a cluster size of 12, because of electrons from the L shell.
Figure 3.3b displays the number of clusters on a track of 27.5 mm, which is fitted with
a Gaussian distribution to highlight that the Poisson distributed number of clusters
closely approaches a Gaussian distribution for this track length. The last Figure 3.3c
shows the total ionisation using the PAI model. The distribution of the total number
of electron-ion pairs is dominated by a few high energy deposits and has a long tail.
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Figure 3.3: Simulated distribution of (a) the cluster size and (b) number of ionisation
clusters and (c) total ionised electron ion pairs for a 2.5 GeV electron track through a
27.5 mm thick sample of a T2K gas mixture consisting of 95 % Ar, 3 % CF4 and 2 %
iC4H10. The cluster count distribution b) is fitted with a Gaussian distribution.

3.1.4 Multiple scattering

Successive collisions with the nuclei of the gas atoms deflect a charged particle in a
process known as multiple Coulomb scattering. Multiple scattering is well described
by Molière’s theory [135, 136]. The total scattering angle is the result of a large
number of small-angle scatters resulting in a Gaussian angular distribution. However,
there is a small probability to have a large scattering angle, resulting in non-Gaussian
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tails. A schematic of a high energy particle traversing some material is shown in
Figure 3.4.

θ0

x

y

Figure 3.4: Schematic view of multiple scattering in a plane with some of the quantities
discussed in the text indicated.

A useful approximation (from [137] subsequently improved by [138]) of the planar
scattering angle distribution is given in terms of a Gaussian distribution with mean
zero and a standard deviation θ0 given by

θ0 = 13.6 MeV
βcp

√
x

X0

(
1 + 0.038 ln x

X0

)
, (3.4)

where p is the momentum of the particle (in MeV/c), x is the thickness and X0 is the
radiation length of the traversed material. The approximation is better than 11% for
10−3 < x/X0 < 100. The displacement in the plane is given by y = θ0x/

√
3, and it

is correlated to the scattering angle with correlation coefficient ρyθ =
√

3/2.

3.2 Charge transport in gas

After ionisation the electrons and ions are transported through the gas under influence
of an electric field with a strength E of usually a few hundred V/cm. During the drift
process they interact with the gas molecules and atoms. This section describes the
transport of these charges in a gas.

3.2.1 Drift velocity

The average velocity of a charged particle transported in a gas is known as the drift
velocity vdrift. In the presence of an electric field E, and a magnetic field B, Lorentz
forces determine the motion of the charge. The interactions with the gas can be
modeled as a friction term proportional to the velocity (see e.g. [125]). The drift
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velocity is then given by

vdrift = q

m

τ

1 + ω2τ2

(
E + ωτ

B
(E×B) + ω2τ2

B2 (E ·B)B
)
, (3.5)

where q is the transported particle’s charge, m is its mass, ω = qB
m is the cyclotron

frequency, and B is the strength of the magnetic field. The average time between
collisions τ is inversely proportional to the friction. A magnetic field B in a TPC is
ordinarily parallel to the electric field E, in which case Equation (3.5) reduces to

vdrift = µE = qE

m
τ, (3.6)

where vdrift is the drift velocity in the direction of the electric field and µ is known as
the mobility.

The average time between collisions τ can be expressed as

1
τ

= Nσ(ε)vinstant(ε), (3.7)

where N is the gas density, σ the cross section and vinstant the instantaneous velocity of
the particle. In general vinstant and σ depend on the particle energy ε. The energy is a
combination of thermal energy and energy gained from the acceleration in the electric
field. The thermal contribution is εthermal = (3/2)kBT , where kB is the Boltzmann
constant and T is the temperature.

At this point we distinguish hot and cold gases for the transport of electrons in a
TPC. In a cold gas the energy an electron acquires from the electric field is low and
the energy of the electron is mostly thermal. This means that the drift velocity is
much smaller than the instantaneous velocity, so the mobility has a weak dependence
on the electric field strength. Molecular gases are usually cold gases, because the
electrons constantly lose energy through interactions with the vibrational modes of
the molecules.

In a TPC with a hot gas, the electrons have a higher drift velocity, which is
not negligible compared to the instantaneous velocity. This makes the drift velocity
depend non-trivially on the electric field. An example of these are the noble gases.

In particular, argon has a minimum in the elastic scattering cross section at an
electron energy of around 0.2 eV. This is known as the Ramsauer minimum [139]. It
is the result of a quantum mechanical scattering effect analogous to the scattering
of a wave on a square potential well, which has a minimum when the wavelength is
similar to the width of the well. As a result, in argon the drift velocity will be larger
when the electrons have an energy around this minimum.

Ionisation creates electrons and ions in pairs. The ions created in the drift volume
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are called primary ions1. For the typical electric fields of a few hundred V/cm the ion
energy is mainly thermal energy, and their drift can be described by Equation (3.6)
with a constant mobility. In comparison to the electrons, the ions drift relatively slow
at a velocity of a few m/s. At a collider, ions from many subsequent bunch crossings
can accumulate in the drift volume and the resulting electric field can distort the drift
of the electrons.

3.2.2 Diffusion
The drifting particles scatter randomly on the gas molecules and atoms and spread
out in space. This process, called diffusion, depends on the gas and the drift field.
The diffusion brings about a Gaussian spread σT independently in both of the two
transverse directions, and a Gaussian spread σL in the longitudinal direction after
some time t. Since the spread is a consequence of a large number of scatters, it devel-
ops proportional to

√
t. For applications in drift chambers, the diffusion is expressed

using the drift length ` = vdriftt instead of time. The diffusion is characterised by the
transverse and longitudinal diffusion coefficients:

DT = σT /
√
` and DL = σL/

√
`. (3.8)

A magnetic field parallel to the electric field reduces the transverse diffusion by a
factor 1/

√
1 + ω2τ2 [140].

If the particle has only thermal energy the diffusion coefficient is given by [141, 142]

Dthermal =

√
2kBT

qE
. (3.9)

The thermal diffusion coefficient can be seen as a lower limit that applies both to
drifting electrons and ions in transverse and longitudinal direction, and does not
depend on the gas composition. For example at room temperature T = 294 K and a
drift field of 300 V/cm, the thermal diffusion coefficient is 130µm/

√
cm.

3.3 The amplification of charge
Before being detected, the ionisation electrons in a TPC usually require amplification
in an amplification region of the gas volume. In this region, a large electric field
accelerates the electron to an energy above the ionisation potential. The ionisation
electrons produced by this electron will also be accelerated, causing an exponential

1even those from secondary ionisation
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amplification of charge. This is referred to as an electron avalanche. The multiplica-
tion factor is known as the gas gain

G = n/n0, (3.10)

where n0 is the number of initial electrons from the drift region and n is the final
number of electrons at the end of the avalanche.

3.3.1 Fluctuations on the amplification of charge
The avalanche process is governed by probabilities, therefore the total number of
ionisation electrons per avalanche n is subject to large statistical fluctuations. For
weak fields (up to a few tens of kV/cm), the mean distance between ionising collisions
is large compared to the distance required to reach the energy corresponding to the
ionisation potential of the gas. The fluctuations are therefore dominated by statistics
alone and follow an exponential distribution.

For stronger fields the situation is more complicated. Slow development early in
the avalanche accelerates development at a later time, and vice versa. Fluctuations
are not purely statistical, so the distribution is more peaked. Phenomenologically the
Polya distribution describes the gain fluctuations [143] for all detector geometries,
although the physical interpretation only applies to wires. The Polya distribution is
given by

P (n, θ) = 1
n̄

(θ + 1)θ+1

Γ(θ + 1)

(n
n̄

)θ
exp

(
−(θ + 1)n

n̄

)
(3.11)

where n̄ is the mean number of total electrons per avalanche, Γ(θ + 1) is the gamma
function, and θ is a parameter related to the standard deviation σ2 = n̄2/(θ + 1).
The Polya distribution is shown in Figure 3.5 for various values of θ. For θ = 0 the
distribution corresponds to the exponential distribution seen in a weak field, and for
larger θ the distribution becomes increasingly peaked.

3.3.2 Ion backflow
The electron avalanches also create ions drifting at a low speed. Most of them are
contained in the amplification region, but even the small fraction of ions that enter
the drift region can affect the movement of electrons, and distort the reconstructed
position. The Ion Backflow Fraction (IBF) is given by

IBF = nIB/n, (3.12)

where nIB is the number of ions entering the drift region, and n is the number of
avalanche ions.
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Figure 3.5: The Polya distribution for a few values of parameter θ

To limit the number of backflow ions from the amplification region a gating device
can be introduced in front of the end plate in the drift volume. During the charge
collection phase the gate is transparent to electrons drifting towards the end plate,
but in the gated mode a potential applied to the gate causes it to block ions from
the amplification region. If the time structure of the incoming events allows it, the
gate can be switched such that it is transparent to the drift electrons but opaque to
the back flowing ions. Originally wires were used as a gating device, but nowadays
micropattern like structures can provide more effective gating.

3.4 Micropattern gaseous detectors
In order to create an amplification region, micropattern amplification structures are
used that match or are smaller than the readout granularity. The most common in
large detectors are the Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) [21] structures and the micro-
mesh gaseous structure (Micromegas) [20]. The GridPix is a more recently invented
micropattern gaseous detector and is the focus of this thesis.

3.4.1 The gas electron multiplier (GEM)
A GEM consists of an insulating foil (usually Kapton) with a thickness of about 50µm
to 100µm covered by a thin conducting layer (usually copper) on both sides. The foil
is perforated with 25µm to 150µm wide holes that are 50µm to 200µm apart. By
applying a large potential difference across the foil, an amplification region forms in
the holes. A schematic view of the electric field lines is given in Figure 3.6. GEMs
can be stacked to improve the amplification properties.

The amplified signal can be detected by strips, mm sized pads or even a CMOS
chip. By using multiple stacked GEMs the signal spreads out across multiple pads,
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140 µm
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Figure 3.6: The electric field lines and equipotential lines for a cross section of a GEM.
Figure taken from [45].
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Figure 3.7: Schematic view of a Micromegas detector.

which allows for a more precise position measurement.

3.4.2 The micro-mesh gaseous structure (Micromegas)

Micromegas consists of a conducting mesh situated 25µm to 150µm above a readout
plane. A schematic overview is given in Figure 3.7. A large voltage is applied between
the mesh and the readout plane. The electric field lines are shown in Figure 3.8 and
give rise to narrow avalanches. The amplified signal can be read out in similar ways
as for the GEMs, but might require an additional charge spreading layer to distribute
the signal to multiple readout channels in order to improve the spatial resolution.
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Figure 3.8: The electric field lines and equipotential lines for a cross section of a
Micromegas detector. Figure taken from [144].

3.4.3 The GridPix
The GridPix is a CMOS pixel readout chip with a micromegas-like integrated grid
[22, 23]. The grid with holes aligned to the pixels is fabricated on top of the chip by
means of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) postprocessing techniques. The
main advantage of the GridPix is its capability to detect single ionisation clusters
with high efficiency. This leads to excellent spatial resolutions. In the next chapter,
the GridPix will be discussed in more detail.

3.5 The choice of a gas mixture

The choice of a gas (mixture) largely determines the properties of a gaseous detector.
Here we discuss some aspects that influence the choice, and explain why the ILD TPC
foresees the use of the argon based T2K gas mixture. The gas is named after the Tokai
to Kamioka (T2K) long baseline neutrino oscillation experiment [145], which uses the
gas in three large TPCs with a Micromegas readout.

3.5.1 Factors that determine the gas choice

The number of ionisation electron-ion pairs

The number of electron ion pairs created by a high energy charged particle deter-
mines the number of measurement points along the track. This impacts the spatial
resolution, energy loss dE/dx resolution and the required gain. For example, in argon
a MIP creates on average 97 electron-ion pairs per cm.
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Drift velocity

The drift velocity of electrons is a basic parameter that determines the charge col-
lection time. Fast charge collection is required in high rate applications at a collider.
The position along the drift direction is determined from the product of the arrival
time and the drift velocity. Thus a higher drift velocity either reduces the precision
of the reconstructed position, or requires a more precise time of arrival measurement.

Moderator

The drift velocity in some noble gases can be increased by maintaining the energy
of the drifting electrons near the Ramsauer minimum (see subsection 3.2.1). This is
accomplished by adding a molecular moderator component that absorbs the excess
electron energy.

Diffusion

The diffusion coefficients are of crucial importance to the choice of a gas mixture,
because the resolution is often limited by diffusion. The transverse diffusion coeffi-
cient reduces with increasing magnetic field strength, and has to be evaluated for the
experimental conditions.

Effect of the electric field

The drift velocity and diffusion both strongly depend on the electric field. Ideally the
electric field is chosen at a maximum or at a minimum of the drift velocity to limit the
propagation of small distortions of the electric field into the reconstructed position.

For practical purposes, it is hard to apply more than a few tens of kV anywhere
in a detector before creating discharges. So for a large detector it is important that
sufficiently high drift velocities are reached for an electric field of up to a few hundred
V/cm.

The flow of ions is yet another factor. The drift velocity of ions is often propor-
tional to the field and would benefit from strong drift fields, but the IBF is roughly
proportional to the field ratio of the drift and amplification region and benefits from
a weak drift field.

In the end, for the choice of a gas mixture it is important that a working point
for the electric field exists that satisfies requirements on the drift velocity, diffusion
coefficient, ion flow, and is still practical.
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Gain

The gain is set by the choice of the electric field in the amplification region, but also
depends on the gas composition. A suitable gas should have a sufficient gain at a
workable strength of the electric field in the amplification region.

Quenching

In the avalanches photons are created that can ionise the gas, leading to additional un-
wanted avalanches. To quench these, a photon absorbing component such as methane
is added. Many organic compounds are good quenchers, because they are efficient in
absorbing photons in the relevant energy range.

Safety and environment

At many labs safety considerations prohibit the use of flammable gases. For this
reason gases with a high concentration of hydrocarbons are excluded. For some other
gases, such as sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), there are restrictions on emission because of
their global warming potential.

Cost

Gases can be a considerable factor in the total cost of constructing and operating the
detector. The cost of gases varies greatly, with for example neon being approximately
between 10 and 100 times as expensive as argon.

Ageing

Certain type of gas atoms and molecules have some probability to undergo chemical
reactions in the avalanches. The compounds produced in these reactions can be de-
posited inside the detector and impact the gain, degrade the resolution or sometimes
even cause self-sustaining currents. Especially hydrocarbons are known to undergo
polymerisation and form highly adhesive substances. The functionality degradation
over longer time is called ageing. Functionality can sometimes be restored by (tem-
porarily) adding small quantities of oxygen, water and solvents.

Electron attachment

Drift electrons can attach to electronegative molecules such as O2, CO2 and H2O.
These electrons are not detected in time and thus reduce the detector efficiency. For
detectors with a large drift distance, it is important to keep the concentration of these
molecules sufficiently low.
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Figure 3.9: Diffusion coefficients and drift velocity for T2K gas mixture [149].

3.5.2 Motivation for the use of T2K gas mixture

For the ILD TPC the T2K gas mixture consisting of 95 % Ar, 3 % CF4, and 2 % iC4H10
is an excellent candidate [146]. The T2K gas mixture is an argon-based gas such that
it provides enough ionisation electrons to do measurements with high statistics, and
it can provide enough gain at a reasonable electric field strength. The isobutane
content is sufficient to absorb photons, while at the same time it is not so large that
it makes the gas flammable. The CF4 is added as a moderator to boost the electron
drift velocity to up to 75µm/ns at a drift field of only 280 V/cm. Through a chain of
reactions the most abundant ions in the gas are of the form C12H +

n and the expected
ion drift velocity is about 2.2 m/s [147, 148].

However, what makes the T2K gas mixture exceptional is the low transverse dif-
fusion coefficient of just 20µm/

√
cm at a magnetic field of 4 T and a drift field of

140 V/cm. The predicted drift velocity and diffusion coefficients for various magnetic
field strengths are shown as a function of drift field in Figure 3.9. A downside of the
T2K gas mixture is that its properties are sensitive to small contaminations of water
and oxygen.
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3.6 A TPC as a tracker in a collider experiment
In this final section some considerations for the implementation of TPCs as a tracker in
detectors at colliders are discussed. Although this thesis and the described research
focuses on application in the ILD detector at the ILC, considerations for applying
TPC technology in detectors at other colliders are also discussed in this section.

3.6.1 The ILD TPC at the ILC
The ILD TPC discussed in this thesis will be located at the ILC, for which some
unique properties connected to the beam conditions discussed in subsection 2.1.2
hold. As a linear collider, there are relatively large backgrounds for a lepton collider,
especially at the higher energy stages. Indeed calculations show that the main source
of ionisation in the TPC is from beamstrahlung backgrounds [150].

Ions produced in the drift region of the TPC accumulate over multiple bunch
crossings, and lead to distortions of the drift field and thus of the reconstructed track.
The amount of primary ionisation is low enough for precise measurements, but the
backflow ions produced in the amplification process must be reduced to achieve the
required resolution [151, 152]. Because of the special bunch structure of the ILC,
gating can be employed. The 200 ms between bunch trains is ideal to stop the ions
drifting into the volume. For the ILD TPC, a GEM gating grid was developed [153].
A bias potential of 3 V across the GEM gives the gate a high electron transparency
of 85 %, and a reverse potential of 20 V across the GEM blocks most of the ions.

The 554 ns to 366 ns time interval between bunch crossings at the ILC is sufficiently
long to associate the tracks in the TPC to individual events, and to keep the occupancy
low. The time between bunch trains will also be used to save power and thus cooling
capacity by powering down parts of the electronics during these phases.

3.6.2 A TPC for a detector at the compact linear collider
The Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) is an electron positron collider proposed to be
built at the European organization for nuclear research (CERN) using novel accel-
erating technology with a low energy, but high intensity, proton drive beam [154].
The linear layout is exploited to construct the collider in three stages with collision
energy of 380 GeV, 1.5 TeV, and 3 TeV, and with site lengths starting at 11 km ranging
into 50 km for the final stage. These energies are reached with drive beams powering
normal-conducting high-gradient accelerating structures.

The drive beam based accelerating technology has consequences for the bunch
structure. During the first 380 GeV phase, trains with 352 bunches each are repeated
at a frequency of 50 Hz. The bunch separation within these trains is only 0.5 ns.
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At CLIC there are sizeable beam induced backgrounds [155]. The significant
electron-positron pair production from beamstrahlung photons is mostly in the for-
ward direction. Hadronic final states produced in two photons interactions can have
a higher transverse momentum, which makes them the dominant source of (pile up)
ionisation in the TPC. The CLIC bunch structure would allow for gating of the back-
flow ions, but the number of primary ions from the large beam induced backgrounds
is a point of attention.

The beam induced backgrounds, in combination with the short bunch spacing,
pose an obstacle for the implementation of a TPC. The occupancy of the readout
is a limiting factor. For an ILD style TPC, the occupancy of the inner readout
pads is 100 % for one bunch train at a collision energy of 3 TeV. However, the three
dimensional equivalent of the pixel occupancy, the voxel occupancy is more relevant.
The voxel occupancy of the inner readout pads sized 6 mm× 1 mm or 1 mm× 1 mm
would be 30 % and 12 % respectively [156]. This is generally seen as problematic.

The pixel occupancy of the inner radius pixel TPC is expected to be 40% for one
bunch train at a collision energy of 3 TeV. So depending on the capabilities to detect
multiple hits per bunch train, the voxel occupancy in a pixel TPC is expected to
be much lower and reach acceptable levels. The Timepix3 based readout does have
multi-hit capabilities, but the minimum recovery time of 475 ns should be reduced to
be less than the bunch train length of 175 ns. Alternatively moving the TPC inner
radius outwards reduces occupancy at the expense of pattern recognition efficiency.

All in all because currently only one detector is foreseen at CLIC [98] a TPC
tracker might not be the most straightforward choice. However, earlier proposals
had a second detector in push-pull configuration [155]. Given the high occupancy,
whether a TPC with pad readout at CLIC is feasible requires more study. A pixel
TPC readout, featuring multi hit capability, is likely a viable option for a TPC at
CLIC.

3.6.3 A TPC for a detector at the future circular collider

The Future Circular Collider (FCC) design study proposes to build an electron
positron collider (FCC-ee) in a 100 km long underground tunnel near CERN [100, 157].
The tunnel can later be reused for a hadron collider, the FCC-hh [158]. The FCC-ee
program is divided in four stages: a high luminosity Z boson production run at a
centre-of-mass energy of 91.2 GeV, a run around 160 GeV near the production thresh-
old of two W bosons, a third run as a Higgs factory at 240 GeV, and a run above the
top-antitop production threshold at 350 GeV.

The most stringent requirements on TPC operation at the FCC-ee are set by
the Z pole run. Backgrounds at this energy are low compared to the backgrounds
at the ILC and actual Z boson events will be the main source of ionisation in the
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TPC. With a luminosity of 230× 1034 cm−2s−1 for this run, the FCC-ee will produce
e+e− → Z → qq̄ events at a rate of approximately 100 kHz. An earlier study [159],
showed that with a luminosity of 28× 1034 cm−2s−1 the level of primary ionisation
was already similar to that at the ILC. The amount of primary ionisation at the
design luminosity would lead to larger distortions. In addition it will not be possible
to apply gating at this event rate without seriously impacting the recorded event rate.
As a result, an ILD-style TPC is probably not the most suitable tracker for detectors
at the FCC-ee during Z pole running.

3.6.4 A TPC for a detector at the circular electron positron collider
The Circular Electron Positron Collider (CEPC), also a collider with a 100 km cir-
cumference, is proposed to be built in China [99, 160]. The project is in many ways
similar to the FCC. There are three planned runs, starting with a Higgs production
run at a collision energy of 240 GeV and then runs at 91.2 GeV and 160 GeV. A run
above the top anti-top production threshold is under investigation.

For TPC operation the Z pole run at 91.2 GeV is, as for the FCC-ee, the most
challenging, but at 32× 1034 cm−2s−1 the expected luminosity is about one order of
magnitude lower than at the FCC-ee. Some exploratory calculations indicate that
the primary ionisation will be at a similar level as the ILC [161]. At an expected
e+e− → Z → qq̄ event rate of about 10 kHz and a maximal drift time of about 30µs,
ion backflow gating is possible but undesirable since 25 % of the event data would
be lost. Reference [162] concludes that operation at the CEPC during the Z pole is
feasible under condition that the ion backflow can be controlled. Operating a TPC
during the higher energy runs, and the corresponding lower cross sections and thus
lower event rates is possible.
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The GridPix

The GridPix is a CMOS pixel readout chip with an integrated grid added by MEMS
postprocessing techniques. The precise manufacturing of the supporting pillars and
aluminium grid allows to realise holes aligned to the pixel input pads and to obtain
a highly uniform gas gain. The silicon pixel chip digitises the charge collected on the
pixel. The main advantage of a GridPix readout is its capability to precisely detect
single ionisation clusters with high efficiency. For the readout of a TPC, this has
several benefits.

The fine granularity allows for an improved track position measurement, espe-
cially at short drift distances where the resolution is not limited by the diffusion. The
pixel readout measures tracks with a large angle with respect to the readout plane
more precisely than the conventional pad readout, because the number of measure-
ment points does not depend on the projected track length, but on the number of
ionisation clusters which is proportional to the total track length. Additionally, while
the rectangular pad-based readouts can achieve the best resolution only for tracks
in the elongation direction, the square pixels allow for a precise track measurement
irrespective of the track angle with the readout rows. The granularity and the ca-
pability to measure every ionisation electron also improves the two-track separation
performance. Furthermore, the high granularity enables the identification of ionisa-
tion clusters. This improves the energy loss dE/dx resolution, because the number
of ionisation clusters is Poisson distributed, unlike the total ionisation which has a
much broader Landau-like distribution (see also subsection 3.1.3).

This chapter describes the GridPix, the underlying Timepix3 chip, and some prop-
erties that are important for the operation of GridPix as a readout for a TPC.

51
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4.1 The GridPix

The first step towards a GridPix detector was a proof of concept of using a Micromegas
grid on top of a MediPix2 CMOS chip [22, 23]. Since then, a series of developments
have taken place that culminated in the GridPix detectors using Timepix chips [163].
More recently, the Timepix3 chip has been applied as the digital front end [25]. A
photograph of a Timepix3 partially covered with an integrated grid is shown in Fig-
ure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Close up of a Timepix3 based GridPix. The grid has been truncated to
show the underlying structures. The picture is taken from [164].

The distinctive element of a GridPix is the integrated aluminium grid with a
geometry that matches that of the underlying chip. The Timepix3’s pixel pitch of
55µm× 55µm is matched by a grid with 35µm diameter circular holes. The 1µm
thick aluminium grid is supported by 50µm high SU8 pillars. The GridPix has
broader covered areas called dykes along all sides to provide mechanical stability. In
the re-optimized masks, these cover 2× 3 readout columns on two sides.

In a TPC, the incoming electrons from the drift volume move through the holes
to the amplification region, where they are amplified and the signals are detected by
the underlying electronics. Because of the large electric field ratio between the drift
region and the amplification region, the electrons very rarely land on the top side of
the grid. In the amplification region an approximately exponential multiplication of
charge occurs and the electrons are collected by the underlying chip within about 1 ns.
In addition to the fast electron component, the ions created in the amplification region
induce charge on the pixel pads. The ions drift towards the grid in approximately
10 ns to 100 ns. The few ions that escape through the holes into the drift region, are
called backflow ions (see subsection 3.3.2).
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4.1.1 The protection layer
In the high field region between the anode and the grid a spark can occur leading to a
discharge of the grid, possibly damaging the sensitive chip electronics. Damage can be
prevented by applying a high-resistive protection layer to quench this discharge. Spe-
cial care was taken to uniformly deposit a 4µm thick silicon-rich silicon nitride (SiRN)
protection layer. A 4µm thick protection layer is expected to be sufficient to quench
discharges, according to previous studies with a Timepix based GridPix [165]. Recent
spark protection tests [166] using a non-functional Timepix3 based GridPix with a
4µm thick SiRN protection layer in a 200 kHz cm−2 hadron beam confirm this and
found no damage to the protection layer. However, the resistivity of this protection
layer does lead to charge up effects, which are investigated in subsection 4.3.4.

4.1.2 Production
GridPixes are made using standard 200 mm Timepix3 wafers with 105 chips each [167].
The Post-processing steps are performed at the Fraunhofer Institute for Reliability
and Microintegration (IZM) in Berlin, and are described in [166, 168]. Some of the
major production steps are:

1. The wafer is prepared: the chips are probed to
find electronic failures and the surface is cleaned

2. A high-resistive 4µm thick SiRN protection
layer is deposited on the chip in order to protect
the chip from discharges. A protection layer on
the bonding pads would hinder electrical con-
nections, and is avoided by temporarily cover-
ing them with polyamide.

3. The wafer is covered with a 50µm thick layer
of SU-8 photoresist.

4. Using a special mask, part of the SU-8 is ex-
posed to UV light, solidifying it to create the
pillar structure.

5. A 1µm thick aluminium layer is deposited.

6. Another 1µm thick layer of photoresist is ap-
plied.
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7. With UV light and another mask, a hole pattern
is created.

8. The grid holes are chemically etched.

9. The wafer is diced into individual chips using a
saw.

10. The unexposed SU-8 photoresist is resolved and
the chips are ready.

4.1.3 Other applications of GridpPix detectors

Besides as a TPC readout for collider experiments, the GridPix can be applied in rare
event searches, and in medical applications, see [163].

A GridPix variant has been proposed as a tracking detector organised in layers,
similarly to a silicon tracking detector at collider experiments. This detector is capable
of measuring the direction of tracks and to detect transition radiation, which can be
used for particle identification. It consists of 10 mm to 16 mm thick gas layers read out
by GridPixes [169]. The thin gas layer results in the measurement of a very precise,
short, track segment. By considering to what level the segments point to the IP an
initial estimate of the momentum can be performed. If special transition radiation
layers with different refractive indices are added, additional particle identification
information can be obtained from the transition radiation emitted on the boundary of
these layers. The intensity of transition radiation [170] depends on the Lorentz factor
γ [171], and thus lighter and heavier particles can be distinguished [172]. The high
energy photons can be detected using a highly absorbent xenon based gas mixture.

The GridPix detector can also be employed as an X-ray detector. Similarly to
charged particles, X-rays can ionise atoms and molecules in a gas. A GridPix detector
can count the number of ionisation electrons, and thus measure the X-ray’s energy. A
Timepix-based GridPix detector is used as an X-ray detector in the CERN Axion Solar
Telescope (CAST) [173, 174], which is searching for axions and axion-like particles
produced in the sun.

Application of a GridPix detector in a dual-phase pure noble gas TPC for dark
matter searches has been investigated [175, 176]. However, due to the absence of a
quencher component operation with sufficient gain could not be achieved. A GridPix
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readout is also a possible option for directional dark matter searches using gaseous
TPCs [45, 177]. The coverage fraction and cost are identified as the most pressing
concerns. Some of these TPCs measure drifting negative ions instead of electrons, in
order to reduce the diffusion and improve the position resolution.

Proton therapy is the irradiation of tissue with protons, often with the aim of
destroying cancer cells. Compared to conventional X-ray radiotherapy, proton therapy
has the potential to minimize the radiation dose delivered to healthy tissue. Currently
the radiation dose is targeted using conventional X-ray based imaging techniques, but
these are intrinsically inaccurate because X-rays and protons interact differently with
tissue. Alternatively, detailed information can be obtained from protons by measuring
their direction before and after passing through the tissue. A GridPix is well suited
for these measurements, because of its low mass and high precision. A feasibility test
found a good agreement between experimental results and simulated performance
[178].

4.2 The Timepix3

The Timepix3 chip is a general purpose readout chip developed by the Medipix3
collaboration [24]. The chip can detect charge in both semiconductor detectors and
gaseous detectors. Like its predecessor, the Timepix chip, it has 256× 256 pixels
with a pitch of 55µm× 55µm and a total sensitive area of 14.08 mm× 14.08 mm.
However, it offers a superior Time of Arrival (ToA) resolution of 1.56 ns, in addition
to a data driven readout and simultaneous Time over Threshold (ToT) measurements
with a resolution of 25 ns.

Each pixel consists of an input pad, an amplifier and a discriminator [179]. A
schematic of the Timepix3’s analog pixel electronics is shown in Figure 4.2. The
incoming charge is collected or induced on the input pad which covers 5 % of the
active surface. Then the signal is amplified before being sent to the discriminator. If
the charge is above the threshold, the signal is registered by the digital part.

The amplitude of the signal or the amount of incoming charge is measured in terms
of the ToT. The signal amplitude is proportional to the time required to discharge
the capacitor connected to the input pad. Leakage current compensation is provided
by the Krummenacher feedback network [180]. Its current setting IKrum controls the
discharge rate of the capacitor. For the GridPix detectors in this thesis, IKrum is set
to the lowest operable setting of 5 counts, corresponding to 1.2 nA, as this results
in the slowest discharge and thus the most precise amplitude measurement for small
signals. Through a 3 nF capacitor a series of test charges can be injected on the pixel
pad. With this procedure the relation between charge and the ToT can be obtained,
as described in subsection 4.2.2.
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Figure 4.2: Scheme of the analogue part of a single Timepix3 pixel. The fine and
coarse test pulse potentials are indicated with TPF and TPC respectively.
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Figure 4.3: Layout of a Timepix3 data packet in the fine ToA/ToT mode after pro-
cessing by the SPIDR readout.

Every detected signal or hit is registered by the digital part in its own data package,
see Figure 4.3. The digital part of the Timepix3 has 3 pixel acquisition modes, but
for this thesis it is only operated in the fast ToA/ToT mode. In this mode, a hit
starts the 640 MHz clock, and the number of ticks until the next rising edge of the
40 MHz clock is the 4 bit fine ToA. The time of the global 40 MHz clocks is the 14
bit coarse ToA. The number of rising edges of the 40 MHz clock that occur until the
signal is below threshold again defines the 10 bit ToT.

The SPIDR board reads out the Timepix3 chip [181]. A Timepix3 data packet
contains 48 bits of data, but the transfer takes 60 bits after 8b/10b encoding for
stabilisation and error detection. The SPIDR readout board adds another 12 bit
timestamp at the end, bringing the total packet data length to 60 bit. The data is
transferred through links between the Timepix3 chip and the SPIDR board. Each
Timepix3 chip connects up to 8 links with a maximal speed of 640 Mbps per link.
The SPIDR readout board has up to 12 links with a maximal speed of 640 Mbps and
flexibility in the number of links per chip. The maximal readout rate of one link is
10.67× 106 hits/s.
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4.2.1 Threshold equalisation

After fabrication, there are tiny differences in the effective thresholds of pixels. To
correct for unwanted per pixel variations, the per pixel threshold can be tuned by
setting a 4 bit adjustment Digital to Analog Converter (DAC). The settings that
minimize the spread in thresholds are found in the threshold equalisation procedure.

In the equalisation procedure, the adjustment value per pixel is tuned with respect
to the noise floor. First a noise centre scan is performed to acquire the noise floor
level for the minimal (0) and maximal (15) adjustment settings. This means that for
both settings, the threshold value for which the pixel reaches the maximum hit rate is
determined using a fit. The scan is performed for a single pixel for every 8 by 8 pixel
matrix at the same time to avoid cross talk. An example histogram of the minimal
and maximal scans for all pixels is shown in red and blue in Figure 4.4. Then, the
adjustment values are set such that the threshold levels of the noise floor will be as
close as possible. The result of a noise scan with these adjustment values is shown
in black, and has a much smaller variation than the results of the noise scan prior to
the equalisation.

The detection threshold is set by adding the desired charge or potential in DAC
counts (0.5 mV per DAC step) to the threshold. For the chip in the Figure 4.4, setting
the detection threshold to about 515 e implies setting the threshold value 515 e, or 55
DAC counts, above the noise level of 318 DAC counts.
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Figure 4.4: Example output of the threshold equalisation procedure for a chip in the
quad detector. The distribution shows the threshold value corresponding to the noise
floor for all adjustment values at 0 (blue), at 15 (red) and at the equalised value
(black).
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4.2.2 ToT–charge calibration
The Timepix3 can measure the charge indirectly using the ToT of a signal. The
corresponding charge for the ToT can be found using a scan with test pulses (see
e.g. [182, 183]). A test pulse is the injection of a known amount of charge into the
pixel input pad. The injection is performed for only a few pixels at the time, to avoid
influence from cross talk .

The charge is injected using a capacitor. As shown in Figure 4.2, the capacitor
connects the pixel pad to an input that can switch between two controllable voltages:
a coarse test pulse voltage that is controlled in coarse steps and is kept at a fixed level
during the scan, and a fine test pulse voltage that is controlled in finer steps and over
which the scan is performed.

An amount of charge proportional to the voltage difference is injected in both
switching back and forth between the fine and coarse voltage. If the coarse voltage
is higher than the fine voltage, negative charge is injected when switching from the
coarse voltage to the fine voltage, and vice versa. This results in a curve for switching
forth and a curve for switching back. The point of zero charge injection is halfway
between the two curves.

An example curve is shown in Figure 4.5. The design capacitance of 3 fF and the
design 2.5 mV per fine test pulse step of the Timepix3 are taken [167]. The charge is
proportional to the ToT except for the values close to the threshold. The relation is
fitted with the approximate function

ToT = aq + b− c/ (q − t) , (4.1)

where q is the input charge, and a, b, c, t are parameters to be determined. This
function, called a surrogate function, is utilised, because it can easily be inverted to
determine the collected charge from the ToT, whilst providing a sufficient description
of the data.

4.3 Properties of a GridPix detector
In this section we discuss some properties relevant for the operation of a GridPix
detector.

4.3.1 Gas gain of the GridPix
The gas gain of a GridPix is the amplification factor that determines the signal
strength. By approximation, the gain depends exponentially on the electric field
strength which is in turn proportional to the grid potential. The gas gain is deter-
mined from the ToT of a signal, which is related to the total charge as shown in
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Figure 4.5: The charge–ToT curve for a pixel in the centre (at column 128 and row
128) of one of the chips on a quad. The Timepix3’s threshold was set to 515 e.

Figure 4.5. The mean ToT for four chips is shown in Figure 4.6 as a function of
the grid voltage for both the T2K gas mixture and an isobutane/argon (18/82) gas
mixture. The data are fitted with exponential functions, whose slopes are given in
the legend. The exponential functions fit remarkably well, considering the transla-
tion from ToT to charge is not completely linear, and at the lower grid potentials
the decreased detection efficiency distorts the mean. The exponential slope is around
0.025 V−1, i.e. the gain doubles every 28 V.

4.3.2 Efficiency of a GridPix detector using source measurements

The detection efficiency of a GridPix detector is measured using a radioactive 55Fe
source. The 55Fe isotope decays to 55Mn by K-shell electron capture, which causes the
emission of X-ray photons (see e.g. [168]). The Kα1 and Kα2 photons have an energy
of 5.90 keV and the Kβ photon has an energy of 6.49 KeV. The most probable cluster
size in the spectrum, which corresponds to the Kα photon peak, is 219 electron-
ion pairs in the T2K gas mixture and 229 electron-ion pairs in the isobutane/argon
(18/82) gas mixture [184, 185]. The efficiency is the ratio of the number of detected
electrons to the total number of electron-ion pairs from ionisation.

An electron can be detected if the amplified signal is above the threshold. At
low gain, only a fraction of the amplified signals is above threshold. Therefore, the
efficiency depends on the grid potential. In Figure 4.7 the number of hits is plotted
against the mean ToT for different grid potentials. The gain can be given as function
of the mean ToT.
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Figure 4.6: The mean ToT as a function of the negative grid potential −Vgrid for the
four chips in a quad using T2K gas mixture and using an isobutane/argon (18/82)
gas mixture. The graphs are fitted with an exponential, the slope of which is given
in the legend. The Timepix3’s threshold was set to 515 e.

An expression for the single electron detection efficiency ε is found by integrating
the Polya distribution P (n, θ) of amplified charge in Equation (3.11), starting from a
threshold value t [186]. The efficiency becomes

ε =
∫ ∞
t

P (n, θ) dn =
Γ
(
θ + 1, (θ + 1) tn̄

)
Γ(θ + 1) , (4.2)

where Γ(θ + 1, z) is the upper incomplete gamma function. Assuming that θ is inde-
pendent of grid potential, and multiplying the efficiency by a constant representing
the total number of hits, the expression can be fitted to the curve of the isobutane/ar-
gon (18/82) gas mixture as is shown in Figure 4.7. The fitted curve asymptotically
goes to 220 electron-ion pairs, which is less than the expected 229 electron-ions per
cluster. The discrepancy might be explained by saturation of the readout, acceptance
of the detector, or oxygen and water contamination in the gas. For the grid potential
at −420 V, which corresponds to the highest gain, the efficiency is close to 100 %.

The same curve is made for the T2K gas mixture. For equal gain, measured in
terms of ToT, the single electron efficiency is expected to be independent of the gas
composition. At a given mean ToT, the efficiency for the T2K gas mixture is the
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same as for the isobutane/argon (18/82) gas mixture. However, because of the lower
share of the quenching isobutane in the T2K gas mixture, UV photons created in the
avalanches can free electrons from the grid through the photo-electric effect and cause
new avalanches up to a few pixels away [187]. This effect explains the data points for
the T2K gas mixture at high gain in Figure 4.7. The number of hits from UV photons
can be determined by comparing it to the measurements for isobutane/argon (18/82)
gas mixture. For low gain with a grid voltage up to −300 V the points are close to
the curve for isobutane/argon (18/82) gas mixture, but at a higher grid voltage and
higher gain there are more hits detected than ionisation clusters made.

For example, using the T2K gas mixture and a grid voltage of −330 V, the most
probable number of detected hits is 275. While for a gain corresponding to a mean
ToT of 0.78µs the efficiency from the isobutane/argon (18/82) gas mixture curve is
89 %, which would be 195 hits in the T2K gas mixture. Hence, there are 80 hits
expected from UV photons. So for the T2K gas mixture at grid voltage of −330 V,
the efficiency is estimated to be 89 % and there are 29 % extra UV photon hits.
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Figure 4.7: Number of hits per cluster from an 55Fe source for a T2K gas mixture (blue
squares) and an isobutane/argon (18/82) gas mixture (red triangles). The values next
to the data points indicate the negative grid potential (−Vgrid). The points of the
isobutane-18 are fitted with Equation (4.2) shown with a red dashed line, and the
points for the T2K gas mixture are connected with blue straight line segments. The
Timepix3’s threshold was set to 515 e.
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4.3.3 Ion backflow
The IBF introduced in subsection 3.3.2 is an important parameter for the operation of
a TPC. The IBF can be approximated using the GridPix geometry and field configu-
ration [168]. The ions created in the amplification region of the gas have a transverse
spread σT and drift approximately along the electric field lines. The electric field
configuration is similar to the electric field lines of the Micromegas, as shown in Fig-
ure 3.8. Most of the electric field lines from the anode end on the grid, but a few run
through the holes, and end on the cathode. The number of ions drifting through the
grid is proportional to the ratio of the electric field strength in the drift region Edrift
and in the amplification region Eamplication. It also depends on the spread of the ions
under the grid and the hole pitch, which can be expressed as the ratio of σT and the
hole pitch of the grid p. The IBF is then given by

IBF ∝ Edrift

Eamplification

(
p

σT

)2
. (4.3)

From the IBF measurements of reference [168] for various grids fabricated on top
of substrates, the IBF for a Timepix3 based GridPix can be estimated. For a drift
field of 280 V/cm and a grid voltage of −340 V, the interpolated IBF is 2.2 %.

The drift of ions is investigated using a setup with 8 quad detectors [188]. A
large amount of ionisation is produced using an intense nitrogen UV laser beam. By
carefully monitoring the induced potential on the cathode, the ion drift is detected.
From measurements with and without gas gain, the primary ion contribution can be
separated from the backflowing ions. The grid current is monitored to determine the
gain.

The ion drift velocity at a drift field of 280 V/cm is 2.8 m/s, which is slightly
higher than the expected 2.2 m/s as given in Section 3.5.2. For a grid potential of
−340 V, the IBF is 1.3 %. The difference with the previous measurement can possibly
be explained by the difference in gas mixture, the grid sitting on a chip instead of a
plain substrate, or the amount of ionisation. In the measurements with the 8 quad
detectors, there were about 8 electrons per pixel.

4.3.4 Resistivity and charging up of the protection layer
In high rate applications, the high-resistive protection layer receives a large amount
of charge. Because of the high resistivity of the layer, the protection layer can charge
up. This causes a reduced electric field in the amplification region, which decreases
efficiency. Therefore the resistivity of the protection layer should be high enough to
quench discharges, but still low enough to drain the charge quickly. The discharge
current flows through the pixel pads, and therefore also depends on the effective
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pixel pad surface coverage. The Timepix3 based GridPix is equipped with the same
protection layer as the Timepix based GridPix despite the smaller pixel pad size of
Timepix3 chip, so the charging up effects can be more severe.

The resistivity of the protection layer depends on the specific resistance of the
protection layer material. The specific resistance ρ can be expressed as

ρ = A∆V
Id

, (4.4)

where I is the current flowing through the surface area A, d is the thickness of the
protection layer, and ∆V the potential drop. These quantities can either be measured
with a probe, or be determined through the relation between the grid current and the
rate.

Measurement of the resistivity with a a probe

With a probe the resistivity is measured directly. A probe measures the current
through a Timepix3 chip with a protection layer but without grid as a function of
the potential difference across the layer. The probe consists of an 8 mm diameter
stainless steel disk, and usually makes contact with the chip through a thin film of
liquid mercury. However, this did not yield the expected results, probably due to
the uneven chip surface and the high surface tension of the mercury. Instead, a soap
solution in water was used as a conducting fluid.

The device is used to perform a series of current-voltage (I∆V ) measurements,
which are converted to a specific resistance using Equation (4.4) where the thickness
of the protection layer is d = 4µm and the surface area is that of the probe taking
into account the effective pixel pad surface coverage of 7 %. The measurements are
shown in Figure 4.8. The specific resistance of the insulator depends on the potential
across the layer because of the Poole-Frenkel effect [189].

Measurement of the resistivity through current measurements

The resistivity can also be determined indirectly through detector current measure-
ments (see e.g. [166]). The resistivity is determined by measuring the gas gain before
and after the protection layer is charged up. The grid current is measured as a proxy
for the gain in two scenarios: starting from a situation without an external ionisation
source the current is measured during the first few laser shots, and the current is
measured again after a few minutes of irradiation with a pulsed nitrogen laser at a
fixed rate of 2.5 Hz. The irradiated part of the surface is about 1 cm2, with an effec-
tive pixel pad coverage of 7 %. The grid current starts out at about 12 nA, but drops
rapidly and after about 1 minute the current remains stable at a value of 3 nA. So
the gain drop is a factor 4.
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Figure 4.8: Measurement of the specific resistance of the protection layer material
as a function of the potential across the protection layer. A smooth line is drawn
through the data points to guide the eye. For each point the corresponding current I
per chip is calculated and listed.

From these measurements the specific resistance can be calculated using Equa-
tion (4.4). The gain drop in the irradiated situation corresponds to a reduction in
potential of about 56 V, see Figure 4.6. Substituting the observed values of I = 3 nA,
A = 0.07 cm2, d = 4µm and ∆V = 56 V, results in a specific resistance of about
3× 1010 Ωm. This is of the same order of magnitude as the probe measurement of
6× 1010 Ωm. Reference [166] gives a similar value of 3.4× 1010 Ωm using a source,
but a higher value of 3× 1011 Ωm in a 200 kHz cm−2 beam.

Maximum detection rate

From the measured resistivity the maximum rate can be derived. If the maximum
allowed potential drop is chosen to be 10 V, Equation (4.4) sets the maximum current
at about 0.3 nA. With a gain of 2000, this equals a maximum of 106 incoming electrons
per second. If a MIP frees about 100 electrons/cm in a TPC with a T2K gas mixture,
the GridPix readout can handle MIPs tracks parallel to the detection surface at a
rate of up to 6 kHz. The charging up of the protection layer takes seconds, so gain
variations can occur if the amount of incoming charge varies on the same timescale.
The 10 V voltage drop results in a reduction of the efficiency, which is a few percent
for a gain of 2000.
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Tuning of the protection layer resistivity

For higher rate applications or in variable situations that require a constant gain,
a lower resistivity of the protection layer is necessary to reduce the potential drop
across the protection layer. In reference [166], the resistivity of the 4µm thick SiRN
protection layer was too high for a beam with a rate of 200 kHz cm−2. For applications
with a particle rate of up to 1 MHz cm−2 the author of [166] roughly estimates the
desired resistivity value to be 107 Ωm Here it estimated that for a beam with incoming
particles parallel to the chip surface at a rate of up to 1 MHz and a gain of 2000, the
expected grid current is about 50 nA. To limit the voltage drop to 1 V, a desired
resistivity of about 108 Ωm follows from Equation (4.4) with A = 0.14 cm2 and d =
4µm. Because the resistivity depends on the electric field, this is orders of magnitude
from the measured specific resistance at small potentials across the protection layer
as shown in Figure 4.8.

In reference [190] it is described how the resistivity of a 1µm SiRN layer is tuned
in the range 2× 1010 Ωm to 1.4× 1013 Ωm. The author also provided a 4µm thick
SiRN protection layer with a 25 times lower resistivity. Recently, in the fabrication
process of 2µm thick layers varying the silane (SiH4) flow, plasma frequency, and
plasma intensity were investigated [191]. All samples yielded worse performance than
the control sample except one, which requires further investigation. Alternatively a
chip with a larger pixel pad size, possibly with the same pixel pitch, can help reduce
charging up effects.
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CHAPTER 5

Performance of a GridPix detector

This chapter describes the first beam test of a Timepix3 based Gridpix, measuring its
performance using 2.5 GeV electrons. The main advantage of the Timepix3 chip over
its predecessors is the higher rate capabilities and the simultaneous measurement of
both ToA and ToT, allowing for a time walk correction to improve the longitudinal
resolution. In the design of the detector, special attention has been given to minimise
the distortions in the pixel plane and drift direction in order to meet the tracking
precision needed for applications at a future collider. The detector is sensitive to single
ionisation electrons in the gas, allowing for a precise energy loss dE/dx measurement
for particle identification purposes.

Parts of this chapter were published in a paper [25], copyright Elsevier (2018) and
proceedings [192].

5.1 Description of the GridPix device

In Figure 5.1 a cross section of the GridPix detector (14.1 mm× 14.1 mm) located in
a small drift volume is shown. The box, shown in Figure 5.2, has a length of 69 mm,
a width (not shown) of 42 mm and a height of 28 mm with a maximum drift length
of about 20 mm. The beam enters the drift volume through the 5 mm thick synthetic
window from the right side. The electric drift field is defined by a series of parallel
conductive strips in the cage and is set to a drift field of about 280 V/cm. On the
guard plane – located 1 mm above the grid – a voltage is applied that matches the
local drift voltage.

67
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Figure 5.1: Schematic drawing of the
GridPix detector.

Figure 5.2: Picture of the GridPix detec-
tor with the gas volume dimensions indi-
cated.
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Figure 5.3: Setup with a telescope and GridPix detector.

5.2 Test beam measurement

In July 2017, measurements were performed at the ELSA test beam facility in Bonn.
The ELSA storage ring delivered a beam of 2.5 GeV electrons at a rate set to a
maximum of 10 kHz. Each beam cycle of approximately 6.5 s contained one spill of
about 5 s. To acquire a precise reference track, a silicon pixel tracking telescope was
introduced in the setup as shown in Figure 5.3. Electrons from the beam first passed
through a scintillator that was used to provide a trigger signal. This was followed by
the tracking Mimosa telescope [193], consisting of 6 silicon detection planes mounted
on a slider stage with each 1152× 576 pixels sized 18.4µm× 18.4µm. Finally, the
beam crosses the gas volume of the GridPix detector. The whole GridPix detector
was mounted on a remote controllable rotation stage. The beam was perpendicular
to the drift direction and at a 17 degrees angle with the chip edges. On the last
telescope plane an inactive FEI4 chip [194] with a material budget of approximately
1.5% X0 was present that caused multiple scattering of the beam corresponding to a
r.m.s. of 0.25 mm at the GridPix detector.

Both the Mimosa telescope and the Timepix3 chip were operated in data driven
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mode. For synchronisation, triggers were numbered by a Trigger Logic Unit (TLU)
[195] and saved in the two data streams. The Mimosa chips were continuously read
out with a rolling shutter taking 115.2µs, meaning that a single frame can contain
multiple triggers. The Timepix3 hits are attributed to a single trigger by considering
all hits within 400 ns of a trigger.

During data taking the gas volume of the GridPix detector was flushed with a
premixed T2K gas, see subsection 3.5.2. However due to an error in the gas mixing,
there might have been too little CF4 and too much iC4H10. The cathode and guard
voltage of the GridPix were set such that the electric field was 280 V/cm, near the
value at which the drift velocity is maximal for the T2K gas mixture, see also subsec-
tion 3.2.1. With Magboltz the drift velocity is predicted to be (78.86± 0.01)µm/ns
[196], but a mixture with a lower CF4 content has a smaller drift velocity. To achieve
a high efficiency, the grid voltage was set at 350 V. The threshold per pixel was
put at 750 e− (80 DAC counts) to reduce the number of noise hits to a minimum.
The temperature and pressure at the time of data taking were stable at 301.6 K and
1034.20 mbar. The Oxygen concentration in the gas was 211 ppm. In Table 5.1 the
parameters of the analysed run are summarised.

Table 5.1: Parameters of the analysed run. The error on the grid current, the tem-
perature, and the pressure indicates the spread during the run.

Run duration 60 minutes
Triggers 4 733 381
Vgrid 350 V
Igrid (1.01± 0.18) nA
Edrift 280 V/cm
Rotation (around z-axis) 17 degree
Rotation (around y-axis) 0 degree
Threshold 750 e−
Temperature (301.63± 0.08) K
Pressure (1034.20± 0.05) mbar
Oxygen concentration 211 ppm

For the setup, the x-axis is chosen parallel to the beam, and the drift direction is
parallel to the z-axis. Apart from a rotation, the pixel column and row coordinates
correspond to x and y, respectively. From the measured ToA of the Timepix3 hits, the
z-position is calculated using the predicted drift velocity of 78.86µm/ns for the T2K
gas mixture. Because of the systematic uncertainties from electric field distortions
and the scatter in the FEI-4 chip on the last telescope plane, there was no attempt
to precisely measure the drift velocity.
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Figure 5.4: An example event with 108 GridPix detector hits including the time walk
correction and the track fit (orange line).

5.3 Track reconstruction and event selection
The trajectory of the beam electron is reconstructed using the telescope and the
GridPix detector. Triggers without a reconstructed track that satisfies the criteria
given below, are rejected.

5.3.1 Track fitting

To reconstruct a track, the hits are fitted using a linear regression fit in y(x) and z(x).
Hits are assigned errors in the 2 directions perpendicular to the beam σy (= σplane)
and σz (= σdrift). This will be discussed in detail in Section 5.4.4 and 5.4.5.

To achieve an accurate reconstruction of the tracks, the telescope and the GridPix
detector first have to be aligned. In an initial step, the positions of the 6 telescope
planes are independently aligned. The planes are placed perpendicular to the beam,
and their position along the beam is measured. The 5 rotations and 4× 2 shifts
are iteratively determined from data by minimising the residuals. With the rotation
and position of plane 2 fixed, and the position of plane 5 fixed, the other alignment
parameters follow from the data. In the second step, the GridPix detector is aligned
to the beam by rotating it along 3 axes and measuring the shifts in the directions
perpendicular to the beam.

Since the telescope track is affected by multiple scattering, the most precise track
fit is obtained by fitting the hits from the GridPix detector with the combined hits
in the telescope. The hits in the telescope planes are merged in one reference point
with a 10µm error at the centre of the last telescope plane. An example of GridPix
hits with a fitted track is shown in Figure 5.4.
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Table 5.2: Table with selection cuts.

Telescope
At least 4 planes hit
Reject outliers (> 700µm)
Telescope track goes through TPC

GridPix detector
Hit ToT > 0.15µs
At least 30 hits
Reject outliers (> 3σdrift, > 2σplane)
At least 75% of total number of GridPix hits in fit
Track projection crosses first and last pixel column

Matching of telescope and GridPix detector
Tracks closer than 1 mm at centre of TPC
A unique track pair match

5.3.2 Selections

The performance of the detector is measured using events with one clean track in
the GridPix detector and the telescope. Given the large amount of data collected,
priority in the selection has been given to clean tracks over efficiency.

In the telescope we require the track to have hits in at least 4 out of the 6 planes.
Moreover, the extrapolated telescope track should pass through the active volume
of the TPC. For the GridPix detector we select hits that have at least a magnitude
corresponding with a ToT of 0.15µs to reject the hits with the worst time walk error,
see Section 5.4.3. A track is rejected if it has less than 30 GridPix hits. The GridPix
track should pass through the whole TPC, that is the projection crosses both the first
and last pixel column. After a first fit, the refit accepts only hits that are within 3σdrift
and 2σplane. Backgrounds and tracks with delta electrons are suppressed by requiring
that at least 75% of all GridPix hits are used in the track fit and only one track
is found. A telescope-GridPix track pair is defined as matched if the extrapolated
telescope track is less than 1 mm away from the centre of the GridPix track. Events
with an unmatched track pair or multiple matches (due to the rolling shutter) are
rejected.

About 69 % of the events pass all selection cuts. An overview of the selections is
given in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of the ToT from track hits. The arrow indicates the cut on
hits with a ToT below 0.15µs. The curve is fitted with the Polya function (red line),
defined in Equation (3.11).

5.4 Test beam results
From the selected data the performance of the GridPix detector is measured. The
ToT distribution is used to approximate the gain. The gain determines the working
point, and the number of hits. The Timepix3 chip allows for a time walk correction,
which improves the resolution in the drift direction. Both the hit resolution in the
drift direction, and the resolution in the pixel plane are discussed. In addition, the
systematic deformations over the pixel plane are investigated. Finally, a discussion is
given of energy loss measurements through both the truncated mean method and a
method specifically for a GridPix readout.

5.4.1 Time over threshold and approximate gain
First, the ToT was found to vary as a function of the column number and therefore
for each column a correction factor for the ToT is introduced. In Figure 5.5 the ToT
distribution is shown. The ToT is roughly proportional to the collected charge. The
fluctuation on the amplification of charge is discussed in subsection 3.3.1. Phenomeno-
logical, the Polya distribution given in Equation (3.11) multiplied by a normalisation
constant provides a good fit to the data.

The mean ToT of 0.63µs can be translated to a collected charge by repeating the
test pulse procedure discussed in subsection 4.2.2 for the applied threshold of 750 e−.
The corresponding gain is found to be approximately 1700.

Comparing the mean ToT to the values from source measurements, the effective
grid voltage is expected to be about −330 V. The data was collected with a grid
voltage set to −350 V, but due to charging up effects the effective amplification voltage
was lower, as discussed in subsection 4.3.4. From the measured grid current Igrid a
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hypothetical, uniformly distributed, voltage drop of 8.5 V can be calculated. This is
less than the voltage drop expected from the mean ToT, because the actual voltage
drop varies over the chip due to the beam profile.

5.4.2 Number of hits on track

In Figure 5.6 the most probable number of hits is shown as a function of the grid
voltage. One expects that the efficiency of the GridPix detector increases with the
grid voltage until it reaches a plateau at an efficiency of almost 100 %, detecting all
100 electron-ion pairs/cm for the T2K gas [45]. The number of hits will continue to
increase because of UV photons created in avalanches, as discussed in subsection 4.3.2.
An even higher grid voltage will induce crosstalk, and far above 400 V, sparks would
be produced.

The working point is determined from the mean ToT. The detection efficiency
for single ionisation electrons is estimated using Figure 4.7. The measurements per-
formed with a threshold of 515 e can be extrapolated to measurements at a higher
threshold. The higher threshold reduces both the efficiency and the measured ToT
by approximately 10 %. At the working point, the efficiency is approximately 80 %
and there are about 25 % additional hits from UV photons produced in avalanches.
So the two effects together should result in a number of hits that is slightly higher
than the number of ionisation electrons.

In Figure 5.7 the number of detected GridPix hits associated to the track in the
fiducial volume (216 pixels) is shown for a grid voltage of −350 V. The most probable
number of hits is 91 while the mean is 114 for an effective track length of 12 mm.
About 8% of the hits from track ionisation is lost due to selection cuts. Still there
are fewer hits than expected for the set working point, presumably because the gas
contained slightly more of the quenching isobutane which reduces the amount of hits
from UV photons.

Finally, previous studies using a Timepix based GridPix observed additional hits
from crosstalk between pixels [165]. These hits were easily identified by their low
ToT value. In this experiment, a search for double hits on neighbouring pixels did
not yield any indication for crosstalk.

5.4.3 Time walk correction

A pixel hit is recorded when the collected charge is above the threshold. Because it
takes longer to reach the threshold for a small signal than it does for a large signal,
the measured ToA depends on the magnitude of the signal. This effect is called time
walk. The capability to record simultaneously both ToA and ToT per pixel is one of
the improvements of the Timepix3 chip over its predecessor, the Timepix chip. The
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Timepix3 chip allows to correct for the time walk by using the ToT as a measure of
the signal magnitude.

The uncorrected mean of z-residuals – defined as the difference of the z-position
of the hit and the track fit prediction – is shown as a function of the corrected ToT in
Figure 5.8. The relation can be parametrised using the time walk δztw as a function
of the corrected ToT tToT:

δztw = c1
tToT + t0

, (5.1)

where c1 and t0 are constants to be determined from a fit. The distribution of z-
residuals before and after applying the time walk correction is shown in Figure 5.9.
Functions with additional degrees of freedom were also tried, but did not improve the
results.
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5.4.4 Hit resolution in the pixel plane

The momentum resolution of a TPC in an axial magnetic field depends on the hit
resolution in the pixel plane. There are two important contributions to the hit res-
olution in this plane: a constant contribution caused by the pixel size dpixel and a
transverse drift component that scales with drift distance and the diffusion coefficient
DT , introduced in subsection 3.2.2. The resolution σy is given by:

σ2
y =

d2
pixel

12 +D2
T (z − z0), (5.2)

where z0 is the position of the grid. The measured hit resolution as a function
of z-position is shown in Figure 5.10. In order to facilitate the fit, for each point
an estimated systematic uncertainty of 1µm is added to the statistical uncertainty.
The actual systematic uncertainty has not been determined, because of the multiple
scattering in the telescope. With an improved telescope setup, the systematic error
for a GridPix detector quad is determined in the next chapter. The diffusion gives
the largest contribution to the hit resolution in most of the detector volume. The
measured diffusion coefficient DT = 306µm/

√
cm, and is lower than the expected

DT = (318± 7)µm/
√

cm. A potential cause is inaccuracies in the gas composition.
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5.4.5 Hit resolution in the drift direction

The hit resolution in the drift direction is related to the ToA distribution. There
are three contributions. A constant contribution from the Timepix3’s time resolu-
tion σToA = 1.56 ns [24], a contribution from other noise sources such as jitter and
time walk, and a contribution from longitudinal diffusion with coefficient DL. The
resolution σz is given by

σ2
z = σ2

ToAv
2
drift

12 + σ2
z0 +D2

L(z − z0). (5.3)

For an assumed drift velocity of vdrift = 78.86µm/ns, the first term is (35.5µm)2.
The error from time walk contained in the second term is largest for small ToT,
motivating a split of the hits roughly in half at a ToT value of 0.60µs. The hit
resolution in the drift direction is shown in Figure 5.11. To each point an estimated
systematic error of 1µm was added. The grid position was fixed to z0 = 4.18 mm
found in the fit to Figure 5.10. The diffusion is found to be DL = 226µm/

√
cm

with negligible statistical uncertainty. This is higher than the expected value of
DL = (201± 5)µm/

√
cm, possibly due to deviations in the gas composition. The hit

resolution at zero drift distance is 139µm for hits with ToT> 0.60µs and 168µm if
all selected hits are included.

5.4.6 Deformations

For a large TPC with pixel readout it is important that systematic deviations of po-
sition measurements are small and stay well below typically 20µm. Here we study
deformations in the pixel plane and the drift direction, caused by for example distor-
tions in the drift field or geometric uncertainties. The chip is divided in 64× 64 bins
of 4× 4 pixels each for which the mean deformation is calculated. For every hit, the
expected originating position on the track is taken and the residual is filled at that
bin. In Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.14 the mean residual in the xy-plane and the mean
z-residual are shown, respectively. In the diagram only bins with more than 1000
entries are shown.

The red and blue areas near the edge of the detector can be identified as deforma-
tions due to electric field distortions and edge effects. The partially broken column
and wrinkle in the grid outside the boxed fiducial region, each distort the position
measurement perpendicular to the track, but not in the drift direction. The wrinkle
in the grid is indicated in the picture of the chip shown in Figure 5.13. Additionally
in the bottom-left and bottom-right some tears in the grid are visible. Part of the
distortions in the drift direction can be identified as small deviations in the ToA orig-
inating from the Timepix3 chip. This is due to the power distribution over the chip,
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Figure 5.12: Mean residuals in the pixel
plane at the expected hit position.

Figure 5.13: Picture of the GridPix with
a visible wrinkle in the grid.

and tiny inhomogeneities introduced during the manufacturing of the chip.
Bins in the selected fiducial area were used to make the distribution of the mean

residuals shown in Figure 5.15. The r.m.s. of the deviations is 7µm in the pixel
plane and 21µm (0.3 ns) in the drift direction, respectively. This implies that the
systematics on the position measurement in the pixel plane - the bending plane of the
TPC - are less than 10µm. In order to achieve the momentum resolution goal set for
the ILD TPC of σ1/PT

< 1× 10−4 GeV−1, systematic effects should be under control
to a level of better than 30µm [197].

5.4.7 Energy loss measurement and particle identification
In a TPC particles can be identified using their characteristic energy loss. The GridPix
detector measures the energy loss dE/dx by counting the number of detected electrons.
Because of the large fluctuations of the energy loss as discussed in subsection 3.1.3, the
mean is dominated by a few high energy deposits. In order to obtain a more reliable
estimate, the truncated sum of electrons is calculated. Because of its high granularity
and ability to measure individual ionisation electrons, a TPC with GridPix readout
offers another method of estimating the energy loss dE/dx, which is discussed below.

Particle identification by a truncated sum

Along the track, the number of electrons is counted for intervals of a few pixels. A fixed
fraction of intervals with the highest number of electrons is rejected. The resolution
is expressed as the standard deviation divided by the mean of the truncated sum
distribution. All hits in the 220 columns from 16 to 236 are used. The resolution
was studied as function of the interval length and as function of the fraction used
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for the truncated sum, shown in Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.16 respectively. Optimally,
the top 10% of 20-pixel intervals with the highest number of detected electrons are
rejected and from the other 90% of the 20-pixel intervals a truncated sum is obtained.
In Figure 5.18 the distribution of the truncated sum is shown for an effective track
length of 1 m or 79 events. For the optimal point, the resolution is 4.1%.
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In order to estimate the potential for particle identification, the energy loss distri-
bution for a MIP is estimated, see also Figure 5.18. The hit positions of the electron
data are scaled track by track by a factor 0.7 to acquire the estimated ionisation for a
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MIP, i.e. 0.7 m of electron data is scaled to 1 m of expected MIP data. The expected
resolution for a 1 m MIP track is 5.0%.
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Figure 5.18: Distribution of the truncated sum of detected electrons per meter for
the 2.5 GeV electron (blue solid line) and the expected distribution for a minimum
ionising particle (red dashed line).

The ability of identifying particles by the detector can be expressed by the sepa-
ration power S [198], defined as

S = µe − µMIP√
(σ2
e + σ2

MIP)/2
, (5.4)

where µe and µMIP are the mean of the truncated sum for electrons and MIPs . σe
and σMIP are the values of the standard deviation of the truncated sum for electrons
and MIPs. Some authors use a definition that has the value of the standard deviation
of either one of the two particles in the denominator, but this definition uses the
average of both the standard deviations. The separation power S using a truncated
sum for a 1 m long track of data is 8.6 standard deviations.

Other methods for particle identification

The truncated sum using slices of 20 pixels, does not make full use of the fine granu-
larity of the GridPix detector. Particle identification can be improved by employing
the full resolution to resolve primary ionisation clusters [199]. In the unattainable
limit where all clusters are identified perfectly, the resolution is the width of a Pois-
son distributed number of clusters, which is 2 % for a 1 m MIP track having about
2700 clusters [45] in the T2K gas mixture.

The weighted mean distance is a method that does make use of the full granularity
of the pixel detector. It is calculated by taking the weighted mean of the distance
between pixel hits along the track. The distance distribution is shown in Figure 5.19
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in terms of pixels. The distance is also calculated with data from a simulation, which
serves as a qualitative cross check.

The simulation of electrons at a 5° angle in GEANT4 [200] has layers of gas with
a thickness equal to the pixel pitch. In order to match the simulated data to our
test beam data the parameters Tmax and r of the G4UniversalFluctuation model
and the electron conversion threshold were tuned to 3 keV, 1 and 27 eV respectively.
In accordance with the expected working point, the efficiency was simulated to be
80 % and, around the initial hits, 25 % additional hits were generated to simulate hits
caused by UV photons. These hits were displaced from the initial hits according to a
Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 4 pixels.

The weighted mean distance for a track is calculated using

weighted mean distance = 1
Nhits − 1

Nhits−1∑
i=1

w(di)di, (5.5)

where Nhits is the total number of hits, di is the distance between subsequent hits
in the direction along the track and w(d) is the weight as function of the distance.
To the distribution in Figure 5.19 an exponential distribution is fitted in the range
between 20 to 100 pixels distance. The assigned weights are the expected number
of hits from the exponential distribution divided by the actual number of hits. The
effect is that hits at short distances, which are more likely to come from the same
cluster, get a small weight, and hits at larger distances, which are more likely to come
from separate clusters, get a larger weight.

The weighted mean distance for an electron from data and simulation and a MIP
from scaled data and simulation is shown in Figure 5.20. The resolution, again ex-
pressed as standard deviation divided by the mean, with this method is 3.1 % for an
electron and 3.3 % for a MIP. However, because the weighted mean distance is not
proportional to the energy loss this is not the most relevant measure. One can com-
pare the method to the truncated sum using the separation power S. The separation
power S for a 1 m long track of data is 8.7 standard deviations using the weighed mean
distance, which is comparable to the separation of the truncated sum. A weighted
combination of the truncated sum and the weighted mean distance has a combined
separation power of S = 9.2 standard deviations for a 1 m electron and MIP track.

5.5 Conclusions
A GridPix detector based on the Timepix3 chip was operated reliably in a test beam
setup for the first time. In the pixel planes and in the drift direction the resolution of
the detector is limited primarily by diffusion. The additional systematic uncertainties
in the pixel plane are smaller than 10µm. Furthermore, by counting the ionisation
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electrons, the energy loss dE/dx can be measured with a precision of 4.1% for an
effective track length of 1 m. For particle identification the fine granularity of the
pixel chip is beneficial. In the next chapter, a building block for larger size detectors
is presented.



CHAPTER 6

Performance of the Gridpix detector
quad

The single chip detector described in the previous chapter was operated reliably in a
test beam experiment. For applications at a future collider, it is necessary to equip
a large detector with a GridPix readout, which poses an entirely new challenge. In
order to cover a large surface, it is practical to subdivide it into a number of standard
building blocks or modules. Here we present the design of a quad module with four
Timepix3 chips. Because the quad module has almost all services underneath its
active area, it can be tiled to cover arbitrarily large areas with minimal inactive
boundary regions.

The performance of a TPC consisting of a gas volume read out by a single quad
module, was tested at the ELSA test beam facility in Bonn. With an improved setup
of the telescope, the distortions and systematic errors in the drift direction and in the
pixel plane could be determined precisely. Parts of this chapter were published in a
paper [26], copyright Elsevier (2020).

6.1 Quad detector design and construction

A single quad module with four Timepix3 based GridPixes is designed, constructed
and installed in a small drift volume with a field cage to make a TPC.

83
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6.1.1 The quad module design and assembly
In order to cover large areas, the quad module shown in Figure 6.1 was developed.
Because of the complexity of the GridPix technology and the fragility of the grids, a
small number of four chips per module was chosen as a compromise. The chips are
mounted on a common cooled base plate (COCA). They are electrically connected
by wire bonds to a 6 mm wide PCB between the two pairs of chips. This allows the
control and output lines to be directed to the backside of the quad to maximise the
sensitive detection area. A short Kapton cable at the other side of the wire bond PCB
provides a low impedance connection to the low voltage (LV) regulator. The grids are
connected by 80µm diameter insulated copper wires to a high voltage (HV) filtering
board. The connection to the common HV input uses a 100 MΩ resistor for each
grid to rapidly quench a micro-discharge. To mount and cool the LV regulator board
and the HV filtering board, a U-shaped support is attached by thermally conductive
glue under the carrier plate. Finally, the wire bonds of the quad are covered by a
10 mm wide central guard electrode located 1.1 mm above the grids to maintain a
homogeneous drift field.

The external quad dimensions are 39.6 mm× 28.38 mm of which 68.9% is active.
In the present design the support components are made of aluminium contributing
substantially to the material budget. If quad modules are used to read out the ILD
TPC, these components are located directly in front of the end cap calorimeters.
In the future the material budget can be minimised by replacing the aluminium by
carbon based materials. The module consumes about 8 W of power in total of which
2 W is utilised by the LV regulator.

6.1.2 The quad detector
The quad detector is a TPC consisting of a single quad module, embedded in a steel
box and a 40 mm high field cage to provide a homogeneous drift field. The sides of the
field cage are formed by 75µm diameter CuBe wires with a 2 mm pitch to facilitate
UV laser beam measurements. The field cage is terminated on one end by the quad
module, fitted in a closely surrounding coppered frame at the grid potential, and on
the other end by a solid cathode plate. The whole structure was put in a gas-tight
container with 50µm Kapton windows on two sides to minimise the material traversed
by the beam.

6.2 Test beam measurement
The device was tested in October 2018 at the ELSA test beam facility in Bonn.
The ELSA accelerator provided 2.5 GeV electrons at a rate of approximately 10 kHz
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Figure 6.1: Picture of the quad detector with four Timepix3 GridPixes (TPX3)
mounted on a cold carrier plate (COCA). The central guard was omitted to show
the wire bond PCB, and its operating position is indicated with a transparent rect-
angle. On the left the high voltage (HV) board and flexible Kapton cable are visible
and on the right the low voltage (LV) regulator can be seen.
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during spills of 16.0 s in beam cycles of 17.1 s. The quad detector was mounted on a
remotely controlled slider stage. To provide a precise reference track, the quad TPC
was sandwiched between 2 × 3 planes of a Mimosa26 telescope [193], see Figure 6.2
and Figure 6.3. Each plane consists of a MAPS detector with 1152 × 576 pixels of
size 18.4µm× 18.4µm.

A scintillator provided a trigger signal to the Trigger Logic Unit (TLU) [195] which
numbers the triggers and subsequently directs them to both the SPIDR and telescope
readout. The telescope hits were collected in time frames of 115.2µs. Due to the high
beam intensity, the telescope frames often (22 %) contain hits from more than one
track.

The quad’s Timepix3 was operated in data driven mode with the trigger data
merged in. For the readout, one out of the eight available links per chip is connected
to a speedy pixel detector readout (SPIDR) board [181] at a speed of 80 Mbps. The
hardware is also capable of reading out at twice this speed.

Because of the chosen limited link speed between the Timepix3 chips and the
SPIDR, a maximum of 1.3 MHits/s could be read out. This caused the majority of the
hits to arrive late at the SPIDR readout, acquiring a wrong 409.6µs coarse timestamp.
As a workaround, hits up to 200 timestamps of 409.6µs after the trigger were collected
and analysed. The first track hit had to arrive no more than 5 timestamps late, and
the average coarse timestamp should not deviate more than 150 timestamps from the
trigger.

During data taking the 700 ml gas volume was flushed at a rate of 1.0 l/h with
premixed T2K gas. This gas is a mixture consisting of 95 % Ar, 3 % CF4, and 2 %
iC4H10 suitable for large TPCs because of the relatively high drift velocity and the
low diffusion in a magnetic field. However, due to an inaccuracy in the gas mixing,
the CF4 content was probably slightly lower than intended. The temperature and
pressure were relatively stable at 300.5 K and 1011 mbar. The gas mixture contained
an 800 ppm O2 contamination and a 6000 ppm H2O contamination, primarily due to
the high gas permeability of a silicon rubber cable feed-through.

The cathode and guard voltages were set such that the electric field was 400 V/cm,
which is close to the maximum drift velocity for this gas. The threshold level being a
trade off between noise, sensitivity and time walk, was set to 55 DAC counts or about
515 e−. The grid voltage was set to −330 V, at which there is limited secondary
emission from the grid by UV photons produced in avalanches (see Figure 4.7). The
gain depends on the beam rate, because of charging up of the protection layer, as
discussed in subsection 4.3.4. The grid current Igrid of 0.8 nA/chip corresponds to
a uniform voltage drop of about 20 V. The actual voltage drop is not uniform, but
varies within a chip due to differences in the incoming charge related to the beam
profile. During the high beam rate, the mean ToT is 0.60µs. Therefore the effective
grid voltage is about −320 V as shown in Figure 4.6, and the effective gain is about
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1000 as can be read off from Figure 4.5.
Some of the relevant run parameters are summarised in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.2: Setup of the quad with telescope at the ELSA test beam facility.

6.3 Track reconstruction and event selection
The track reconstruction proceeds similarly as for the single chip detector. Because of
the readout problems discussed in the previous section, the selection is more stringent:
the telescope track was used to select the corresponding hits in the quad detector.

6.3.1 Track reconstruction procedure
Tracks are reconstructed as straight lines. The y-axis is defined roughly in the direc-
tion of the beam, and the x-axis and z-axis are in the horizontal and vertical direction
respectively. For the telescope, the y-coordinate is taken from the plane position, and

Figure 6.3: Picture of the setup at the ELSA test beam facility with quad detector,
telescope and slider stages.
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Table 6.1: Parameters of the three analysed runs. The error on the temperature and
pressure indicates the spread during the time that the three runs were taken.

Runs duration 10 minutes
Triggers per run 2.2× 106 triggers
Vgrid 330 V
Igrid (per chip) 0.8 nA
Edrift 400 V/cm
Threshold 515 e−
Temperature (300.5± 0.13) K
Pressure (1011± 0.16) mbar
Oxygen concentration 800 ppm
Water vapour concentration 6000 ppm

the x-coordinate and z-coordinate correspond to the columns and rows of the chips.
Apart from a small rotation, the x and y-coordinates correspond to the columns
and rows of the Timepix3 chips. The z-axis is in the direction opposite to the drift
direction and the z-coordinate is calculated from the ToA and the drift velocity.

Linear track finding is performed for the telescope using a Hough transform in
the xy-plane, which determines track candidates by votes in a parameter space. For
every hit, a set of compatible track parameter pairs consisting of a track angle θ and
corresponding distance to the origin r0 are calculated. The most common parameters
pairs in the range −0.01 rad ≤ θ ≤ 0.01 rad and 0 ≤ r0 ≤ 20 mm are taken as the
track candidates. The quad GridPix hits are collected using a track detected by the
telescope as a seed.

Tracks in the telescope and in the quad are fitted using a linear regression fit with
hit errors in the two directions perpendicular to the beam σx and σz. The telescope
hit errors are determined from the pixel size. The expressions for the GridPix error
values are given in Sections 6.4.4 and 6.4.5.

The detectors are aligned using the data. First, the telescope is independently
aligned. The positions in the y-direction along the beam are measured and kept fixed.
Taking one plane as a reference, the other five planes can be rotated. These rotations
and additionally two shifts in x-direction and z-direction for four of the planes are
iteratively determined from the fitted tracks by minimising the hit residuals. Next,
the quad detector is aligned. Using iterative alignment each chip has three rotations
and two shifts in the x and z-directions. Additionally, because the drift direction is
not necessarily perfectly perpendicular to the pixel plane, each chip has one parameter
describing the angle in the xz-plane between the drift direction and the pixel plane.

An example event with a telescope track after the alignment procedure is shown
in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: An event with 148 quad detector hits and the corresponding telescope
track (orange line). The positions of the chips are outlined in blue.

6.3.2 Selections
In the telescope a stringent selection is made to acquire a sample of clean tracks. At
least 5 planes should have a hit and the hits should be within 50µm from the track.
By requiring the slope difference of the track in the first three planes and in the last
three planes to be smaller than 1 mrad, scattered tracks are rejected.

GridPix hits are considered if their ToA is within 500 ns of a trigger and their
ToT is at least 0.15µs. The hits are selected with the telescope track. Outliers are
rejected by requiring the residuals r (pulls r/σ) with respect to the telescope track to
be smaller than 1.5 mm (2.0) in the x-direction and 2.0 mm (3.0) in the z-direction.

A track is rejected if it has less than 20 hits. Moreover the average position of all
GridPix hits must be within 0.3 mm in the x-direction and z-direction of the telescope
track. Given the high beam rate, the TPC often contains multiple tracks overlapping
in time. To suppress overlapping tracks and to reject tracks with delta electrons, 80 %
of the hits within 5 mm of a track are required to lie within a distance of 1.5 mm.

The selections are summarised in Table 6.2 and the total event selection efficiency
is about 12%. Most events are rejected because there are less than 20 GridPix hits
corresponding to the telescope track.

6.4 Results
The performance is extracted similarly to the single chip detector in the previous
chapter, but with the more precise telescope track, the hit residuals can be deter-
mined more accurately. The quad was designed to have minimal distortions and the
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Table 6.2: Table with selection cuts

Telescope
Number of planes hit ≥ 5

Reject outliers (rx,z < 50µm)
Slope difference between sets of planes < 1 mrad

GridPix hit selection
−500 ns < thit − ttrigger < 500 ns

Hit ToT > 0.15µs
Reject outliers ( rx < 1.5 mm, rz < 2 mm )

Reject outliers ( rx < 2σx, rz < 3σz )
Event Selection
Nhits ≥ 20

(Nrx<1.5mm / Nrx<5mm) > 0.8
|xTimepix − xtelescope| < 0.3 mm
|zTimepix − ztelescope| < 0.3 mm

distortions can now be analysed with a higher accuracy. The overall quad position
measurement precision is measured and some sources of measurement uncertainty are
identified.

6.4.1 Number of hits

The expected number of hits at the working point is determined from the mean ToT
of 0.60µs and Figure 4.7. At this operating point, the efficiency is expected to be
80 % and there are about 20 % of extra hits from UV photons. So the two effects
cancel and the number of detected hits is expected to be about equal to the number
of ionisation electrons. About 6% of these hits from track ionisation is lost due to
selection cuts. The calculated most probable number of electron-ion pairs for a track
length of 27.5 mm is 225, see Figure 3.3. So with a 94 % selection efficiency, the
expected most likely number of hits in the quad is 211.

The measured distribution of the number of track hits per chip and the total
number of track hits are shown in Figure 6.5. The most probable number of hits per
chip varies between 52 and 65 hits, and the mean varies between 65 and 80 hits. The
most probable number of hits per quad is 131 and the mean number of track hits
is 146 for an effective track length of approximately 27.5 mm. This is significantly
below the expected 211 hits, potentially due to a much lower effective grid voltage or
possibly due to hits lost in the readout. Because of the low single electron efficiency,
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no energy loss (dE/dx) results were extracted.
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Figure 6.5: Distribution of the number of
hits after track selection in total and per
chip.
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6.4.2 Hit time corrections
To increase precision in the drift direction, the hit times were calibrated. To correct
for the double column structure and power distribution deformations of the Timepix3
chip, a ToT factor per column was extracted by injecting test pulses for each pixel.
The distribution of the corrected ToT is shown in Figure 6.6. Furthermore, a ToA
correction offset was determined from the test beam data based on the underlying
substructure of 16× 2 pixels due to the clock distribution. In addition one ToA
correction offset per column and one offset per row was applied. The ToT corrections
are of O(10%) and the ToA corrections are of O(1 ns).

6.4.3 Time walk correction
A hit is registered when the collected charge exceeds the threshold. Since it takes
longer for a small signal to reach the threshold than it does for a large signal, the
measured ToA depends on the magnitude of the signal. This effect is called time
walk and can be corrected by using the ToT as a measure of signal magnitude. In
Figure 6.7 the mean of z-residuals is shown as a function of the ToT for all four chips.
The relation can be parametrised using the time walk δztw as a function of the ToT
tToT:

δztw = c1
tToT + t0

, (6.1)

where c1 and t0 are constants determined from a fit per chip.
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Figure 6.7: Mean z-residual without time walk correction as function of ToT, fitted
with Equation (6.1) (red line). The right axis is given in units of ns using the drift
velocity of 54.6µm/ns.

6.4.4 Hit resolution in the pixel plane

The resolution of the single electrons in the transverse (xy) plane was measured as a
function of the predicted drift position (z). Figure 6.8 displays this relation for tracks
crossing a fiducial region in the centre of the chip as seen in Figures 6.11 and 6.13.
The resolution for the detection of ionisation electrons σx is given by:

σ2
x =

d2
pixel

12 +D2
T (z − z0), (6.2)

where dpixel is the pixel pitch size, z0 is the position of the grid, and DT is the trans-
verse diffusion coefficient. The resolution at zero drift distance dpixel/

√
12 was fixed

to 15.9µm. Tracks with a z-position around 0.3 mm are given a larger error because
they scatter on the central guard. Fitting expression (6.2) to the data gives a trans-
verse diffusion coefficient DT of 398µm/

√
cm with negligible statistical uncertainty.

The measured value is larger than the value of 270µm/
√

cm ± 3% predicted by the
gas simulation software Magboltz [196].

The deviation of the measured diffusion coefficient from the expected value is
presumably due to an inaccuracy in the CF4 gas mixing, as discussed above. The
actual gas content is not exactly known, as it is unclear to what extend the error also
caused an increase in the isobutane fraction. Additionally, together with the oxygen
also some nitrogen gas could have contaminated the gas mixture. The measured
diffusion coefficients would roughly be in agreement with those for a mixture of 96 %
argon, 2 % CF4, and 2 % isobutane without any contaminations [149].
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Figure 6.8: Measured hit resolution
in the pixel plane (blue points) fitted
with the resolution function according to
Equation (6.2) (red line).
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6.4.5 Hit resolution in the drift direction
The measured z-position is directly related to the drift velocity and the time of arrival
of the electrons. Using the predicted positions from the telescope, the drift velocity
is measured to be 54.6µm/ns, which is slightly lower than the value of 59.0µm/ns
expected by Magboltz. Both values have negligible statistical uncertainties.

The resolution for the detection of ionisation electrons σz is given by:

σ2
z = σ2

z0 +D2
L(z − z0), (6.3)

where σz0 is the resolution at zero drift distance. The resolution as function of the
drift distance is shown in Figure 6.9 for tracks crossing the fiducial region. Since tracks
with a z-position around 0.3 mm scatter on the central guard, these data points are
given a larger error. The longitudinal diffusion coefficient DL was determined to be
212µm/

√
cm with negligible statistical uncertainty, which is equal to the expected

value 212µm/
√

cm ± 3% from a Magboltz calculation.

6.4.6 Deformations in the pixel plane
It is important to measure possible deformations in the pixel (xy) plane, because in
a TPC these affect the momentum resolution. Because of limited statistics, the mean
transverse (x) residuals are calculated in bins of 4× 4 pixels over the quad plane using
the tracks defined by the telescope, see Figure 6.10. Only bins with more than 800
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entries are shown.
A distortion is present near the edges of the chips. The cause is twofold: firstly

there is a geometrical bias at the edge of the detector because only part of the ion-
isation cloud can be detected, and secondly the grounded region at the edge of the
Timepix3 die introduces a non-uniformity in the electric field.

An empirically selected function consisting of four Cauchy (Breit-Wigner) func-
tions can be fitted to the geometrical bias and the non-uniformity of the field. Near
the top and bottom edges the size of the deformations is different, as such in a second
step a 4th order polynomial function in y was fitted while keeping the other parameters
fixed. All in all, the fitted function is given by:

δxdeformations =
4∑
j=0

(
1
π

γj
(x− dj)2 + γ2

j

4∑
i=0

(
cijy

i
))

, (6.4)

where dj and γj are the location and scale parameters of the Cauchy distributions,
and cij are the parameters of the fourth order polynomial.

The outlines of the fitted function are shown in Figure 6.10. The fitted function
can be used as a correction by subtracting it from the mean residuals. The result of
this procedure is shown in Figure 6.11.

The r.m.s. of the distribution of the measured mean residual over the surface -
or the systematic error for a measurement before the correction in the quad plane -
is 31µm. After subtraction of the fitted correction function (6.4), the r.m.s. of the
mean values is 13µm over the whole plane and 9µm in the selected region 2 mm from
the edges indicated by a black outline. The distribution of the mean x-residuals after
correction are shown in Figure 6.12. The distortions could be further reduced by
improving the homogeneity of the electric field near the dyke e.g. by adding a field
wire above the quad detector at the boundaries between the neighbouring chips.

6.4.7 Deformations in the drift direction

A similar measurement is done for distortions in the drift direction. In Figure 6.13
the mean longitudinal (z) residuals are shown in bins of 4× 4 pixels over the quad
plane using the tracks defined by the telescope. Only bins with more than 800 entries
are shown. As shown in Figure 6.12, the r.m.s. of the distortion is 19µm (0.35 ns)
and 14µm (0.26 ns) in the black outlined central area 2 mm from the edges.

6.4.8 Quad detector resolution

The overall accuracy of a track position measurement using the quad detector can
be tested by comparing the quad track to the telescope track. The difference will
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Figure 6.10: Mean residuals in the pixel
plane (x-residuals) at the expected hit
position, fitted with Equation(6.4) (red
contours).
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Figure 6.11: Mean residuals in the pixel
plane (x-residuals) at the expected hit
position after subtracting the fitted edge
deformations using Equation(6.4).
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Figure 6.13: Mean residuals in the drift direction (z-residuals) at the expected hit
position.

be a combination of statistical errors, systematic errors and multiple scattering con-
tributions. Here it is important to estimate the systematic error, because multiple
scattering occurs primarily outside the fiducial gas volume, and in applications with
multiple quad modules the statistical errors will be further reduced.

Figure 6.14 displays the difference between the weighted mean position of all quad
track hits in the fiducial region and the telescope track. The distribution has long tails,
which are in part from unrelated background tracks that are erroneously matched.
The number of background tracks is estimated by shifting the telescope timing by
1000 frames and is shown for comparison. In the fit, these tracks are accounted for
by introducing a contribution from a uniform distribution.

A fit with a combination of a Gaussian function and a uniform distribution, yields
a standard deviation σquad

x of 41µm. This value is the result of various contributions.
Firstly, the statistical precision of a position measurement is acquired from a track
fit of the quad hits with hit errors. This statistical precision of the position at the
centre of the quad is 25µm. Furthermore, there is a systematic deviation of 9µm in
the pixel plane in the fiducial region after the correction as discussed in Section 6.4.6.
Additionally, there is a systematic deviation in the x-direction of 17µm along the drift
direction most likely due to electric field inhomogeneities. This is the x-deviation as
a function of z-position. which should not be confused with the z-deviation as a
function of x and y-position that was mentioned before in Section 6.4.7.

In addition, the precision is limited due to multiple scattering in the setup. The
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precision was calculated with a simple simulation of the setup using the equations
given in subsection 3.1.4. The setup has multiple scattering contributions from the
telescope planes (0.075% X0 per plane) [193], the air (0.084% X0), the TPC gas
(0.09% X0) and the two Kapton foils (0.035% X0) [45]. The input to the simulation
is shown in Figure 6.15 with an extra scattering contribution S on the quad exit
window near the centre of the setup, required to match the simulation to the data.
By comparing the track angle in the first three telescope planes and the second three
telescope planes, the total radiation length of the setup is estimated to be 0.82% X0
(0.66% X0 expected, so S = 0.16%X0). From the simulation the multiple scattering
contribution at the position of the quad centre is estimated to be 22µm.

An overview of the contributing errors is given in Table 6.3. In the end, there is
still a small unidentified remaining systematic error of 14µm.
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Figure 6.14: The difference between mean hit position and track prediction in the pixel
plane, fitted with the sum of a Gaussian and a flat background distribution (solid red
line). In comparison the background tracks are shown (dashed red), acquired by
offsetting the telescope by 1000 frames.

6.5 Conclusions and outlook
A quad module with four Timepix3 based GridPixes has been designed and realised.
The module has dimensions of 39.6 mm× 28.38 mm and an active surface of 68.9%.
The quad module was embedded in a TPC detector and operated at the ELSA test
beam facility. The single electron resolutions in the transverse and longitudinal planes
are similar to the results obtained for the single-chip detector and primarily limited by
diffusion. It is shown that a systematic error from the quad detector for the distortions
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Table 6.3: Overview of the errors on the difference between mean hit position and
track prediction in the pixel plane

Observed standard deviation σquad
x 41µm

Statistical quad detector error 25µm
Statistical telescope error 2µm
Systematics over the pixel plane (corrected) 9µm
Systematics along the drift direction 17µm
Multiple scattering contribution 22µm
Remaining systematic error 14µm
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over the pixel plane of 13µm (9µm in the central region) has been achieved. The
demonstrated resolution of the setup is 41µm, of which the statistical error is 25µm,
the error caused by multiple scattering in the setup is 22µm and the total systematic
error is 24µm.

The next step is to demonstrate a large detection area with the quad module as a
building block and confirm the potential of the GridPix technology for large detectors.
A new detector with 8 quad modules carrying a total of 32 Timepix3 GridPix chips
has already been constructed and will undergo thorough investigation.
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CHAPTER 7

Simulation and reconstruction of the
ILD TPC with a pixel readout

The ILD experiment relies on simulations for several crucial tasks. For example,
the simulation of the ILD is used to assess the expected measurement performance,
motivate design choices and to perform physics analysis prospect studies. In the
future, a simulation can in addition be used to interpret measurements. As a result,
a detailed detector simulations is essential for the design of the ILD.

For the ILD, there is one integrated simulation of the whole detector, such that
the overall reconstruction can be tested and the combined performance of the dif-
ferent subdetectors can be studied. The initial interactions at the IP that produce
high energy particles are modeled in specialised software. The produced high energy
particles are fed to the detector simulation, which propagates them through the de-
tector material and simulates their interactions with the detector components. The
simulated digitisation produces the simulated detector response in terms of signals.
The track reconstruction aims to translate these signals into measured physical quan-
tities: the positions, trajectories, and momenta of the particles. At a higher level, the
reconstruction identifies the particles species.

The software related to the ILC detectors is included in the ILCSoft package (v02-
00-01) [201]. The package contains software for simulation, reconstruction and related
tasks such as event visualisation. The ILCSoft package provides a modular frame-
work to perform digitisation, reconstruction and analysis using processors designed
for specific tasks. The special LCIO format can transfer data between processors.
Parameters for the geometry, simulation and steering of the processors are given in
xml parameter files.

101
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Within this framework, a virtual geometry is built representing the detector. This
virtual geometry is used both in the simulation and the reconstruction. The novel
simulation and reconstruction of the TPC with pixel readout expands on the existing
simulation and reconstruction of the TPC with pad readout.

7.1 Virtual geometry of the TPC

6 mm

(a) Pads

55 µm

990 µm

18 rows

(b) Pixels

Figure 7.1: Layout of the virtual volumes of the TPC with a) a pad readout and b)
a pixel readout. The (interpolated) track is shown as a curved line. The simulated
crossing points are shown in red. The blue points are the hits after resolution based
smearing. The black dots are the crossing points of the track and the virtual volume
boundaries used to calculate the interpolated trajectory.

The sensitive part of the ILD TPC consists of one large gas volume, but the
virtual geometry used for simulation and reconstruction is more complicated. The
virtual geometry consists of a series of coaxial cylindrical shells. A schematic of the
geometry for the pads and pixels is shown in Figure 7.1. The z-axis is defined as
the cylindrical symmetry axis of the detector almost in the direction of the incoming
beams, and the x and y axis are the horizontal and vertical axis respectively.

For the pad readout, there are two 3 mm thick cylindrical volumes per pad row.
Their boundary in the centre of the pad row is used to record the position of the
crossing of a track in the centre of the pad.

For the pixel readout, the virtual geometry consists of one 55µm thick cylindrical
shell per pixel row. In order to optionally speed up the simulation, an alternative
geometry with one 990µm thick volume per 18 pixel rows is also implemented.

The virtual geometry is provided through an interface with the Detector Descrip-
tion Toolkit for High Energy Physics (DD4hep) [202]. DD4hep provides one single
generic geometry description for simulation and reconstruction. At this point, both
the pad and pixel geometry are modeled as if they cover the entire readout end plate
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seamlessly. The simulation of partial coverage of the readout end plate by pixel mod-
ules will be discussed in Section 8.1.1.

7.2 Simulation of the TPC
The detector simulation models the interactions of the provided input particles with
the detectors. In the most simple case the input is a particle ‘gun’ firing specific
particles with a specified momentum in a chosen direction, which is useful to study
the detector performance directly. In order to perform more involved performance
tests and to do physics prospect studies, the particles from a simulated collision can
be used. An example of particles from a simulated collision where a Higgs boson is
produced in a virtual detector is shown in Figure 7.2.

A collision is simulated in a few stages. At the most fundamental level the hard
scattering is simulated using analytical matrix calculation software. For the ILC most
samples are produced using simulation of the collisions using the WHIZARD event
generator [203]. If strongly interacting partons are produced, (parton) showering and
hadronisation occur directly after the hard scattering, which for the ILD is simulated
in PYTHIA 6 [204]. During (parton) showering, soft emissions and splitting produce
additional particles. In the hadronisation process strongly interacting partons can-
not be treated as freely moving and start to form hadrons, which is approximated
by a string fragmentation model. Some of the created particles are unstable, and
subsequently decay within the detector if their lifetime is sufficiently short.

The interactions of the produced particles with the TPC gas are simulated as
energy deposits in the sensitive volumes. The particle’s interactions with the detector
are modeled in the GEANT4 simulation toolkit for the simulation of the passage
of particles through matter [200]. The simulated hits are generated localised on the
trajectories of the particles. The resolution due to the drift of electrons and due to the
granularity of the readout are added in the digitisation step. The hits are displaced
from their original position by drawing a random offset from a Gaussian distribution
with a standard deviation equal to the expected resolution.

7.2.1 Simulation of the pad readout

For a pad readout in a real detector the charge is normally detected by multiple pads
within every row. A hit represents all charge deposited in a single pad row and its
position is the signal centroid as reconstructed using pad response functions. At short
drift distances the precision is limited by the readout, i.e. the pad size and the degree
of charge spreading over enough pads, but at longer drift distances the precision is
limited by the diffusion of electrons in the gas, as discussed in subsection 3.2.2. In the
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Figure 7.2: Simulated particles and the detector of a e+e− → ZH → µ+µ−τ+τ−

event at a centre-of-mass energy of 250 GeV. The direction of charged particles is
indicated with green lines, neutrinos with grey lines, and other neutral particles with
green-yellow lines.

longitudinal direction, the resolution is limited by the time resolution of the readout
and the diffusion.

In the simulation on the other hand, a hit is registered at the crossing point of the
pad row centre if there is any energy deposited in that row. The simulated hit positions
are displaced by an offset proportional to the hit resolution. The offset is drawn from
a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation set to the hit resolution. As far as
the spatial resolution is concerned, the amount of deposited charge in the simulation is
always effectively Neff = 22 electrons before amplification. The resolution σpad

rφ in the
rφ-direction tangent to the surface of the cylinder in the xy-plane and the resolution
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σpad
z in the z-direction for a track at drift distance L are given by

σpad
rφ =

√
(σpad
rφ0)2 + σ2

φ0 sin2(φtrack) + L
D2
rφ

Neff
sin(θtrack)

(
6 mm
hpad

)(
4.0 T
B

)2

σpad
z =

√
(σpad
z0 )2 + L(Dpad

z )2,

(7.1)

where σpad
rφ0 = 50µm is the resolution in the rφ-direction at zero drift, σpad

z0 = 0.4 mm
is the resolution in the z-direction at zero drift, Drφ = 25µm/

√
cm is the transverse

diffusion coefficient of T2K gas at a magnetic field of B = 4 T and a drift field of
280 V/cm corresponding to the value at which the drift speed is maximal. Dpad

z =
80µm/

√
cm is the longitudinal diffusion coefficient and takes into account the effective

number of drift electrons per pad. The expression ( 6 mm
hpad

) accounts for the amount
of charge collected on pads with a height hpad differently from the nominal height of
6 mm. (4.0 T

B )2 enables an approximate extrapolation to other magnetic field strengths
B. The contribution σ2

φ0 sin2(φtrack) captures the dependence on the azimuth crossing
angle of the track with the pad row φtrack with σφ0 = 0.9 mm being the resolution at
zero drift distance for a track parallel to the pad row (φtrack = π/2).

7.2.2 Simulation of the pixel readout
For a pixel TPC readout, the situation is more straightforward. A single drift electron
is detected by one pixel. For short drift distances, the resolution in the transverse
direction is limited by the pixel size, in the longitudinal direction the precision of the
time measurements determines the resolution. For longer drift distances the resolution
in both the transverse and longitudinal direction is limited by diffusion.

For the simulation of a pixel TPC readout, the number of ionisation electrons is
calculated by dividing the deposited energy by 32 eV, the average energy required to
produce an ionisation electron. After this division, any remaining energy is transferred
to the next layer. The simulated hits are positioned along the track and are shown
in Figure 7.3. The same hits are shown in Figure 7.4 after a displacement which
simulates the effect of the hit resolution. The resolutions in the transverse directions
σpixel
r and σpixel

rφ , and the resolution in the longitudinal z-direction for a drift distance
L are given by

σpixel
r = σpixel

rφ =

√
(σpixel
rφ0 )2 + LD2

rφ

(
4.0 T
B

)2

σpixel
z =

√
(σpixel
z0 )2 + L(Dpixel

z )2,

(7.2)

where σpixel
rφ0 = 16µm is the transverse resolution at zero drift distance calculated from

the pixel size, σpixel
z0 = 168µm is the resolution in the longitudinal direction for all hits
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10 cm

Figure 7.3: Display of simulation hits for
the event shown in Figure 7.2. A closeup
of an approximately 30 cm long track seg-
ment is shown in the outline. Every par-
ticle produced at the IP is assigned its
own colour.

10 cm

Figure 7.4: Display of digitised hits for
the event shown in Figure 7.2. A closeup
of an approximately 30 cm long track seg-
ment is shown in the outline. All digi-
tised TPC hits are shown in the same red
colour.

as measured with the GridPix chip detector in Section 5.4.5, Dpixel
z = 226µm/

√
cm

is the longitudinal diffusion coefficient for a single drift electron.
Two or more ionisation electrons from one simulated bunch crossing might arrive

on the same pixel. The Timepix3 chip would in some cases be able to register hits from
more than one ionisation electron, because the dead time per pixel of the ToT plus
475 ns is shorter than the maximum drift time of 30µs. In order to be conservative,
it is assumed that a pixel can only register one hit per simulated bunch crossing. As
a very rough approximation of the occupancy, the end plate is divided into pixel bins
of 55µm× 55µm, and only one hit per bin is allowed. Hits are processed in the order
of the simulation. Because the number of hits lost due to the occupancy is small,
no attempt is made to sort the hits by drift time. A more complete treatment of
the occupancy would also include backgrounds and hits from earlier and later bunch
crossings.

The computational cost was found to increase rapidly with the number of virtual
volumes. In order to reduce the required processing time, an optional interpolation
step was introduced. The track is first simulated in 990µm thick volumes enclosing
18 pixel rows. Then the total number of hits per 18 pixel rows is known, and the
hits have to be distributed over the pixel rows, i.e. the cluster size and number of
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x1

x2

18 pixel
rows

φ1

φ2

Figure 7.5: Parabolic interpolation of the track over a length of 18 pixel rows using
crossing points at the boundaries x1 and x2 and the directions φ1 and φ2 at those
points.

hits per cluster have to be generated. A good approximation was found to deposit
single hits in 90 % of the cases and in the remaining 10 % of the cases to draw from
the distribution P (n) = 2n

N2
total+Ntotal

, where Ntotal is the total number of remaining
hits. The clusters are uniformly distributed along the track. A parabolic interpolation
gives the location of the pixel row crossings using the position and direction of the
trajectory at the boundaries of the volume, as shown in Figure 7.5.

7.2.3 Comparison of the hit resolution for the pad and pixel readout
In conclusion, a hit of the pad readout and a hit of the pixel readout are qualitatively
different. In a TPC with pad readout a track has 220 very precise hits: one for every
pad row representing effectively about 22 ionisation electrons, but for a TPC with
pixel readout there are about 10 000 less precise hits: one for every ionisation electron.
The situation is sketched in Figure 7.1.

The resolution for the pad and pixel readout as given in Equations (7.1) and
(7.2) is compared in Figure 7.6. Per hit the pixel readout is less precise, but this is
compensated by the much larger number of hits. In order to compare the two, the
pixel resolution is also shown scaled by 1/

√
60, as if averaged over the 60 ionisation

electrons that would be detected for a track segment with the length of one pad
(6 mm). For an assumed pixel readout coverage of 60 %, the pixel resolution is shown
scaled by 1/

√
36 because on average 36 ionisation electrons are detected for every pad

hit.
Close to the end plate the resolution is limited by the readout. The charge spread-

ing limits the pad readout precision and the pixel readout is more precise. For larger
drift distances the resolution is limited by diffusion and the pixel resolution benefits
from a larger number of effective ionisation electrons detected.

The pixel readout will be advantageous for tracks at an angle with the pad rows.
The resolution of the pad readout with rectangular pads depends on the angle of
the track with the pad row and the resolution of the pixel readout does not. Even
a small angle of 5° can deteriorate the resolution, see Figure 7.6. Additionally, for
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forward tracks the number of pad rows that are hit will reduce while the number of
ionisation electrons and thus the number of pixel hits does not reduce as much. For
more forward tracks the pad resolution does improve proportional to the number of
ionisation electrons per pad, as shown in Figure 7.6. Of course, the pixel readout will
also have more hits per projected track length.

The resolution of the reconstructed track parameters will be discussed in the next
chapter.
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of the hit resolution for the pad (red lines) and pixel readout
(blue lines).

7.3 Track reconstruction

The goal of track reconstruction and fitting is to estimate the set of track parameters
from a series of measurements. This is achieved using a Kalman filter. The Kalman
filter is a recursive fitting algorithm, which allows combined track finding and track
fitting [205]. It is used because it has several advantages. The Kalman filter only
uses small matrices, which enables it to run efficiently. Secondly, the model has a
track state at each point, which facilitates the inclusion of ancillary effects such as
multiple scattering, energy loss and noise. The drawbacks of a Kalman filter are
related. Because of the track model, an additional step is required to get the optimal
track state at every point. In addition, the Kalman filter requires an initial seed with
error estimate. A wrong estimate might not yield the correct track.
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7.3.1 Track parameters

y

x
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q < 0

ρ− dρ
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(x, y, z)

φ0
φ

Figure 7.7: Geometric overview of some of the track parameters in the xy-plane for
a track of a negatively charged particle, with the magnetic field B pointing in the
positive z-direction

The trajectory of a charged particle in a detector with a magnetic field is locally
well approximated by a helix [206]. In the absence of material, the helical trajectory
of a charged particle in a uniform magnetic field parallel to the z-axis is described by

x = x0 + dρ cosφ0 + 1
Bκ (cosφ0 − cos(φ0 + φ)) ,

y = y0 + dρ sinφ0 + 1
Bκ (sinφ0 − sin(φ0 + φ)) ,

z = z0 + dz − 1
Bκ tan(λ)φ,

(7.3)

where (x0, y0, z0) is a pivotal point, B is the magnetic field strength. For a given
pivot and magnetic field, the helix is fully specified by the 5 parameter state vector a

a = (dρ, φ0, κ, dz, tanλ) , (7.4)

where dρ and dz are the distance of the helix to the pivotal point in the xy-plane and
along the z-axis respectively, φ0 is the azimuth angle of the pivot with respect to the
helix centre and λ is the dip angle (λ = π/2 − θ). The transverse momentum pT is
given by

pT = q/|κ| = qρB = 0.3
(

GeV/c
T m

)
ρB, (7.5)

with q being the particle charge, and |κ| = 1/(ρB) being a track parameter related
to the radius of curvature ρ. The sign of κ is given by the charge of the particle. The
latter part of the equation is the numerical expression for the pT in units of GeV/c if
the particle’s charge is q = 1 e, ρ is in units of m and B is in units of T. An overview
of some of the parameters is given in Figure 7.7.
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7.3.2 The extended Kalman filter
The Kalman filter is a recursive fitting algorithm. As a minimal mean square error
estimator, the Kalman filter is an optimal estimator for linear systems with Gaussian
distributed errors. The version described here is the non-linear extended Kalman
filter described in reference [207]. The notation conventions of that review are largely
adopted, and some of the equations are reproduced here.

The algorithm estimates from a series of measurements mi the state vector ajk and
covariance Cj

k at site k using information from sites up to j. The extended Kalman
filter minimises the χ2

k defined by

χ2
k =

k∑
i=0

(mi − hi(aki ))T (Vk
i )−1(mi − hi(aki )), (7.6)

where hi(aki ) is the projector that gives the predicted measurement, and Vi the mea-
surement noise. The (extended) Kalman filter arrives at an estimate using three types
of actions.

Predict At each site k the state vector ak−1
k and covariance matrix Ck−1

k is first
predicted from the state vector at the previous site ak−1

k−1 using the state-propagator
fk−1(ak−1

k−1):

ak−1
k = fk−1(ak−1

k−1) and Ck−1
k = Fk−1Ck−1

k−1FTk−1 + Qk−1, (7.7)

where Fk−1 = ∂fk−1
∂ak−1

, and Qk−1 is the covariance of the process noise.

Update The second step is to update the state vector ak−1
k with information from

the measurement mk. The projector hk(ak−1
k ) gives the predicted measurement as

a function of the state vector ak−1
k . These are used to calculate the updated state

vector akk , and to calculate the updated covariance matrix Ck
k as an effective weighted

mean of the predicted covariance matrix Ck−1
k and the covariance of the measurement

noise Vk:

akk = ak−1
k + Kk

(
mk − hk(ak−1

k )
)

and Ck
k =

(
(Ck−1

k )−1 + HT
k (Vk)−1Hk

)−1
,

(7.8)

where Kk = Ck−1
k HT

k (Vk + HkCk−1
k HT

k )−1 and Hk = ∂hk

∂ak−1
k

.

Smooth In the end, sites can be updated with the information from all n sites by
revisiting them in the reverse order. The updated state vector ank and covariance
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matrix Cn
k become

ank = akk + Ak(ank+1 − akk+1) and Cn
k = Ck

k + Ak(ank+1 − akk+1)AT
k , (7.9)

where Ak = Ck
kFkk(Ck

k+1)−1.

7.3.3 The extended Kalman filter for track fitting

The extended Kalman filter can be applied to track fitting in a magnetic field [205].
Every sub-detector is represented as a series of measurement sites, e.g. for a vertex
detector each silicon plane is a measurement site. The extended Kalman filter usually
starts from a hit in the more outer sites where the two-track distance is the largest
to minimise confusion of hits from different tracks. Here an initial estimate is made
of the track parameters, which is used as a seed for the extended Kalman filter.

Many of the physical tracking processes can naturally be accommodated in the
extended Kalman filter. Multiple scattering is modeled as process noise Qk in the
prediction step and depends on the amount of material between the measurement
sites. Energy loss is included in the propagator. The dimension and definition of the
measurement vector mk depends on the geometry of the measurement site. Measure-
ment errors are modeled as measurement noise Vk. The precise expressions can be
found in reference [207].

The fit is performed inwards and ends at the IP, where the optimal track state
is found. If the optimal track state is also required more outwards, for example
to extrapolate the track to the calorimeters, smoothing of all track states must be
performed.

7.3.4 Track fitting for a TPC

In order to apply the extended Kalman filter to a TPC a series of special sites and
measurement vectors is defined.

The pad readout

For the pad readout, the measurement sites are the virtual cylindrical surfaces parallel
to the z-axis that are at the centre of the volumes read out by a pad row. For
each cylinder the measurement vector mk is a surface coordinate (u, v) related to hit
position by

mk =
(
u

v

)
=
(
φhitrcylinder

zhit

)
, (7.10)
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where φhit is the azimuth angle of the hit with respect to the x-axis, rcylinder is the
radius of the cylinder, and zhit is the hit z coordinate. The projector hk(ak) calculates
the intersection of the helix with the layer, which is translated to the local cylinder
surface coordinates (u, v) to acquire the projected measurement vector.

The pixel readout

The reconstruction with a pixel TPC readout uses similar cylindrical surfaces, but the
measurement vector is not suitable for the pixel TPC readout, because the resolution
of the pixel hit in the radial direction cannot be neglected. So, the approximation of
the hit being always on the cylinder surface is not valid for a pixel hit.

The chosen intricate solution is the following. An alternative measurement vector
mk = (d0, z) is defined, with d0 being the distance from the track or (predicted)
measurement to the hit in the xy-plane and z being the projected coordinate on the
cylinder comparable to the v coordinate above. As shown in Figure 7.8, d0 is calcu-
lated by approximating the track with a line tangent to the helix in the direction φtrack
and tanλ. A hit simply has d0 = 0 and z = zhit. For the predicted measurement, the
projector becomes

hk(ak−1
k ) =

(
d0
z

)
=
(

∆x sinφtrack −∆y cosφtrack
ztrack + tanλ(∆x cosφtrack + ∆y sinφtrack)

)
, (7.11)

where ∆x and ∆y are the differences between the expected crossing point and the
hit position in the x and y direction respectively, and ztrack is the z position of the
expected crossing point.

Effectively, by inserting d0 in the measurement vector, the calculation of the dif-
ference is transferred from mi − hi(ai) to within the projector hi(ai).

Additionally the expression for multiple scattering has to be adapted for the pixel
readout. The expression for multiple scattering also given in Equation (3.4) is not
valid for the 55µm thin volumes. So instead the total scattering angle is calculated
once for the whole gas volume, which is then redistributed over the pixel volumes
properly taking the total track length into account.

7.3.5 Track finding and fitting procedure
Ultimately, track finding and fitting in the TPC come together in one procedure of
several steps, described below in more detail. First, the detected signal is cleaned,
removing large clusters of delta hits. From the list of all remaining hits a track seed is
constructed, which is a small track segment giving an initial estimate of the direction
and momentum of a track. The Kalman filter then attempts to follow the track
inwards towards the IP and outwards towards the calorimeters, selecting hits that are
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φtrack

d0

hit

Figure 7.8: d0 in the xy-plane.

close enough to the predicted measurement. If enough hits can be selected, they are
set apart as a track candidate. The seed building is repeated until no more suitable
seeds can be found. Finally a refit of the found track candidates is performed.

Delta hits removal

If an ionisation electron has enough energy to make an identifiable track of its own,
then this is called a delta electron. Typically in the simulation there are a few tens of
delta electrons per event with energies between a few tens of keV up to a few hundred
keV. Their radius of curvature is up to a few hundred micrometer, which is too small
to be detected. They appear as dense clusters of ionisation elongated in the direction
of the magnetic field. Examples of the simulated and digitised hits of a delta electron
in the rz-plane are shown in Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10.

The hits from delta electrons are removed before the track fit, because if added to
the fit this would result in incorrect parameter and error estimations. The hits are
selected by their high density and the fact that clusters are elongated in the direction
of the magnetic field. First, all hits are projected onto the xy plane using bins of
0.5 mm× 0.5 mm. If the density over 9 neighbouring bins is higher than 100 per
1.52mm2, all hits from these bins are removed. The remaining hits after applying this
selection to the hits in Figure 7.10, are shown in Figure 7.11. The efficiency of the
delta hits removal procedure is discussed in the next chapter.

Seed finding

After removal of the delta hits, seeds are selected and the track is fitted. The param-
eters for the seed finding are provisionally tuned using single tracks and top anti-top
events at a centre-of-mass energy of 500 GeV. Seed finding starts at the radially outer
41 mm of pixel readout rows, which is equal to the outer 750 pixel readout rows if the
coverage is 100 %. After all seeds are checked, the cluster finding moves to the next
set of pixel rows equivalent to 41 mm radial distance until reaching the inside of the
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Figure 7.9: Simulated
hits of a track (green)
with a delta electron (or-
ange), shown in the rz-
plane.
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Figure 7.10: Digitised
hits (red points) of a
track with a delta elec-
tron, shown in the rz-
plane.
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Figure 7.11: Display of
the digitised hits (brown
points) selected for a
track fit (gray line),
shown in the rz-plane.

TPC. Starting at the outer layers allows for a relatively quick selection of seeds with
minimal overlapping clusters.

The seed finding proceeds through simple binned clustering. All hits in the selected
layers are filled in 600 bins (equivalent to 0.6° per bin) by their φ coordinate. The bin
with the most hits together with two of its neighbouring bins on each side is selected.
The hits from these bins are used as a seed, and shown in Figure 7.12. A straight
line from the average position of these hits to the IP is used as a first track estimate.
Hits further than 10 mm from this track estimate in the z or xy plane are cut from
the seed. If 150 hits remain, the seed is fitted using the Kalman filter.

For every pixel row the Kalman filter makes a prediction and adds the hits that
add less than 35 to the total χ2. After fitting the hits in the track seed, the Kalman
filter proceeds to the more inner layers. If more than 150 hits are picked up in the
more inner layers, the fit is considered as a track. If the seed finding did not start at
the most outer layers, the track is also extended outwards using the same procedure.

Refit

In the end, a refit is performed and the track is prepared for output. The refit allows
to optionally cut hits that add more than some value to the total χ2, or to neglect
multiple scattering or energy loss in the initial fit. The fitted tracks are shown in
Figure 7.13.

The estimated parameters using only the TPC are taken from this track fit. In
the final reconstruction steps, the selected TPC hits are used in combination with the
other detectors. The simulated tracking performance is discussed in the next chapter.
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Figure 7.12: Display of track seeds indi-
cated with arrows, for the event shown in
Figure 7.2.

10 cm

Figure 7.13: Display of the fitted tracks
(gray lines) for the event shown in Fig-
ure 7.2.
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CHAPTER 8

Performance and design of the ILD
TPC with a pixel readout

The development of the GridPix readout, described in the previous chapters, aims at
applications in a large TPC for the ILD. A GridPix readout can improve the tracking
precision of the TPC, and thus improves the performance of the ILD. In the end, the
most important goal is to contribute to the physics programme of the ILD.

This chapter starts by describing some properties of simulated tracks with a pixel
readout, and how they can be related to the GridPix quad module in the previous
chapter. Next, the tracking performance of a pixel TPC readout is calculated and
compared to a pad based readout. Furthermore, the tracking performance in combi-
nation with other ILD subdetectors is described, and reconstructed Higgs strahlung
events where the Higgs boson decays to tau leptons are studied. Finally, some aspects
of the implementations of GridPix readout for a TPC are discussed.

8.1 The simulated TPC with a pixel readout
In the previous chapter, the basic ingredients of the TPC simulation with pixel readout
were discussed. The interactions between the gas and high-energy, charged particles
produced in the collisions are simulated using the models in the GEANT4 software
[200]. For volumes with the granularity equal to the pixel size of 55µm, energy
deposits are calculated, which are then converted to hits. The drift of the electrons
is taken into account in the expressions for the hit resolution. The hits are detected
by the readout on the end plate.

The simulation discussed so far assumed an ideal detector with full coverage. A
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more realistic implementation is based on the quad module, and will cover only a
part of the end plate surface, due to the geometry of the quad detector. For the quad
module-based end plate layout, detailed simulations are performed and the number
of hits in the TPC is given.

8.1.1 End plate layout

In order to calculate the expected performance of a possible implementation, a realistic
tiling of the TPC end plate is designed. The tiling is based on the actual dimensions
of the tested quad module, as introduced in Chapter 6. The end plate module design
is compatible with the pad layout, which has a total of 240 end plate modules. The
layout is designed for the end plate dimensions as presented in the design report [13],
but does not entirely fit for the recently updated dimensions with a slightly reduced
outer radius, as given in [118]. Nevertheless, the readout end plate layout in Figure 8.1
is given for the updated dimensions, so that the most recent detector models can be
simulated.

The end plate modules and the quad modules are staggered in order to prevent
inactive areas lining up to form larger joint inactive zones. An inactive zone can cause
a track segment to be missed, which in turn degrades tracking performance. The quad
module positions are chosen by investigating the coverage of straight lines originating
from the IP, which are an approximation for highly energetic particle tracks. For
each line, the effective coverage is calculated. The staggering of the quad modules is
optimised to give approximately the same effective coverage for every line, with as
little outliers on the lower side as possible.

The overall coverage using a total of 6623 quads with 26492 chips per end plate is
60 %. The number of quads per end plate module varies between 24 for the innermost
end plate modules and 29 for the outermost end plate modules. Most of the effective
area is lost inside the quad module itself with the guard being the principal inactive
surface. Only 13.4 % of the surface is lost due to tiling of the rectangular quad module
on the circular end plate.

The current design is compatible with the pad readout module design. In order
to improve the coverage, the end plate module layout can be optimised for a specific
GridPix readout module. In the future, through-silicon via technology [208] can be
developed to move the space needed for wire bonding to the back side of the chip,
and thus significantly increase the fraction of sensitive surface area.

8.1.2 Energy loss in the TPC gas

The energy loss for simulated 50 GeV muon tracks at a polar angle of θ = 85° is shown
in Figure 8.2. The distribution is Landau-like with a long tail, due to the presence of
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Figure 8.1: Schematic layout of the TPC end plate with pixel readout for one quad-
rant. The respective coverage is denoted in the legend.

delta electrons. The most probable energy loss is 380 keV. The expected energy loss
is described by the Bethe-Bloch Equation (3.2), which yields 647 keV for a 50 GeV
muon track in T2K gas. There is a large difference between the most probable value
and the mean, because the latter is dominated by very few, very high energy deposits.

8.1.3 Number of pixel hits
The energy deposits are converted into pixel hits using an average energy per hit of
32 eV, see subsection 7.2.2. The total number of electron ion-pairs in the gas volume
can be calculated from the total energy loss, and is almost equal to the number of
hits that would be detected by an ideal, fully efficient detector with a coverage of
100%. Although in the test beam experiments, described in Chapters 5 and 6, the
detection of single ionisation electrons was not fully efficient for various reasons, a
GridPix can in fact be operated with a high single ionisation detection efficiency, see
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Figure 8.2: The energy loss per track for
10 000 simulated 50 GeV muon tracks at
a polar angle of θ = 85°.
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Figure 8.3: The total number of simu-
lated hits per track (black) is shown for
10 000 simulated 50 GeV muon tracks at
a polar angle of θ = 85°. Taking into ac-
count the 60 % coverage of the readout
end plate, the detectable number of hits
(blue) and the number of these which are
delta hits (red) are displayed. The delta
hit removal procedure removes a number
of hits (green), leaving a number of hits
to be used in the track fit (purple).

subsection 4.3.2, and as a result a fully efficient detector will be assumed here. For
the momentum resolution, the effect of a reduced efficiency is similar to a smaller
effective coverage.

The numbers of hits in the simulation for a few categories are shown in Figure 8.3.
For a single track, 0.4% of the electron-ion pairs arrive as a second ionisation electron
on a pixel that has already been hit. These electron-ion pairs are expected to be
undetected, because of the dead time after a pixel has been hit. For a detector with
100% coverage, the most probable number of hits is about 12 000. As expected, the
number of hits for a simulated end plate readout with a coverage of 60% is reduced
proportionally. In the simulation 23.0% of the electron-ion pairs are from delta elec-
trons, but due to the hits lost on occupied pixels only 22.0% of the hits are from
delta electrons. The distribution of the number of delta hits is shown separately. The
delta hit removal procedure, introduced in subsection 7.3.5, removes closely clustered
hits of which 85.7% are from delta electrons. The distribution of the number of hits
rejected by this procedure is similar to the distribution of the delta hits. Ultimately,
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the distribution of the number of hits in the track fit is much narrower than the dis-
tribution of the number of electron-ion pairs. Of the hits used in the track fit 7.5%
are from delta electrons.

8.2 Tracking performance
The TPC is one of the tracking detectors, which together aim to determine the five
track parameters at the IP. To a large extent, the vertex detector and SIT determine
the measurement precision for four out of the five track parameters: the azimuth angle,
polar angle, and both impact parameters. However, the measurement precision of the
momentum parameter does depend significantly on the TPC performance. For the
TPC, the momentum resolution is limited by the multiple scattering in the gas for low
momentum tracks, and by measurement errors of the hits for high momentum tracks.
Despite being more precisely measured by the vertex detector and SIT, the z-position
resolution (impact parameter) of the TPC is still important, primarily because the
tracks are time-stamped by comparing the z-position in TPC to the z-position in the
silicon detectors. In order to benefit fully from the measurement in the TPC, even
close by tracks should be separated and measured as independently as possible. This
is quantified by the two-track separation. In addition to providing a measurement
of the track parameters, the TPC provides input for particle identification through
energy loss dE/dx measurements.

8.2.1 Momentum resolution
The momentum resolution is important for the determination of the energy of par-
ticles. The ILD physics programme requires a momentum resolution expressed as
σ1/pT

of better than 10−4 GeV−1 for high momentum tracks in the TPC alone. The
momentum is determined from the curvature of the track in the magnetic field. So
the required resolution translates into requirements on the hit resolution, which has
to be met by the readout technology.

Here three separate methods to investigate the simulated momentum resolution
are utilised. First, the true simulated momentum is compared to the reconstructed
momentum. Any difference between the two is due to the resolution of the TPC. Sec-
ondly, the fit using the Kalman filter (see subsection 7.3.2) includes an estimate of the
precision of the track parameters at each point in the form of the covariance matrix.
The first and second methods are cross checked by calculating the pull distribution.
The pull distribution is defined as the distribution of the difference between the simu-
lated momentum and the reconstructed momentum divided by the expected precision,
which is acquired from the covariance matrix. Lastly, the expected performance is
calculated using the Gluckstern equations [209].
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The Gluckstern equations are used to analytically estimate the expected momen-
tum resolution of a tracking detector. The two most important contributions to the
expected momentum error are analytically calculated by considering two extreme sit-
uations: the case when the momentum resolution is limited by the detector resolution,
and the case when the momentum resolution is limited by the multiple scattering. The
updated numerical expressions of the Gluckstern equations are found in [210]. The
expectations from the Gluckstern equation are compared to the simulated tracking
behaviour as a function of particle momentum for the pad-based readout, the pixel
readout with 60% coverage, and the pixel readout with ideal 100% coverage.

Expected performance from measurements errors

The expected momentum resolution of the tracker σ1/pT
= (δpT /pT 2) from measure-

ment errors can be calculated by neglecting the multiple scattering contributions.
Assuming a tracker in a homogeneous magnetic field, which measures N equidistant
points with a resolution σrφ in the rφ-direction, transverse to a track, the expression
for the momentum resolution (δpT /pT ) is(

δpT
pT 2

)
meas.

= σrφ
0.3BL2

0

√
720
N + 4 , (8.1)

where pT is the momentum of the particle in units of GeV/c, σrφ is the measurement
point precision in units of m, L0 is the projection of the track length in the (transverse)
xy-plane in units of m, 0.3 is a factor related to the units, and B is the strength of a
magnetic field parallel to the z-axis in units of T.

The error on the momentum measurement due to measurement errors expressed
as (δpT /pT ) turns out to be proportional to the momentum. The reduced relative
tracking performance (δpT /pT ) for tracks with a high transverse momentum is because
the radius of curvature of these tracks is larger. For this reason, the momentum
resolution is expressed as σ1/pT

= (δpT /pT 2).
The contribution to the resolution from measurement limitations can be calculated

for muon tracks at a polar angle of θ = 85° in the ILD TPC. The velocity is β ≈ 1,
the magnetic field strength is B = 3.5 T, and the track length in the radial direction
without the inner and outer service areas is L0 = 1.32 m, see Table 2.2. The hit
resolution is σpixel

rφ = 4.1× 10−4 m for pixels as given in Equation (7.2), and σpad
rφ =

9.9× 10−5 m for pads as given in Equation (7.1). For pads the number of measurement
points is N = 220, and for pixels the number of measurement points is N = 6442 for
60% coverage, as given in Figure 8.3, and N = 10880 for 100% coverage. Using these
numbers, the contribution to the momentum resolution σ1/pT

= (δpT /pT 2) from the
measurement errors is 9.7× 10−5 GeV−1 for pads, 7.5× 10−5 GeV−1 for pixels with
60% coverage, and 5.8× 10−5 GeV−1 for pixels with 100% coverage.
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Expected performance from multiple scattering

Multiple scattering against the nuclei of the gas atoms deflects high energy charged
particles (see subsection 3.1.4), which reduces the achievable accuracy of a momentum
measurement. The multiple scattering contribution to the expected performance is
calculated for the gas of the TPC using the optimum weights for the measurement
points. The material of the detector, i.e. the gas, is uniformly distributed. The
expression for the momentum resolution (δpT /pT 2) in (GeV/c)−1 is(

δpT
pT 2

)
m.s.

= 0.0136 GeV/c
0.3βBL0pT

√
xmaterial

X0

(
1 + 0.038 ln xmaterial

X0

)
(8.2)

With β = v/c, where v is the velocity, xmaterial is the total length of the traversed
material, X0 is the radiation length of the material, and the other quantities have the
same meaning and units as in Equation (8.1).

In the limit that multiple scattering dominates, the error on the momentum mea-
surement expressed as (δpT /pT ) is independent of the momentum, because the in-
creased radius of curvature for higher momentum tracks is compensated by a reduced
scattering angle. When added to the contribution from the measurements errors,
multiple scattering limits the momentum resolution for lower momentum tracks.

The same case as for the measurement errors is considered. The multiple scattering
contribution for muon tracks at a polar angle θ of 85° in the ILD TPC is calculated
with the same parameters as above: the velocity is β ≈ 1, the magnetic field strength
is B = 3.5 T, and the track length in the radial direction is L0 = 1.32 m. For
scattering in the uniform TPC gas xmaterial = L0/ sin θ, and the radiation length is
set to X0 = 115 m in the simulation (a calculation using the numbers in reference
[45] results in X0 = 117 m). Equation (8.2) is evaluated, and the multiple scattering
contribution to the momentum resolution is σ1/pT

= (δpT /pT 2) = 8.7× 10−4/pT .

The momentum resolution

The momentum resolution for muon tracks at a polar angle of θ = 85° for a pad
readout, a pixel readout with a coverage of 60%, and a pixel readout with a coverage
of 100% is shown in Figure 8.4. The expected momentum resolution is acquired from
the covariance matrix calculated by the track fit, and results in a correctly distributed
pull, i.e. it agrees with the expected momentum resolution acquired from the standard
deviation of the reconstructed momentum for each data point.

The expected momentum resolution is compared to the prediction by the Gluck-
stern equations. The contribution from measurement errors described in Equation (8.1)
and the contribution from multiple scattering described in Equation (8.2) are summed
quadratically:

(
δpT /pT

2)2
exp. =

(
δpT /pT

2)2
meas. +

(
δpT /pT

2)2
m.s.. The simulated res-
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Figure 8.4: The simulated momentum resolution of the TPC expressed as σ1/pT

for muons at a polar angle of θ = 85° as function of the transverse momentum.
The different readout options discussed in the text are displayed as points connected
by dashed lines. The calculated limits from multiple scattering and measurement
uncertainties are filled. The thick colored curves are the sum of both contributions.

olution and the expectation agree well for the low momentum tracks in the multiple
scattering dominated regime, and for high momentum tracks in the measurement er-
ror dominated regime. For the pixel readout with a coverage of 60%, the simulated
resolution is not as good as the expected resolution, possibly because the assumption
of equidistant measurement points is not a sufficiently good approximation, due to
inactive regions on the end plate.

In the intermediate region between 8 GeV and 30 GeV, the simulated performance
of the pixel TPC is not as good as the expectation from the Gluckstern equations.
There are several possible explanations. The Gluckstern equations do not take into
account the energy loss along the track, which gives an additional contribution to the
momentum resolution. In addition, a constant number of measurement points was
assumed, while for a pixel TPC the number of hits is proportional to the number of
electron-ion pairs, calculated from the energy loss in the gas. The large fluctuations
on the number of hits is not taken into account, and, more importantly, the number
of hits depends on the momentum of traversing particle. For a muon, the energy loss
for a muon with a momentum of 100 GeV is more than one and a half times as large
as the energy loss for a muon with a momentum of 2 GeV, see Figure 3.2.
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Figure 8.5: The simulated momentum resolution of the TPC expressed as σ1/pT
for

muons of a pad readout (solid lines) and a pixel readout with a 60% coverage (dashed
lines) as a function of momentum at three different polar angles. The ratio of the
pixel and pad momentum resolutions is given in the bottom pane (solid lines).

The momentum resolution is also investigated for tracks at different polar angles.
In the top pane of Figure 8.5, the momentum resolution is shown for muon tracks with
a polar angle θ of 85°, 40° and 20° as a function of muon momentum. In the bottom
pane of Figure 8.5, the ratios of the pixel/pad momentum resolutions are given.

Towards lower momenta, the domination of the multiple scattering error causes the
momentum resolution for the pixel and pad readouts to be roughly the same, hence
their ratio is 1 for the 2 GeV tracks. For the most forward tracks at a polar angle
of θ = 20° this point is not reached, because the contribution from the measurement
errors is much larger.

Towards higher momentum tracks the contribution from measurement errors is
dominant. The curve flattens out, because the resolution expressed as σ1/pT

is con-
stant as a function of momentum. The pixel readout has a higher precision than the
pad readout. This especially holds for hits with a short drift distance, so the largest
improvement is seen for tracks at a small polar angle. Furthermore, the very forward
tracks benefit from a pixel readout, because for a pad readout the number of crossed
readout rows is reduced, and therefore the number of hits is smaller. In contrast, the
number of pixel hits remains proportional to the track length.

At intermediate momenta between 5 GeV and 12 GeV, the difference in momentum
resolution between the pad readout and pixel readout is smaller, because of the smaller
number of pixel hits for these tracks. For a track that reaches the outer TPC radius,
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the number of pad hits is always 220. However, the number of pixel hits depends
on the energy loss, which is smaller for lower momentum tracks in accordance with
the Bethe-Bloch equation, see Figure 3.2. In a more detailed simulation, the pad
resolution would also depend on the energy loss.

For the ILD TPC the contribution of the measurement errors to the momentum
resolution is the most important, because the contribution from multiple scattering
is only dominant for the lowest energy particles since they scatter little in a gas,
and most of the particles have a momentum for which the measurement error is
the dominant contribution. The higher precision of the pixel readout improves the
momentum resolution over the pad readout, even for a coverage of 60%. Increasing
the coverage to 100% results in a yet larger improvement.

A fully efficient pixel readout with 100% coverage gives close to the ultimate TPC
readout performance in terms of momentum resolution: the hit position uncertainty
from the TPC is negligible compared to the uncertainty from diffusion in the gas,
and the maximal number of measurement points is reached if all ionisation electrons
are detected. The momentum resolution of a TPC with a fully efficient pixel readout
with 100% coverage can only be improved through other aspects of the TPC. The
diffusion and multiple scattering can be reduced through an increase in the magnetic
field. Alternatively, a different gas composition or different gas pressure can give a
lower diffusion, a larger number of ionisation-electrons, or less scattering in the gas.
Finally, a larger radius is beneficial because it reduces the contribution from multiple
scattering proportional to ∝ 1/

√
L0 and the contribution from measurement errors

proportional to ∝ 1/L2
0.

8.2.2 z-resolution and time resolution

For a TPC, the time resolution is connected to the z-resolution. Here the z-resolution
is the error on the z-position of the track. Tracks are time stamped by comparing
their absolute z-position from the silicon trackers with the z-position determined from
the drift time measurement in the TPC.

Figure 8.6 shows the z-resolution of the TPC, which is the error on the z-coordinate
of the track at the inner and outer TPC radius. It can also be regarded as the
resolution on the z impact parameter at the point where the track either enters the
TPC at the inner radius, or exits the TPC at the outer radius.

The shape of the curves can be explained mostly by the contributions from mea-
surement errors. Because the most precise measurement point is close to the end
plate, the resolution is slightly better for tracks at a 40° polar angle than tracks at
an 85° polar angle, and for these tracks the most precise measurement is close to the
readout plane at the outer TPC radius. For the tracks at an 85° angle there is little
difference in the measurement at the inner and outer radius as the drift distance is
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Figure 8.6: The resolution on the z-position of a muon track in a TPC with a pad
readout (solid lines) and a pixel readout with a 60% coverage (dashed lines) as a
function of momentum at three different polar angles. The resolution is given at the
inner TPC radius. For the angles where the track reaches the TPC outer radius, the
resolution is also given at the outer radius.

almost the same. The z-resolution is worse for forward tracks at a polar angle of
θ = 20°, since these cross fewer pad rows and thus have fewer hits. The tracks of
particles with a smaller momentum have a less precise z-resolution, because of multi-
ple scattering. This effect is more severe for forward particles, because these traverse
more material.

For the pixels the z-resolution improves with the momentum for all angles and
both at the inner and outer radius. The reason is the growing number of hits with
momentum, due to the increasing energy loss. At the higher momentum points, the
tracks at a polar angle of θ = 40° benefit from reduced multiple scattering.

The highly precise track z-resolution of less than 100µm puts stringent require-
ments on the relative precision of the drift velocity and other systematic effects. A
study for the CLIC ILD detector estimated the the influence on the drift velocity
of some factors: the electric field, temperature and pressure. The relative precision
was estimated to be 7× 10−6 corresponding to 16µm [211], although the maximal
temperature gradient of 1 K might be too optimistic for the ILD detector at the ILC
because of the different sub-detectors involved. Moreover, the hit z-resolution is as-
sumed to be entirely uncorrelated, while in fact the alignment and a shared clock will
cause some correlation, which will degrade the track z-resolution.

The z-resolution can be converted back to a time resolution. Tracks are time
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stamped by comparing the absolute z-position from the silicon trackers with the z-
position determined from the drift time measurement in the TPC. The time is calcu-
lated from the difference in z-position divided by the drift velocity vdrift of 75µm/ns.
The silicon detectors SIT and the SET will be built from respectively 2 layers of
CMOS pixels sensors and 1 double-layer of strip sensors, having a z-position resolu-
tion of approximately σz = 5µm and σz = 50µm respectively. For example, a total
z-resolution of 37µm corresponds to a time resolution of about 0.5 ns. For tracks that
pass through the end plate, the time resolution will depend on how well tracks that
go through the readout surface can be detected.

8.2.3 Two-track separation performance

The ability to separate two close-by charged particle tracks is required to make an
accurate measurement of all tracks in an event, especially for the tracks in dense
collimated jets. An energy loss dE/dx measurement in the TPC can easily guarantee
that there are two tracks, but the ILD specifications [13] require a precise measurement
of the track position if the tracks are more than a few mm apart. For a pad based
readout, the precision of track measurements is substantially reduced if the distance
between two tracks is less than the width of a pad [212] of about 1 mm, i.e. the
two-track separation is about 1 mm for a pad readout.

Because the pixel width is much smaller than the pad width, the two-track sep-
aration for a pixel readout is instead limited by diffusion. For a pixel TPC, the hit
position transverse to the track is normal distributed with a maximal standard de-
viation of about 400µm for the full drift distance. For two overlapping tracks, the
number of hits lost due to occupancy is maximally a few percent. A separation of 2
standard deviations is sufficiently large to have a small impact on the reconstructed
track parameters. So a pixel TPC will at least be able to separate two tracks that
are more than 800µm apart, and much less if the diffusion is smaller.

The actual two-track separation performance in the TPC will depend on the em-
ployed algorithms and techniques to use all information from the TPC and other
detectors. Most high energy particles within a jet will be separated by at least a
few mm when they reach the outer radius of the TPC. Information from the position
along the drift direction should also be taken into account. Therefore, the choice of
tracking algorithms can have a large impact on the ultimate two-track separation that
can be achieved with a pixel readout.

8.2.4 Energy loss measurement

An important feature of a TPC is particle identification by energy loss dE/dx mea-
surements. The measured energy loss resolutions as a function of track length for the
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Figure 8.7: dE/dx performance comparison for the three TPC readout technologies
under investigation. Figure taken from [118].

three potential readout technologies for the ILD TPC are shown in Figure 8.7. The
data points for the GridPix originate from the analysis discussed in subsection 5.4.7.

The dE/dx resolution defined as the r.m.s. over the mean σdE/dx/ (dE/dx) de-
pends on the track length by the relation

σdE/dx

(dE/dx) = c0L
−k, (8.3)

where L is the track length, c0 is a constant representing the dE/dx resolution, and
k is an exponential constant. For a GridPix readout, the number of measurement
points is proportional to the track length L, so an exponential constant of k = 0.5 is
expected.

The data points for the three technology options in Figure 8.7 are fitted with this
equation. With a χ2/n.d.f. of 20.3/22, the relation describes the GridPix data well.
The parameters are found to be c0 = (1.660± 0.007) mm−k, and k = 0.5073± 0.0009.
k being larger than the statistically expected 0.5 can be explained by the truncated
mean method becoming more reliable as more measurements points are used.

For all three readout technologies the maximal effective track length of 132 cm can
only be realised with an ideal detector with 100 % coverage. The dE/dx resolutions for
the ideal 100 % coverage are 4.7% for the Micromegas, 4.5% for the DESY GEMs, 4.3%
for the GridPix readout. The pad readouts with Micromegas or GEM amplification
have an expected coverage of about 95 %, but the GridPix coverage using a quad
module is currently only 60 %. As a result, the effective track length for a pixel
readout based on the GridPix quad module is 60% of the total track length of 132 cm,
which equals 79 cm. Reading of the corresponding dE/dx resolution at the expected
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effective track length of 79 cm results in an expected dE/dx resolution of 5.9%, which
is above the required minimal dE/dx resolution of 5%. Increasing the coverage or
application of efficient cluster counting (see subsection 5.4.7) can improve the energy
loss resolution.

8.3 Performance of the ILD
Although for the evaluation of the pixel readout the clearest measure is the perfor-
mance of the TPC alone, for the optimisation of the ILD the combined performance of
all subdetectors is actually more important. The TPC and silicon tracking detectors
are in many ways complementary. The silicon tracking is more suitable for the inner
detector layers and provides the most precise measurement of the impact parameters,
while the TPC has more measurement points and can measure the energy loss dE/dx.
However, for the momentum measurement the combination of both subdetectors is
required to obtain the best possible precision. In this section, the contribution of the
pixel readout to the overall ILD performance is discussed.

8.3.1 Tracking performance of the ILD
The ILD utilises the particle flow method, which requires every particle to be recon-
structed. Therefore the efficiency of the charged particle pattern recognition is an
important parameter. Because of the high number of hits in the TPC, it provides
crucial information for track finding. Furthermore, the ILC physics programme re-
quires a momentum resolution of at least σ1/pT

= 2× 10−5 GeV−1, in particular for
the Higgs recoil mass measurement [13]. In order to study the tracking performance
of the ILD detector, and to demonstrate the integration of the pixel TPC simulation
in the existing framework, a modified version of the ILDPerformance processor [201]
is made and used to analyse the simulated performance. This enables an investigation
of the track finding efficiency and to determine the precision of the track parameters.
The simulation does not include the beam backgrounds and event overlay from neigh-
bouring bunch crossings, which should also be studied in the future. As a result, the
pad readout performance is not identical to the official numbers in [118].

Efficiency

The efficiency of track finding is tested using events in which a top anti-top pair is
produced at a centre-of-mass energy of 500 GeV, because these events have about 40
charged particle tracks, and therefore demand a lot of the tracking performance. The
difference in efficiency between a pad readout and a pixel readout is almost exclusively
due to differences in the pattern recognition. Because a pixel readout is expected to
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Figure 8.8: Simulated track finding efficiency for tracks from top anti-top events at a
centre-of-mass energy of 500 GeV as a function of transverse momentum pT .

be more precise and have more measurement points, the efficiency is expected to be
at least as good. Nonetheless, the reduced coverage can be a reason for a loss in track
finding efficiency. In addition, in the simulation of a pixel TPC, the delta electrons
produce more hits because they are followed more closely due to the smaller virtual
volumes.

The ILD track finding efficiency is shown in Figure 8.8 for 1000 pad events, and 90
pixel events. For 10 pixel events the reconstruction failed on one of the tracks, which
possibly introduces a small bias. The efficiency is defined as the ratio of reconstructed
and simulated tracks that originate from within 10 cm of the IP, have at least 4 hits,
and have a hit purity of 75% or better. The hit purity is defined as the ratio of the
number of hits belonging to the dominant simulated particle (excluding delta hits)
and the total number of track hits. The low momentum tracks curl in the TPC and it
is harder to connect the hits. The efficiency for low momentum tracks is poor for the
pixel readout, because of the lack of tuning. The efficiency for low momentum tracks
is expected not to depend strongly on the readout technology, but is determined by
the track finding methods.

For the simulated pad readout the efficiency is very high. For the pixel readout,
the efficiency is sufficiently high for simple performance studies, but should be further
improved for in-depth physics analyses. In physics studies even one missing track per
event can have a significant impact. The reduced track finding is most likely due to
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errors in the pattern recognition. The track finding for a pad readout with almost
full coverage was adapted for a pixel readout, and should be improved to better take
into account the inactive regions of the TPC. In order to further improve the track
finding efficiency, even for the pad readouts, a conventional method is to employ a
combination of different pattern finding methods.

Momentum resolution

The particle interactions are simulated for the entire detector, and the tracks are
reconstructed in both the TPC and silicon trackers. The expected momentum resolu-
tion is shown in Figure 8.9 for the pad readout, and the pixel readout with a coverage
of 60%. For both the pixel and the pad readout, the resolution is extracted from the
covariance matrix of the track fit.

Compared to the resolution discussed in the previous section, and shown in Fig-
ure 8.5, additional measurements from the silicon trackers are included. For tracks
at a polar angle of θ = 85°, the pixel readout has a better resolution at a momen-
tum of 25 GeV and above. For tracks at a polar angle of θ = 40°, the transverse
momentum is only a fraction of the total particle momentum, and the pixel readout
is expected to perform better at a momentum of 50 GeV or higher. At low momenta,
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the performance of both readouts is expected to be similar because the momentum
resolution is limited by multiple scattering. For the most forward tracks the pixel
readout performs better, because of the larger number of hits. The number of hits in
the pad readout is limited by the number of crossed readout rows, while for the pixel
TPC the number of hits is proportional to the track length. The tracks at a polar
angle of θ = 10° barely have any hits in the TPC, but still a small improvement is
achieved. For tracks at a polar angle of θ = 20° the performance difference between
pads and pixels is the largest.

8.4 The Higgs boson decay to tau leptons
An example of reconstructed events is discussed to demonstrate the capabilities of the
simulation, and touch upon some concepts in the context of a TPC with pixel readout.
Here events with a Higgs boson produced in the process e+e− → ZH → µ+µ−τ+τ−

at a centre-of-mass energy of 250 GeV are investigated, In these Higgs strahlung (HZ
production) events, the Z boson decays to a pair of muons, and the Higgs decays to a
pair of taus. From the pair of muons the recoil mass will be reconstructed precisely,
which can be used to determine the Higgs mass and total σ(HZ) cross section.

The Higgs boson decay to a pair of tau leptons is specifically chosen. The tau
leptons produced in the decay of the Higgs boson will decay within a few mm to a
tau neutrino plus one or more charged particles and possibly neutral particles. For
especially the decays to charged pions and ρ mesons, the angular distribution of the
produced particles will allow to determine the spin state of the tau lepton. Using
this information, the Higgs CP state can be determined [213]. Furthermore, because
the Higgs boson has a much larger mass than the tau leptons, the tau leptons have
a high momentum, and therefore the tau lepton decay products are collimated. For
this reason tau leptons with a large momentum are known as a benchmark process for
the two-track separation, especially when a tau lepton decays to three charged pions.

8.4.1 Cross section and number of events
This data set is used as an example and has severe limitations. The data set has about
2000 simulated events from collisions of fully left polarised electrons and fully right
polarised positrons, such that their spin is aligned. The process has a cross section
of 1.06 fb. At the ILC the electron and positron beams are 80% and 30% polarised
respectively, and the time is shared between the four different polarisation states, see
Section 2.1. For an integrated luminosity of 500 fb−1 acquired during the first 4.5 years
of the nominal running scenario (see Figure 2.2), there are about 158 events expected
for this polarisation state. The contribution from the mirror polarisation configuration
with right polarised electrons and left polarised positrons is of the same order of
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magnitude. Due to the chiral structure of the weak interaction, the contribution from
the collisions of electrons and positrons with their spins polarised in the opposite
direction is much smaller.

8.4.2 Object definitions

The object definitions for the simple analysis use the existing ILD particle flow frame-
work. The particle flow algorithm builds a particle flow object for each particle that
combines the measurements from the trackers, calorimeters and other subdetectors.
The objects are selected using criteria inspired by a previous study [214].

Muons can be selected efficiently because they penetrate much further into the
detector than other particles. Particles that deposit more energy in the hadronic
calorimeter than in the electromagnetic calorimeter and deposit less than 60% of their
energy in the calorimeters are selected as muons. Photons detected within 1 mrad of
the muon direction are added to the muon energy. If there are multiple possible pairs
of oppositely charged muon candidates, the pair whose combined invariant mass is
closest to the Z boson mass is selected.

The particles originating from a single tau decay are selected by repeating the fol-
lowing procedure. Select the highest-energy remaining charged particle, and continue
to assign particles within 1 rad of its direction while the combined invariant mass
is smaller than the tau mass. In the case that exactly two photons are added to a
charged particle, they are assumed to be from a the decay of a single neutral pion
and their momenta are scaled such that their invariant mass is equal to the neutral
pion mass. The highest energy candidate of each charge is selected as the tau object.
The left over objects are kept for the calculation of the momentum imbalance.

8.4.3 Efficiency

Each event is required to have at most 7 charged objects, a pair of oppositely charged
muon candidates, and a pair of oppositely charged tau candidates. For the TPC pad
readout option, 83% of the events fulfil these requirements, while for the not optimised
tracking with a pixel readout only 75% events are selected. In order to compare the
tracking performance alone, only the 65% of the events successfully reconstructed for
both readout options are selected. In a previous study [214] additional background
rejection cuts brought the signal event count down by another 25%.

8.4.4 Recoil mass

Because the initial state is approximately known, part of the final state products can
be used to find the invariant mass of the other final state products. This is called the
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recoil mass, and can be used to find the invariant mass of the Higgs boson from the
decay products of the Z boson. The recoil mass mrecoil is given by

m2
recoil = p2

recoil = (pinitial − pµ+ − pµ−)2, (8.4)

where precoil is the four-momentum of the recoiling system, pµ− and pµ+ are the
four-momenta of the muons, and pinitial is the four-momentum of the initial state.
The initial state is defined by the centre-of-mass energy of the collision, and a small
amount of horizontal momentum due to the crossing angle of the two beams. The
horizontal momentum is the product of the beam energy and the crossing angle of
14 mrad.

The recoil mass from the muon pair is shown in Figure 8.10. The distribution
peaks around the Higgs mass of 125 GeV. The width of the distribution is the result
of measurement uncertainties and uncertainties on the energy of the incoming beams.
The contribution from the energy of the beams is caused by beamstrahlung and
components in the accelerator chain, such as the initial linac and damping rings.
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These effects may cause downward fluctuations of the beam energy. As a result, the
assumed initial state energy is higher than the actual collision energy, hence the tail
towards higher recoil masses.

The distribution for the recoil mass is shown for both the pad and pixel readout.
For the pad readout 83 simulated events (80% of the selected events) have a Higgs
recoil mass between 115 and 135 GeV, and the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM)
is 2.5 GeV. For the pixel readout 82 simulated events (79% of the selected events) are
in this recoil mass range, and the FWHM is 3.8 GeV.

It is expected that a TPC with a pixel readout will have a higher precision on
mass measurements than a TPC with a pad readout, due to a better momentum
resolution. However, for the simulated pixel readout the fitted momentum of some
tracks is inaccurate due to missing hits near module edges, which should be further
optimised in the future. Therefore the distribution of the recoil mass in Figure 8.10
is wider for the pixel readout than it is for the pad readout.

8.4.5 Tau reconstruction
The Higgs boson decays to tau leptons, which have a number of decay channels. A tau
neutrino and at least one charged particle are always among the decay products. Since
there is at least one neutrino, which is not detected, the momentum of the tau lepton
cannot be fully reconstructed. Consequently the Higgs boson’s momentum cannot be
directly reconstructed from its decay products. In order to estimate the momentum
of the invisible decay products, the colinear approximation [215] can be used. The in-
visible decay products are assumed to be colinear to the visible decay products, which
approximately holds because of the tau lepton’s large momentum. The magnitude of
the momentum of both neutrinos is calculated from the total momentum imbalance
in the event, i.e. the missing momentum.

The total invariant mass of the tau lepton pair in the colinear approximation is
shown in Figure 8.11. The distribution has its peak near the Higgs mass, demonstrat-
ing the accuracy of the colinear approximation. The spread in the distribution can
be explained by measurement uncertainties and uncertainties in the reconstruction
of events. For both the pad and the pixel readout 58 simulated events (56% of the
selected events) are within the range between 115 and 135 GeV, and the FWHM is
21 GeV for both the pad and pixel readout. Although there are small differences in
momentum resolutions between pads and pixels, the distributions are similar, possibly
because other aspects of the event reconstruction are more important.

8.4.6 Comparison of the pixel and pad tracking performance
These simple distributions already show that a comparison between detector tech-
nologies in terms of physics performance will be difficult. Overall, the pad and pixel
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reconstruction use comparable strategies, and the other detector components are the
same, so the performance is similar. A good comparison between both readouts re-
quires a well-optimised reconstruction, and an analysis tailored to the strengths of
each readout. Furthermore, all polarisation states and background processes should
be considered. For the pixel readout the track finding strategies should be further
optimised and an improved track fit should take into account missing hits at the
edge of module boundaries. Besides the performance of the detector, the integrated
luminosity is important for the precision in this channel [214].

8.5 The TPC system with GridPix readout

In subsection 3.6.1, some aspects in the operation of a TPC at the ILC were discussed.
In this section, the implementation of a GridPix readout specifically is described.
Many aspects of a TPC with GridPix readout are very similar to a TPC with a pad
readout, and they are especially similar to a pad readout with Micromegas amplifi-
cation. However, a few things are different. The present power consumption of the
GridPix readout is larger than a similar sized pad readout. This power consumption
generates heat, which must be extracted using an active cooling system. For a Grid-
Pix readout, a low occupancy is required to achieve the maximal possible efficiency.
The number of GridPix hits also determines the required link speeds and data volume,
which is larger than for a pad readout. As for a pad readout, the number of back flow
ions should be small.

8.5.1 Power consumption

The power consumption of the TPC readouts is mainly from the readout electronics.
Compared to this, the power consumption of the gas amplification is negligible. The
continuous operation of the pad readout requires about 25 W per module, accumu-
lating to about 6 kW per end plate [216]. The ILC has a duty cycle of about 0.5 %.
By power pulsing a reduction of 50 to 100, leads to an expected power consumption
of less than 120 W per end plate.

The current GridPix readout is not yet optimised for power consumption, and
requires more power. The power consumption of the quad module in continuous
low rate operation is 8 W of which 2 W in the LV regulator. With about 6 000 quad
modules per end plate, continuous operation would need a total power of about 50 kW
per end plate. Through power pulsing a power reduction of about a factor 50 can be
achieved. This brings the required power for the pixel readout to 1 kW per end plate.
Future optimisation of the chip design can reduce further the required power.
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8.5.2 Cooling
The TPC is operated at around room temperature. Cooling of the readout is required
because otherwise the rising temperatures cause thermal expansion of the mechanical
structure, convection in the TPC gas, and in extreme cases malfunctioning of the
electronics. A temperature gradient across the active TPC volume must be limited to
avoid variations in the drift velocity. Furthermore, the cooling must be constructed
with a minimum of material inside the detector.

The TPC can be cooled by two phase CO2 cooling [217, 218]. The thermo-physical
properties of CO2 make it an attractive gas for cooling in particle detectors. CO2 has
a high volumetric cooling capacity, because of its large latent heat. This means it
does not require a high flow rate or corresponding tubing. Furthermore, CO2 has a
low viscosity facilitating a uniform flow, it is non-toxic, and radiation hard.

The CO2 flows to the detector through pipes as a liquid and gas at a high pressure.
Near the heat source, the CO2 absorbs heat by evaporation. The pressure controls
the evaporation temperature, and at 65 bar it can take out heat at room temperature.
A CO2 cooling system is expected to be able to extract the generated 1 kW of heat
per end plate [219].

8.5.3 Occupancy, necessary link speeds, and data volume
For the occupancy and necessary link speeds it is important to know how many
ionisation electrons are expected. Ionisation in the drift volume is caused by charged
particles from both physics events and beam backgrounds. The ionisation from the
beamstrahlung backgrounds, and the resulting occupancy for a pixel readout is studied
in detail in reference [186]. The ionisation from the electron-positron pair production
and the γγ → hadronic background both amount to a few hundred thousand electron-
ion pairs per bunch crossing. For comparison, the top anti-top pair production events
at a centre-of-mass energy of 500 GeV have a relatively large number of a few million
ionisation electrons per event. In particular low momentum curling particles cause
many hits. As another example, the e+e− → ZH → µ+µ−τ+τ− events have less
than a 100 000 hits per event. Because of the low rate of physics events, the amount
of ionisation caused by physics events over a whole bunch train is negligible compared
to ionisation from beamstrahlung backgrounds.

Reference [186] found that the pixel occupancy for the inner readout rows is 30%
for a centre-of-mass energy of 500 GeV, and 60% for a centre-of-mass energy of 1 TeV.
So, per chip per bunch train there are about 26 000 hits at a centre-of-mass energy of
500 GeV, and 60 000 hits at a centre-of-mass energy of 1 TeV. With the current quad
readout scheme, which can handle up to 2.6 MHits/s, it will take 10 ms to read out
26 000 hits. The readout time is longer than a bunch train length of 727µs. This is
no problem for 80% of the pixels that are only hit once, because these hits can be
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read out during the time between bunch trains. However, for the 20% of the pixels hit
more than once, this means that hits detected later might be lost. This readout speed
is a limitation of the quad electronics, because the Timepix3 chip itself supports a
readout speed of up to 80 MHits/s. At that rate, the readout time is shorter than
the bunch train length, which means multiple hits per pixel can be detected. For the
chips at larger radii, the occupancy is lower and thus the required readout speed is
also lower.

For the necessary link speeds the total number of hits per train is important, but
for long-term data storage the number of hits per physics event is more relevant,
because it is not necessary to store all background hits. In order to store up to
a few million hits per event, a maximal event size of O(10 MB) is expected. This
is at most one order of magnitude more than the pad readout. Even in that case,
up to 1 GB per bunch train can be managed on site, e.g. the data rate to storage
will be comparable to that of some of the major LHC experiments [220, 221]. For
long-term data storage an order of magnitude increase is undesirable, although not
insurmountable, and compression or removal of irrelevant data becomes important.

8.5.4 Influence of ions in the drift volume

Ions that accumulate in the drift volume can distort the drift of electrons, and impact
the reconstructed track parameters. Ions from primary ionisation, or back flow ions
produced in the avalanches drift at a velocity of about 2.2 m/s through the gas volume,
see Chapter 3. The primary ions are roughly uniformly distributed over the whole
drift distance along the z-direction [186], and drift to the cathode. So, due to the
bunch structure of the ILC, the primary ions have a step wise distribution in the drift
direction with the largest concentration near the cathode. The back flow ions of one
train are created in avalanches that occur between the first bunch crossing and 30µs
after the last bunch crossing. The back flow ions are concentrated in 3 mm thick disks
that slowly drift to the cathode.

At the ILC the effect of primary ionisation is sufficiently small, but without a gate
the back flow ions will distort the track position measurement and limit the achievable
resolution [151, 152], see also subsection 3.6.1. Therefore, a gate is foreseen in front
of the readout plane which blocks the back flow ions almost entirely. Since the gating
foil will be suspended a few mm in front of the readout plane, the gate can be applied
in front of all three readout technologies, including GridPix. If the gating foil is
mounted accurately in front of a module, no deformations are expected. However,
this has yet to be verified for the GridPix readout technology, and in the presence of
a strong magnetic field of 3.5 T.
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8.5.5 Costing
The detector cost is an important factor when considering a detector technology,
but a detailed cost estimate for the pixel readout option is difficult given the lack
of experience with larger detector systems with this readout. Still it is important
to make an early attempt at a cost estimate, and compare it to the other options.
A highly preliminary rough cost estimate of the pixel readout option indicates that
the cost could be of a similar order of magnitude as the other readout options, see
Appendix B
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The Timepix3 based GridPix

The GridPix is a new, yet proven, gaseous detector readout technology. Two detectors
with GridPixes based on the new Timepix3 chip were constructed and tested. With
its fine granularity of 55µm× 55µm and sensitivity to single ionisation electrons,
the GridPix readout offers close to the ultimate TPC readout performance, which is
limited only by the diffusion in the gas.

The first detector with a single Timepix3 based GridPix chip was able to record
single ionisation electrons with small distortions in the pixel plane (< 10µm). The
high detection efficiency of approximately 80%, allowed it to make promising energy
loss dE/dx measurements of 4.1% per meter.

Compared to the earlier Timepix based GridPix, the Timepix3 chip can simul-
taneously record both the arrival time (ToA) and the Time over Threshold (ToT),
which is a measure of the signal strength. This is used to correct time walk, thereby
enhancing the resolution in the drift direction. In addition, the Timepix3 provides a
faster data-driven readout, allowing it to be applied at higher beam rates.

The chip is equipped with a high-resistive protection layer, which adequately
quenches discharges, and can protect the sensitive chip electronics. However, op-
eration at beam rates higher than 10 kHz is limited, due to increased charging up of
the protection layer. A protection layer with a lower resistivity will be developed for
high rate applications.

The GridPix quad module

Subsequently, a versatile quad module with four GridPix chips was built to cover
arbitrarily large readout surfaces with an active surface coverage up to 68.9%. A test
in a 2.5 GeV electron beam demonstrated that the distortions in the transverse plane
are only 13µm over the whole quad after corrections, and the total systematic error
is 24µm.
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The quad module is utilised as a building block for a larger 8-quad detector, which
is under development and shown in Figure C.1. The detector with a total of 32 chips
will be tested in a 1 T magnetic field. The detector has extra guard wires suspended
over the boundaries between chips. These wires shape the electric field and reduce
significantly the need for electric field corrections on the hit positions near the chip
edges.

Figure C.1: Picture of the 8-quad detector without field wires and field cage.

Future improvements
A large improvement in both position and energy loss dE/dx measurements is possible
by increasing the fraction of sensitive surface. Most of the inactive surface of the quad
is occupied by the wire bonds and the routing of connections to the back side. A future
improvement can be accomplished by making the output connection of the chips on
the backside using through-silicon via’s [208]. Timepix3 chips with through-silicon
via’s have been produced [222]. Development of the technology is expected to be
followed up for the Timepix3 chip’s successor, the Timepix4 chip [223]. However,
before making the through-silicon via’s, the wafers have to be thinned, and therefore
the GridPix post-processing afterwards will be challenging.

The next generation’s Timepix chip, the Timepix4 chip [223], will improve upon
the Timepix3 chip in a number of other ways. The larger Timepix4 chip will offer a
better time resolution, faster readout speed, and is more energy efficient. Furthermore,
the design of the wire bonds is improved, which makes connections easier. The most
expensive component of the quad, the Printed Circuit Board (PCB) flex, would be
greatly simplified for the Timepix4 chip, which would reduce cost and make the gas
seal easier.

Another research direction is the reduction of ion back flow for the GridPix, which
should be as low as possible in situations where active gating cannot be applied. A
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possible reduction by approximately an order of magnitude can possibly be achieved
by using two grids on top of each other to make a special electric field configuration
near the chip, see [224]. An experiment using a removable Micromegas style grid
(also used by [166]) should be performed to test the concept. If this proves successful,
the two stacked grids (a TwinGrid) can also be manufactured by post-processing
techniques [225] in a similar manner as was done for a single grid.

Application at the ILC
The Timepix3 based GridPix can be used as a readout for the ILD TPC at the
ILC. A layout of the TPC end plate using the quad module was designed, achieving
an expected coverage of 60%. A pixel readout can greatly improve the momentum
resolution of the TPC alone, reducing the uncertainty by up to 60% for tracks in
the forward direction. The energy loss dE/dx measurements can benefit from cluster
counting to improve the particle identification. The simulation and reconstruction of
events in a TPC with pixel readout was accomplished, which can be used to investigate
the capabilities of a pixel TPC readout. As an example, the performance of the pixel
TPC was studied for the Higgs recoil mass measurement, and the reconstruction of
the Higgs boson decay to tau leptons.

The GridPix readout technology recently acquired baseline status in the Linear
Collider TPC Collaboration [226], which is the same formal status as the Micromegas
and GEM with pads readout options. The collaboration maintains a large prototype
TPC at the DESY Hamburg test beam facility [227]. A test of the Timepix3 based
GridPix technology in the Large Prototype will be beneficial to directly compare
performance to other readout options, study its behaviour with an ion gate, and
make use of the new silicon beam telescope. Before the GridPix technology can be
proposed for the ILD, all readout technologies should be tested with power pulsing
and inside a large magnetic field of 3.5 T.

Future Colliders
Preparation for the ILC in Japan has been a long and steady process. The original
plans for a linear collider in Japan are more than 30 years old [228], and have been
merged into the ILC project, for which the technical design report was published in
2013 [12, 13, 112, 113, 229]. After several years of discussion and evaluation of the
LHC results up to then, a first stage at a centre-of-mass energy of 250 GeV was intro-
duced to cut the cost by about 40% [230]. With this modification, the science council
of Japan acknowledged the scientific merit of the ILC project in January 2020 [231].
The selected projects did not include the ILC, which is of a different scale than the
other projects, and requires international collaboration. The ILC International De-
velopment Team was formed by the International Committee for Future Accelerators
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to set up a framework for the preliminary organisation that will prepare for the ILC
[232]. Near the candidate site in the Tohoku region, the ILC is promoted by members
from academia, industries and business, and local governments [233].

Any green-light for the project will, above all, depend on whether Japan and the
international partners will be able to reach an agreement on the necessary resources.
The 2020 update of the European strategy report for particle physics reiterated that
the realisation of the ILC has a high-priority, and expressed the wish of the European
community to collaborate [10]. The United States have expressed strong support for
the ILC [234], and is currently in the process of updating its long-term strategy for
particle physics in the Snowmass meetings. Overall however, given the ongoing covid-
19 pandemic, politically it is a difficult time to discuss large, international, scientific
projects.

For the long-term, the European strategy proposes to investigate the feasibility of
a hadron collider with a centre-of-mass energy of at least 100 TeV, the FCC-hh, with
an electron-positron collider, the FCC-ee as a possible first stage [10]. This updated
report considers CLIC less promising than the FCC-hh for a future facility at the
energy frontier [235]. The strategy also calls for innovative accelerator technologies
that may open up paths to pursue other future colliders, such as a muon collider.
Meanwhile, there is an optimistic plan to build the CEPC in a short time span in
China [236].

Other applications
The GridPix is more widely applicable than only at the ILC. Although there are a
few obstacles in the implementation of a TPC at the FCC-ee, a TPC with GridPix
readout is probably a viable option for a detector at CLIC, or at the CEPC. Besides
the use as a TPC readout at a collider, the GridPix can be used in an alternative
configuration at a collider, as a negative ion TPC for non-collider rare event searches,
or as a sensor for proton therapy. For all these applications, the Timepix3 based
GridPix described in this thesis will give an improvement over the older Timepix
based GridPix.

Conclusion
An electron-positron collider has the highest priority to continue investigating the
properties of the Higgs boson. The results of this collider can give indications about
the energy scale of new physics. A TPC is particularly suited for the precision physics
that will take place at a linear electron-positron collider, such as the ILC. It has been
demonstrated that the GridPix technology is sufficiently mature, and the performance
enhancement is substantial enough, to start planning applications at the next genera-
tion of colliders. In particular, the improved momentum resolution can help determine
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the Higgs boson mass from the recoil mass measurement at the ILC. By this means,
the GridPix can be an instrument to answer some of our fundamental questions.
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Abstract

The performance of a GridPix detector to read out a negative ion TPC was studied
using a module with four GridPix chips that are based on the Timepix3 pixelated
readout ASIC. The quad module dimensions are 39.6 mm× 28.38 mm, and the maxi-
mum drift distance is 40 mm. The TPC is operated using a 93.6/5.0/1.4 gas mixture
(by volume) of Ar/iC4H10/CS2 with a small amount of oxygen and water vapour at a
pressure of 1030 mbar and a temperature of 297 K. Tracks were produced by a pulsed
N2 laser. The GridPix chips are sensitive to single drift ions, and allow for the de-
termination of the drift distance using the velocities of the different ion species. The
1.56 ns time resolution of the Timepix3 chips allows for a precise determination of the
drift properties in the longitudinal direction. The measured mobility of majority ion
charge carriers is (1.391± 0.003) cm2/V/s. Using the high granularity pixel readout,
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the transverse and longitudinal diffusion coefficients were measured to correspond to
an effective thermal diffusion temperature of 314 K and 384 K respectively. For 429
detected ions, the precision on the absolute drift distance is expected to be 1.33 mm
for a mean drift distance of 20 mm.

Keywords: Micromegas, gaseous pixel detector, micro-pattern gaseous detector,
Timepix, GridPix, negative ion time projection chamber

A.1 Introduction

In a negative ion Time Projection Chamber (TPC), ionisation charge is transported
to the readout plane by negatively charged ions instead of electrons, thereby reducing
the diffusion down to the thermal limit [237]. The TPC detects ionisation from
interactions in the gas of the TPC. The primary ionisation electrons are captured by
the highly electronegative CS2 gas component, and the ions formed drift to the anode
by an electric field. The track position resolution depends on the electron capture
length, and the transport properties in the gas. In the high field amplification region
near the anode, the electrons detach and an avalanche occurs which is detected by
the readout electronics.

Negative ion TPCs can be used for directional dark matter searches. For example,
in the Drift IId experiment [238] a negative ion TPC was operated using a low pressure
30:10 Torr CF4:CS2 gas mixture. It was demonstrated that when oxygen was present
in the gas mixture, extra species of ions called minority carriers with a larger mobility
were created [239]. From the difference in arrival time of the different ion species at the
readout plane, the absolute position in the drift direction was reconstructed without
the need of knowing the event time in the detector [240].

In this paper an exploratory study of GridPix technology to read out a negative
ion TPC is presented. A GridPix consists of a CMOS pixel chip with integrated am-
plification grid added by MEMS postprocessing techniques [22, 23]. GridPix detectors
based on the Timepix chip were extensively studied as TPC readouts for a future col-
lider experiment [241] and have been used in the CERN Axion Solar Telescope [174],
see also [163] for an overview of applications. However, the original Timepix chip has
a limited readout rate, and cannot simultaneously record the time of arrival and the
amount of detected charge. This has been overcome by the next generation GridPix
[25] based on the Timepix3 [24] chip.

Recently a quad module with four Timepix3 based GridPix chips was developed
for a future collider experiment [26]. The Timepix3 chip can be operated with a
low threshold of 515 e−, and has a low equivalent noise charge of about 70 e−. The
GridPix TPC readout is sensitive to single charge carriers, and has a fine granularity
of 55µm× 55µm. Because of this fine granularity and the low diffusion of ions, a
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Figure A.1: Schematic drawing of the cross-section of a GridPix detector, with some
of the components and dimensions indicated.

negative ion TPC with GridPix readout can provide an excellent spatial resolution
without a magnetic field. This first investigation focuses on the operation of the quad
module in an already existing setup at atmospheric pressure.

A.2 Quad detector

A.2.1 Gridpix
The GridPix is based on the Timepix3 chip [24], which has 256× 256 pixels with a
pitch of 55µm× 55µm. On the surface of the chip a 4µm thick silicon-rich silicon ni-
tride resistive protection layer is deposited in order to prevent damage to the readout
electronics from discharges of the grid. Silicon-rich silicon nitride is regular silicon
nitride (Si3N4) doped with extra silicon to make it conductive. On top of the protec-
tion layer, 50µm high pillars of the epoxy-based negative photoresist SU8 support a
1µm thick aluminium grid with 35µm diameter circular holes aligned to the pixels.
Some of the components and dimensions are schematically drawn in Figure A.1. The
Timepix3 chip can measure a precise Time of Arrival (ToA) using a 640 MHz TDC.
In addition for every hit a time over threshold (ToT) is measured, which can be con-
verted into a detected charge by test pulse calibrations. The Timepix3 chip has a
data driven readout, and is connected to a speedy pixel detector readout (SPIDR)
board at a speed of 160 Mbps [242].

A.2.2 Quad module
The quad module shown in Figure A.2, consists of four GridPix chips and is op-
timised for a high fraction of sensitive area of 68.9%. The external dimensions are
39.6 mm× 28.38 mm and it can be tiled to cover arbitrarily large areas. The four chips
which are mounted on a cooled base plate (COCA), are connected with wire bonds to
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Figure A.2: Picture of the quad module with four Timepix3 GridPixes (TPX3)
mounted on a cold carrier plate (COCA). The central guard was not yet installed
to show the underlying wire bond PCB, and its operating position is indicated with
a transparent rectangle. On the right the Low Voltage (LV) regulator is partially
hidden behind the aluminium mechanical support, and on the left the High Voltage
(HV) board and the flexible Kapton cable are visible. This picture was previously
published in [26].

a common central 6 mm wide PCB. A 10 mm wide guard electrode is placed over the
wire bonds 1.1 mm above the aluminium grids, in order to prevent field distortions of
the electric drift field. The guard is the main inactive area, and its dimensions are set
by the space required for the wire bonds. On the back side of the quad module, the
PCB is connected to a low voltage regulator. The aluminium grids of the GridPixes
are connected by 80µm insulated copper wires to a high voltage (HV) filtering board.
The module consumes about 8 W of power of which 2 W is used in the LV regulator.

A.2.3 Experimental setup

8 quad modules were embedded in a box, resulting in a total of 32 chips. A schematic
3-dimensional drawing of the detector is shown in Figure A.3. When the measure-
ments were taken, one single quad module with 4 chips could be read out per SPIDR
board. Hardware to simultaneously read out multiple quad modules with one SPIDR
board is under development. A schematic drawing of the setup is shown in Figure A.4.
The internal dimensions of the box are 79 mm along the x-axis, 192 mm along the y-
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Figure A.3: Schematic 3-dimensional render of the 8-quad module detector for illus-
tration purposes.

axis, and 53 mm along the z-axis (drift direction), and it has a maximum drift length
(distance between cathode and readout anode) of 40 mm. The drift field is shaped by
a series of parallel CuBe field wires of 50µm diameter with a wire pitch of 2 mm and
guard strips are located on all of the four sides of the active area. In addition, six
guard wires are suspended over the direct boundaries of the chips, because the chip
edges are at a ground potential, which would otherwise distort the electric drift field.
The wires are located at a distance of 1.15 mm from the grid planes, and their po-
tential is set to the potential at this drift distance. The box has one Kapton window
and three optical glass windows (type H-K9L) to facilitate laser measurements.
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Figure A.4: Schematic drawing of the 8-quad module detector with one quad in
operation. The laser track direction is shown in purple.
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The gas volume of 780 ml is continuously flushed with a 93.6/5.0/1.4 gas mixture
(by volume) of Ar/iC4H10/CS2 at atmospheric pressure. The gas is argon based,
because the setup is also used for research on TPCs with an argon based gas for
future colliders. The isobutane gas was added as a quencher to absorb UV photons
produced in the avalanches, and the CS2 concentration is chosen high enough to
capture electrons shortly after the ionisation (. 200µm). A small amount of oxygen
(650 ppm to 1150 ppm) and water vapour (about 4000 ppm) are present in the drift
volume because of diffusion and outgassing of some of the materials. A few ppb
of tetra-methyl-phenyleen-diamine (TMPD) molecules are added to enhance laser
ionisation in the gas [243]. The TMPD was added through sublimation by directing
the inflowing gas through a tube containing the solid TMPD grains. Once introduced,
a noticeable concentration can remain in the setup for at least months under normal
conditions. During data taking, the temperature was 297 K and the pressure was
1030 mbar. The experimental parameters are summarised in Table A.1.

An amplification field strength Eamplification of 76 kV/cm is achieved in the 50µm
wide gap by setting the grid voltage to −380 V. The pixel pads are normally at zero
potential. A hit is registered if the charge on a pixel pad is above the threshold set to
about 515 e−. The mean collected charge of the selected hits is about 1000 e−. The
gain is approximately 1000, and the single ion detection efficiency is expected to be
60%. A higher gain and single ion detection efficiency can be achieved by increasing
the amplification field strength.

Tracks of ionisation are created by a pulsed 337 nm N2 laser at a rate of 2.5 Hz
with a pulse duration of 1 ns [243]. This laser is operated using the MOPA (Master
Oscillator Power Amplifier) principle to obtain a beam near the diffraction limit. The
parallel beam can accurately be directed in the gas volume by means of two remotely
controlled stages.

Data was taken using the data-riven mode of the Timepix3 chip in a series of nine
automated experimental runs. The time of the laser pulse was added to the pixel data
stream. During a run, the drift field was set to a specific strength and the beam was
positioned at six different drift distances 6 mm apart and at four different x-positions.
Measurements of 2400 laser pulses per run are taken in a time frame of approximately
17 minutes.

A.3 Analysis
In the analysis the laser position is compared to the reconstructed position from the
quad detector. The laser track is defined by the recorded stage position as a line
parallel to the y-axis. The per pulse variations are smaller than 15µm. The recorded
stage position is taken as the reference to which the four chips are aligned by rotation
in two dimensions, and shifts in the two dimensions perpendicular to the laser beam.
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Table A.1: Overview of the experimental parameters. The ranges indicate the varia-
tion over the total data taking time

Number of runs 9
Run duration 17 minutes
Edrift 100 – 500 V/cm
Eamplification 76 kV/cm
Threshold 515 e−
Temperature 295.9 – 297.0 K
Pressure 1030 – 1029 mbar
Oxygen concentration 650 – 1150 ppm
Water vapour concentration ∼ 4000 ppm

The position of detected ionisation in the pixel plane is a direct translation from the
pixels column (x-direction) and row number (y-direction). To reduce noise, only hits
with a time over threshold above 0.1µs are considered. A time over threshold of 0.1µs
corresponds to a charge close to the threshold of 515 e−. From the known laser pulse
time, the z-position can be calculated as the product of the measured drift time t and
the drift velocity vdrift. To remove noise from scattered laser light hitting the readout
directly, hits between 1µs before and 1µs after the laser pulse are removed. All of
these cuts are applied in the entire analysis below. To clean up further the data set
for diffusion measurements only, in section 4.3 hits are required to be within 2 mm
of a laser track in the x-direction and to be within 5 mm of the laser track in the
z-direction. The alignment and the measurement of the drift velocity is an iterative
process.

An example of a resulting drift time spectrum is shown in Figure A.5 for the run
at a drift field strength Edrift of 300 V/cm. Other experiments using a 30:10:1 Torr
CF4:CS2:O2 gas mixture could distinguish three different minority carriers as separate
peaks in the drift time spectrum [239]. In contrast, in our measurements only one
secondary peak can be found, which is slightly broader than the primary one. This
could be due to e.g. overlapping drift time distributions, the much lower oxygen
concentration, or the much higher water vapour concentration in our gas mixture
affecting the minority carrier(s) production.

In order to determine the drift properties, a ‘global’ fit is made per run. Each
run corresponds to a given electric field strength. A run has measurements taken at
different drift distances. The drift time t is fitted with a combination of two Gaussian
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Figure A.5: Drift time distribution for 400 laser pulses per z-position, annotated with
the drift distance as recorded by the laser stage.
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where nhits is the number of hits, uwidth is the width of a uniform distribution related
to the fitted t range and f1 is the fraction of the number of detected ions from majority
carrier(s) given by f1 = 1 − f2 − fnoise. Four parameters are different for each drift
distance, and two parameters are the same for all drift distances. The mean time µ1,
the standard deviation of the majority carrier distribution σ1, the standard deviation
of the minority carrier(s) distribution σ2 and the fraction of the number of ions in the
flat noise distribution fnoise, are fitted per drift distance. In the fit, the fraction of the
number of ions from minority carrier(s) f2 and the ratio of majority carrier mobility
to the minority carrier(s) mobility r2 are equal for all drift distances.

A.4 Performance

A.4.1 Number of hits
The mean total number of detected hits per laser pulse is 43. The number of hits
can be tuned by adjusting the laser intensity, and the spread on the number of hits
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Figure A.6: Example of the detected ionisation from one laser pulse with 71 hits in
total. The position of the laser track (purple line) and chip edges (black outlines) are
drawn in global coordinates. The pixel hits are not to scale.

is dominated by per pulse variations of the laser intensity. In this gas, a minimum
ionising particle is expected to create about 100 ionisation pairs per cm of which
about 60 will be detected as hits per cm, because of the 60 % single ion detection
efficiency at a gain of 1000. An example event display showing the ionisation for a
single laser pulse is presented in Figure A.6.

The GridPix is capable of detecting more than one hit per laser pulse per pixel.
The dead time per pixel for the Timepix3 chip after being hit is the time over threshold
plus 475 ns, so about 1µs. With a drift velocity of a few m/s, even two hits originating
from the same position can both be detected, because they are sufficiently separated
due to diffusion. In this case the number of hits is small, and there is only a small
probability of two ions arriving on the same pixel, but for highly-ionising events the
multi-hit capabilities can be advantageous.
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A.4.2 Drift velocity measurements
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Figure A.7: Drift time as a function of the drift distance for the majority and minority
carriers. The statistical error is not shown, because it is negligible compared to the
systematic uncertainties.

The average drift times for the majority and minority charge carrier(s) are plotted
as a function of the drift distance in Figure A.7 for a drift field strength of 300 V/cm.
The drift velocity of the minority carrier is found to be 8.1% higher than that of the
majority carrier.

The drift velocity measurement is repeated for 9 electric field strengths in the
range 100 V/cm to 500 V/cm. The drift velocity of the majority carrier vdrift as func-
tion of the electric field is shown in Figure A.8. The mean measured mobility (defined
as the drift velocity divided by the electric field strength) is (1.391± 0.003) cm2/V/s.
The uncertainty of the measured mobility is estimated as the r.m.s. of the given
values, and is probably dominated by fluctuations in the (local) temperature and gas
composition. Because of the unique gas composition the mobility cannot directly
be compared to the results from other experiments. However, the mobility is the
same order of magnitude as previous measurements. Reference [237] found a mobility
of (1220± 51) cm2/V/s mbar for a 9:1:14.5 Ar:CH4:CS2 gas mixture at a pressure of
40 Torr (53 mbar), which corresponds to a mobility of (1.18± 0.04) cm2/V/s at a pres-
sure of 1030 mbar. Reference [244] found a mobility of 0.71 cm2/V/s in a 200:500 Torr
CS2:He gas mixture.
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Figure A.8: Drift velocity of the majority carrier ion as a function of the drift field.
The mobility is acquired from a straight line fit constrained to pass through the
origin (0,0). The statistical error is not shown, because it is negligible compared to
the systematic uncertainties.

A.4.3 Diffusion measurements
As the ions drift towards the readout plane, they diffuse which gives them a Gaussian
spread in the longitudinal and transverse direction. The amount of diffusion is char-
acterised by the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution σi, where i stands
for the longitudinal direction z or the transverse direction x. This can be expressed
as

σ2
i = σ2

i0 +D2
i zdrift, (A.2)

where σi0 is the standard deviation at zero drift, Di the diffusion coefficient, and zdrift
the drift distance.

The standard deviation in the transverse direction σx is acquired from a fit of
a Gaussian function to the measured x positions of all detected ions including the
minority carrier(s) ions. In the longitudinal direction the standard deviation σz is
acquired from a fit of the sum of two Gaussian functions, which represent the contri-
bution from the majority carrier ions, and the minority carrier(s) ions, see Equation
(A.1). The drift time is converted to a distance using the measured drift velocity of
the majority carrier vdrift. As an example, the standard deviation as a function of
drift distance for the run at a drift field strength Edrift of 300 V/cm is shown in Figure
A.9. In comparison to the systematic uncertainties, the statistical error is negligible.
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The constant contribution in Equation A.2 is roughly independent of the electric
field, and on average found to be σx0 = (84± 4)µm in the transverse direction which
can predominantly be attributed to the laser beam width plus some small per laser
pulse variation. In the longitudinal direction σz0 = (141± 8)µm is measured on
average over all runs. This can predominantly be attributed to the laser beam width
plus per laser pulse variations, the spread on the distance traveled by electrons before
they are captured by the CS2 molecules and possible unrecognised minority carrier(s).
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Figure A.9: Standard deviation of the hit positions of all detected ions in the trans-
verse direction, and the standard deviation of the hit positions of the majority carrier
ions in the longitudinal direction. Both are shown as a function of drift distance for
the run with Edrift = 300 V/cm. The data is fitted with Equation (A.2).

The diffusion coefficient depends on the electric field strength, and the measure-
ments are shown in Figure A.10. Because of the much larger systematic uncertainties,
the statistical errors are neglected. At low drift field strengths, the ions have thermal
energy and the diffusion coefficient can be expressed as

Dthermal =
√

2kBT

eE
, (A.3)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature of the gas, e is the charge
of the ion, and E is the electric field strength (see e.g. [125]). Both the transverse
and longitudinal diffusion coefficients are fitted with Equation (A.3) with the tem-
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Figure A.10: The longitudinal diffusion coefficient of the majority carrier ions, and
the transverse diffusion of all detected ions. Both are plotted as a function of drift
field E, and fitted with Equation (A.3). For comparison the expectation for thermal
diffusion is shown.

perature T as a free parameter. The transverse diffusion corresponds to an effective
temperature of 314 K, which is slightly above the gas temperature. The effective
temperature of the longitudinal diffusion is rather high, 384 K. This can possibly
be explained by unrecognised minority carrier(s). A simple thermal model with a
1/
√
Edrift dependence describes the data well.

In other experiments using a low pressure CS2 gas, the longitudinal diffusion is
found to be in agreement with the thermal values [245]. In a 500 Torr He and 200 Torr
CS2 gas mixture, longitudinal diffusion coefficients slightly below to the thermal values
are found [244].

A.4.4 Reconstruction of drift distance

The difference in drift velocity between the majority carrier and minority carrier(s)
ions can be used to reconstruct the absolute drift distance. Previously, this tech-
nique was demonstrated in a 30:10:1 Torr CS2:CF4:O2 gas mixture with a spread on
the reconstructed drift distance of ±2 cm for a mean drift distance of about 25 cm
[240]. A precision of 16 mm was achieved using a similar technique using an SF6
gas [246]. Besides the difference in time of arrival between the majority carrier and
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Figure A.11: Residual of reconstructed z-position for single laser pulses and a su-
perposition of ten laser pulses for all six drift distances (4.7 mm, 10.7 mm, 16.7 mm,
22.7 mm, 28.7 mm, and 34.7 mm).

minority carrier(s), the detected spread due to diffusion can be used to determine the
drift distance. A precision of 1 cm was achieved by measuring the transverse spread
for 0.8 cm-long alpha track segments in a 70:30 He:CO2 gas mixture at atmospheric
pressure [247].

Here, fiducialisation is applied to data from the run at the largest drift field of
500 V/cm which gives the best signal peak separation, and also has the highest oxygen
concentration of about 1150 ppm. About 4.4% of the hits are attributed to the
minority carrier(s), whose mobility is 8.1% higher than that of the majority carrier.

The reconstruction proceeds by performing per event a binned maximum likeli-
hood fit of Equation (A.1) to the measured relative arrival time of ions from one or
more laser pulses. A new parameter t0 is introduced to absorb the now unknown laser
pulse time. The parameters f2, r2, fnoise are fixed to their previously fitted values.
For σ1 Equation (A.2) is used, and σ2 is by approximation fixed to σ1. The parameter
µ1 (the mean arrival time of the primary carrier peak) are acquired from the fit. The
z-position is calculated using the measured drift velocity vdrift. The detected spread
in the transverse direction is not utilised in the determination of the z-position.

By comparing the reconstructed z-position to the z-position of the laser stage for
all six drift distances (4.7 mm, 10.7 mm, 16.7 mm, 22.7 mm, 28.7 mm, and 34.7 mm),
the residual shown in Figure A.11 is obtained. There are 2401 laser pulses with a mean
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number of 43 detected ions and 240 superpositions of ten laser pulses with a total
mean number of 429 ions. From a single laser pulse, on average 43 ions are detected
and 76 % of the laser pulses fall within the ±10 mm range. The determined z-position
has a rather large spread, because very few minority carrier(s) ions are detected. In
order to estimate the performance for a larger number of ions, a superposition of
ten laser pulses at the same z-position is made by shifting their arrival times by the
time difference between the laser pulses. From this we acquire emulated pulses with a
mean total number of 429 detected ions of which about 19 ions are attributed to the
minority carrier(s). The resulting r.m.s. is 1.33 mm for 239 out of the 240 combined
laser pulses for a mean drift distance of 20 mm. For one entry the reconstructed
z-position is off by 14 mm, and the r.m.s. is 1.62 mm if it is included as well.

A.5 Conclusions and outlook
The performance of GridPix detector to readout a negative ion TPC was studied
using a quad module with four Timepix3 based GridPix chips. The TPC is oper-
ated using a 93.6/5.0/1.4 gas mixture (by volume) of Ar/iC4H10/CS2 with a small
amount of oxygen and water vapour at a pressure of 1030 mbar and a temperature
of 297 K. Tracks were produced by a pulsed N2 laser. The 1.56 ns time resolution
of the Timepix3 chips allows for a precise determination of the drift properties in
the longitudinal direction. The measured ion mobility for the majority carrier ions is
(1.391± 0.003) cm2/V/s. Using the high granularity pixel readout, the transverse and
longitudinal diffusion coefficients were measured to correspond to an effective thermal
diffusion temperature of 314 K and 384 K respectively. A simple thermal model with
a 1/
√
Edrift dependence describes the data well. This confirms the expected low diffu-

sion coefficient for ions. Furthermore, the GridPix has an efficiency of approximately
60% to detect single drift ions. This can be improved by operating the device at a
higher gain. By using also the relative arrival time of about 429 detected ions with
a mean drift distance of 20 mm, the absolute z-position can be measured with an
expected precision of 1.33 mm.

In the future, a GridPix TPC readout might be of interest to directional dark
matter experiments. The often desired operation at low pressure can be investigated in
combination with a GridPix readout. For these experiments gas mixtures containing
SF6 have some advantages [245], and can also be studied for operation with a GridPix
readout. Alternatively, for operation around atmospheric pressure replacing argon
with the lighter helium could increase nuclear recoils lengths important for directional
dark matter searches [237, 248].

All in all, the fine granularity and high timing precision of the GridPix TPC
readout in combination with the capability to detect single ions, provide an excellent
position resolution in the longitudinal and transverse direction.
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APPENDIX B

Preliminary cost estimate of the ILD
TPC with a GridPix readout

In Chapter 8 a pixel readout option for the ILD TPC based on GridPix quad modules
is discussed and compared to pad-based readout options. Because the cost is also
important when comparing detector technologies, a preliminary attempt at a rough
cost estimate of the pixel readout is given here.

A detailed estimation was made for the pad readout option of the ILD [118]. The
cost is estimated in ILC units, which is equivalent to €1.00 (2018). According to the
ILD costing rules, this estimate includes materials, labour, transport, testing, and as-
sembly, but not research and development. The construction cost for the pad readout
with Micromegas amplification is given in Table B.1. Except for the modules and
electronics, the items are expected to be similar for the various readout technology
options. The cost estimate for the GEM technology option is €8 800k higher. In ad-
dition to the construction cost, the expected gas consumption assuming re-circulation
and filtering is 7 m3/day, which is expected to cost €22k per year.

For the ILD TPC with GridPix readout, there are two approaches to estimate the
cost of the modules and electronics (see also [250]). A cost estimate can be acquired
from the number of chips and the cost per chip of existing detectors. Alternatively,
one can try to estimate the cost of an end plate module, similarly as was done for the
pad readout module.

The total cost can be estimated from the cost of the 50 000 necessary chips for 60%
coverage, or 80 000 chips for 100% coverage. Even if a custom chip design is made,
the cost per chip will most likely be similar to the Timepix chips. The chip design is
estimated to cost the same as the Timepix3 design, which was €500k. The cost per
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164 Appendix B. Cost estimate of a TPC with GridPix readout

Table B.1: Cost estimate in multiples of €1 000
(k€) for the ILD TPC with Micromegas amplifi-
cation and pad readout [118, 249].

Item Material cost Labour cost
Field cages 1 930
End plates 540 64
Modules 2 043 520
Electronics 9 470
Ancillaries 2 307 400
Cables and pipes 50 724
Assembly on site 2 160
Management 60 1 120
Total 16 400 4 988

Table B.2: The estimated cost
in multiples of €1 000 (k€) of a
GridPix end plate readout mod-
ule.

Item Cost
Timepix3 chips 4
Post-processing of chips 1.5
SPIDR readout system 3
HV/LV powerboards 0.5
Dedicated PCB flex 40
Total 49

wafer with 80 useful chips is about €4k. This results in a total cost of €3 500k for the
chips, although this does not account for potential losses in post processing or during
detector construction. From silicon detector construction experience at the LHC, the
cost for the power boards, post processing, readout systems, and mechanics is about
a factor 2 of the chip cost. The total cost for the modules and electronics, excluding
manpower, is €10 500k, which is similar to the pad readout cost.

Another approach is to estimate the cost per end plate module. The cost of a pad
module including the electronics is about €23k. The cost of a GridPix module with
current technology is €49k and detailed in Table B.2. The major cost driver is the
dedicated PCB flex, which is expected to become cheaper by at least a factor 10 for
future generations of chips. In that case, the cost of a GridPix TPC module is €13k,
and the cost of a TPC with GridPix readout will be of the same order of magnitude
as the cost of a TPC with pad readout.
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Summary

The Standard Model of particle physics provides a highly precise description of physics
at the most fundamental scale. The most recent particle that was discovered in 2012
is the Higgs boson, which can induce electroweak symmetry breaking, and give masses
to the gauge bosons. Additionally, it provides a mechanism to generate masses for the
fermions. Although all known particles have now been observed, the Standard Model
is not a complete description of nature: it does not explain why there is more matter
than anti-matter, nor does it describe the properties of dark matter. Furthermore,
many properties and parameters in the theory are arbitrary. For instance, it is a
mystery what the origin of electroweak symmetry breaking is, and why the masses
are what they are.

These problems can be solved by introducing new physics, but this will also mod-
ify the couplings between the Higgs boson and the Standard Model particles. Con-
sequently, the existence of new physics, can be inferred from precision measurements
of these couplings.

The study of the Higgs boson and its properties with very high precision will be an
important goal of a future high-energy electron positron collider. At a future electron
positron collider (at

√
s = 250 GeV), the Higgs boson will primarily be produced in

association with a Z boson. Both the well-known initial state, and relatively clean
collision environment at an electron positron collider, will allow to reconstruct the
production of the Higgs boson from the decay products of the recoiling Z boson
alone. This enables accurate measurements of the absolute cross section and the
Higgs boson mass, even if the Higgs boson decays to states invisible to the detector.

These measurements can be performed at the future International Linear Collider
(ILC), which is one of the proposed electron positron colliders. Around the collision
point a series of subdetectors will be placed to record the particles produced in the
collision. One of the subdetectors is a gaseous Time Projection Chamber (TPC),
which will measure the trajectory of the charged particles. A high precision position
measurement is required to accurately determine the momentum of a particle from
the curvature of its trajectory in a magnetic field.
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In a gaseous TPC charged particles are detected through ionisation of the gas
atoms and molecules in a drift volume. An electric field causes the ionisation electrons
to drift toward the readout end plate. Near the end plate, the ionisation electrons
enter the amplification region of the gas volume that has a strong electric field. Here,
each ionisation electron causes an avalanche of ionisation, which induces charge on
the readout plane. Electronics record the position and time of arrival of the signals,
such that the 3-dimensional origin of the ionisation electrons can be reconstructed.
Conventionally the charge is collected on mm-sized pads, but a silicon pixel readout
chip has much finer granularity and can make an even more precise measurement.

The GridPix is a gaseous detector readout concept consisting of a pixel readout
chip with an integrated amplification grid. The grid holes are precisely manufactured
to be aligned to the pixels, which allows for the detection of single ionisation electrons.
The GridPix as a TPC readout is shown in Figure S.1. The GridPix is based on a
Timepix3 chip, which has 256× 256 pixels with a pitch of 55µm× 55µm, and can
simultaneously per pixel record both the time of arrival of a signal and the time over
threshold as a measure of the signal strength.

A single Timepix3 based GridPix was embedded in a small TPC to test its per-
formance using a beam of 2.5 GeV electrons. A recorded track is shown in Figure S.2.
The Timepix3 chip’s capability to record the time over threshold allows for time walk
corrections, which improve the hit resolution in the longitudinal (drift) direction. The
resolution in the pixel plane is important for the momentum measurement in a large-
scale TPC, and is shown in Figure S.3. Diffusion is found to be the dominating error
on the track position measurement in both the pixel plane and in the drift direction.

Besides an accurate measurement of the trajectory, a TPC also measures the
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Figure S.1: Schematic of the GridPix as
a TPC readout 1.
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1Figure adapted from V. Blanco Carballo et al., ”Applications of GridPix detectors,” JINST 5
(2010) P02002
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Figure S.3: Measured hit resolution in
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energy loss dE/dx of charged particles in order to help identifying them. In Figure S.4,
a truncated sum of 90% of the 20-pixel long intervals with the least number of detected
ionisation electrons is shown for a measured 1 m electron track, together with the
expected distribution for a 1 m track of a minimum ionising particle. The energy loss
dE/dx resolution of 4.1% is found for an effective track length of 1 m. Using the
fine granularity and sensitivity to single ionisation electrons, the energy loss dE/dx
measurement can be further improved by employing cluster counting methods.

In order to cover the larger readout areas required for a full-size TPC readout at a
collider experiment, the quad module with four GridPixes is developed. The module,
shown in Figure S.5, has dimensions of 39.6 mm× 28.38 mm and is optimised for a
large fraction of active surface of 68.9%. The quad module can be tiled to cover
arbitrarily large areas.

The quad module was used to readout a small TPC, that was also tested using
2.5 GeV electrons. It is important to measure systematic errors, such as possible de-
formations in the pixel (xy) plane of the TPC, because in a collider experiment these
affect the momentum resolution. A silicon detector telescope provided a precise ref-
erence track, against which the detected hit positions of the quad can be compared.
Near the edges of the chips there are small deformations due to inhomogeneities in
the electric field. The mean residuals after correction for the electric field distortions
are shown in Figure S.6. The systematic error from the quad detector for the dis-
tortions over the pixel plane is as small as 13µm (9µm in the central region). The
demonstrated resolution of the entire setup is 41µm.

The quad module can be applied in the International Large Detector at the ILC.
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Figure S.5: Picture of the quad detector
with four Timepix3 GridPixes (TPX3).
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The layout of the end plate with a possible implementation based on the GridPix
quad module has a fraction of sensitive area of 60%. The design is integrated in the
simulation of the detector, and the Kalman filter reconstruction is adapted to the
pixel readout.

The simulation of the TPC with pixel readout is used to estimate the momentum
resolution. In Figure S.7 the momentum resolution for muon tracks of pixel read-
outs with an effective area of 60% and 100% are compared to the conventional pad
readout. The momentum resolution knows two important limitations. The resolution
is limited by the precision of the readout, and multiple scattering on the gas atoms
and molecules. The latter is equal for all readouts, and dominant for low momentum
tracks (< 10 GeV), resulting in a similar momentum resolution of the pixel and pad
readout for low momentum tracks. The measurement error of the readout is domi-
nant for high momentum tracks (> 50 GeV), and for these tracks the more precise
pixel readout performs better. For a high momentum muon track at a polar angle of
θ = 85°, a pixel readout with 60% coverage achieves an improvement of 20% over the
conventional pad based readout. For more forward tracks, the improvement is even
larger.

The simulation of the detector with a pixel TPC readout can be utilised to study
its impact on the experimental study of the Higgs boson. Events with the production
of a Higgs boson in association with a Z boson are simulated in a detector with pixel
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TPC readout. The mass of the Higgs boson can be reconstructed from the decay
products of the recoiling Z boson, which is shown in Figure S.8. Thus demonstrating
how a pixel TPC readout might contribute to precision measurements of the Higgs
boson.

In the quest for a more complete theory of nature, the precise investigation of
the Higgs boson at a future electron positron collider has the highest priority. The
best tracking performance for a TPC at the proposed International Linear Collider is
offered by a TPC with a GridPix readout. The viability of a GridPix TPC readout has
been demonstrated in the two detector tests described in this thesis, and the expected
performance is established in a comprehensive simulation. In conclusion, the GridPix
has a lot of potential for experiments at the next generation of high-energy electron
positron colliders.
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Samenvatting

Het standaardmodel van de deeltjesfysica is een precieze beschrijving van de funda-
mentele natuurwetten. Het meest recente fundamentele deeltje waarvan het ontstaan
in 2012 werd aangetoond, is het higgsboson. Dit deeltje kan zowel via elektro-zwakke
symmetriebreking massa geven aan de ijkbosonen, als voorzien in een mechanisme
dat massa geeft aan de fermionen. Hoewel met die ontdekking alle bekende deeltjes
nu zijn waargenomen, is het standaardmodel niet een volledige beschrijving van de
natuur: een verklaring voor waarom er meer materie dan antimaterie is ontbreekt,
evenals een goede beschrijving van donkere materie. Bovendien heeft de theorie een
aantal ogenschijnlijk arbitraire eigenschappen zoals de onduidelijke oorsprong van de
elektro-zwakke symmetriebreking en de vele onverklaarde massaparameters.

Deze problemen zouden kunnen worden opgelost door de theorie uit te breiden,
maar dit zou ook gevolgen hebben voor de koppelingsconstantes van de interacties
tussen het higgsboson en de andere ondekte deeltjes. Het bestaan van nieuwe ele-
menten in de theorie kan dus afgeleid worden door het zoeken van kleine afwijkingen
in deze interacties door middel van precisiemetingen.

Het onderzoek naar het higgsboson en het bepalen van zijn eigenschappen met
een zeer hoge precisie is een belangrijk doel van een toekomstige hoogenergetis-
che elektron-positronversneller. In een toekomstige elektron-positronversneller (bij√
s = 250 GeV), zal het higgsboson voornamelijk samen met een terugspringend Z-

boson geproduceerd worden. De combinatie van een bekende begintoestand en een
botsingsomgeving met weinig ruis maakt het mogelijk om de productie van een hig-
gsboson af te leiden uit enkel de vervalproducten van dit gelijktijdig geproduceerde
Z-boson. Dit maakt nauwkeurige metingen van de absolute dwarsdoorsnede en de
massa van het higgsboson mogelijk, zelfs in het geval dat de vervalsproducten van het
higgsboson onzichtbaar zijn voor de detector.

Deze metingen kunnen uitgevoerd worden bij de toekomstige International Linear
Collider (ILC), een van de voorgestelde elektron-positronversnellers. Om de deeltjes
die bij een botsing worden geproduceerd te registreren, wordt een reeks detectieappa-
raten rondom het botsingspunt geplaatst. Een van de detectieapparaten is een gas-
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gevulde tijdprojectiekamer (TPC), die het spoor van de geladen deeltjes zal meten.
Een precieze positiemeting is vereist om het momentum van een deeltje nauwkeurig
te bepalen aan de hand van de kromming van zijn baan in een magnetisch veld.

In een gasgevulde TPC worden geladen deeltjes waargenomen door ionisatie van
gasatomen en moleculen in het drijfvolume. Een elektrisch veld zorgt ervoor dat
de ionisatie-elektronen naar de uitleeseindplaat drijven. Nabij de eindplaat gaan de
ionisatie-elektronen het versterkingsgebied van het gasvolume binnen. Hier is een
sterk elektrisch veld waardoor elk ionisatie-elektron een lawine van ionisatie veroorza-
akt, die lading induceert op het uitleesvlak. Elektronica registreert de positie en het
tijdstip van aankomst van de signalen, zodat de 3-dimensionale oorsprong van de
ionisatie-elektronen kan worden gereconstrueerd. Gewoonlijk wordt de lading verza-
meld op plaatjes van mm-formaat, maar een microchip met pixels heeft een veel fijnere
granulariteit en kan een nog nauwkeurigere meting uitvoeren.

De GridPix is een een uitleesconcept voor gasgevulde detectieapparaten dat bestaat
uit een pixelchip met een gëıntegreerd versterkingsrooster. Door precieze vervaardig-
ing zijn de rastergaten uitgelijnd met de pixels, wat de detectie van individuele
ionisatie-elektronen mogelijk maakt. Figuur S.1 toont de GridPix TPC uitlezing.
De Timepix3 chip met 256× 256 pixels van 55µm× 55µm vormt de basis van de
GridPix, en meet gelijktijdig per pixel de aankomsttijd van een signaal en de duur
van het signaal boven de drempelwaarde als een maat voor de signaalsterkte.

Een enkele, op de Timepix3 gebaseerde GridPix werd ingebed in een kleine TPC
om de prestaties te testen met behulp van een bundel met 2.5 GeV elektronen. Een
geregistreerd spoor is getoond in Figuur S.2. Het vermogen van de Timepix3-chip
om de duur van een signaal boven de drempelwaarde vast te leggen, maakt aankom-
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Figure S.1: Schematische weergave van
de GridPix als een TPC uitlezing 1.
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Figure S.2: Een spoor geregistreerd in
een GridPix detectieapparaat.

1Figuur aangepast van V. Blanco Carballo et al., ”Applications of GridPix detectors,” JINST 5
(2010) P02002
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sttijdcorrecties mogelijk, die de plaatsbepaling in de longitudinale (drijf)richting ver-
beteren. De resolutie in het pixelvlak is belangrijk voor de impulsbepaling in een
grootschalige TPC, en is weergeven in Figuur S.3. Diffusie blijkt de voornaamste
meetfout te zijn van de spoorpositiebepaling in zowel het pixelvlak als in de driftricht-
ing.
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Figure S.3: De precisie van de posi-
tiemeting in het pixelvlak (blauwe pun-
ten) als functie van de drijfafstand (z-
positie).
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Figure S.4: Verdeling van de afgekapte
som van gedetecteerde elektronen per
meter voor een 2.5 GeV elektron
(blauwe ononderbroken lijn) and dezelfde
verwachte verdeling voor een minimaal
ioniserend deeltje (rode onderbroken
lijn).

Naast een nauwkeurige meting van de baan, meet een TPC ook het energieverlies
dE/dx van een geladen deeltje om bij te dragen aan het vaststellen van het soort
deeltje. In Figuur S.4 wordt een afgekapte som van 90% van de 20-pixel-lange in-
tervallen met het minste aantal geregistreerde ionisatie-elektronen getoond voor een
gemeten 1 m elektronenspoor, samen met de verwachte verdeling voor een 1 m-lang
spoor van een minimaal ioniserend deeltje. De gevonden energieverliesresolutie dE/dx
is 4.1% voor een effectieve baanlengte van 1 m. Door gebruik te maken van de fijne
granulariteit en de gevoeligheid voor enkele ionisatie-elektronen, kunnen groeptel-
methoden ingezet worden om de energieverlies dE/dx-meting verder te verbeteren.

Om te voorzien in de grotere uitleesvlakken die nodig zijn voor een TPC-uitlezing
in een versnellerexperiment, is de quad-module met vier GridPixes ontwikkeld. De
module, weergegeven in Figuur S.5, heeft afmetingen van 39.6 mm× 28.38 mm en is
geoptimaliseerd voor een maximale fractie gevoelig oppervlak van 68,9 %. Door mid-
del van betegeling met de quad-module, kunnen oppervlakten van elke grote worden
bedekt.

De quad-module is gebruikt om een kleine TPC uit te lezen, die ook is getest met
2.5 GeV-elektronen. Het is belangrijk om systematische fouten te meten, zoals mo-
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Figure S.5: Afbeelding van de quad-
detector met de vier Timepix3 GridPixes
(TPX3).
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Figure S.6: Gemiddelde afwijkingen
in het pixelvlak (x-afwijking) op het
verwachte meetpunt na correctie.

gelijke verstoringen in het pixelvlak (xy) van de TPC, omdat deze bij een botsingsex-
periment de precisie van impulsbepaling bëınvloeden. Een telescoop met silicium de-
tectieapparaten verzorgde een nauwkeurig referentiespoor, waarmee de gedetecteerde
hitposities van de quad vergeleken konden worden. Nabij de randen van de chips zijn
er kleine verstoringen als gevolg van vervormingen van het elektrische veld. De gemid-
delde overgebleven afwijkingen na correctie voor deze elektrische veldvervormingen
zijn weergegeven in Figuur S.6. De systematische fout van de quad-detectieapparaat
door de vervormingen over het pixelvlak is slechts 13µm (en 9µm in het centrale
deel). De aangetoonde nauwkeurigheid van de hele opstelling is 41µm.

De quad-module kan toegepast worden in de International Large Detector bij de
ILC. Een indeling van de eindplaat met een mogelijke, op de GridPix quad-module
gebaseerde implementatie bereikt een gevoelig-oppervlaktefractie van 60%. Het on-
twerp is gëıntegreerd in de simulatie van de detector en de Kalmanfilterreconstructie
is aangepast aan de pixeluitlezing.

Een simulatie van de TPC met pixeluitlezing wordt gebruikt om de impulsres-
olutie te bepalen. In Figuur S.7 wordt de impulsresolutie voor muonsporen van
pixeluitlezingen met gevoelig-oppervlaktefracties van 60% en 100% vergeleken met
de conventionele paduitlezing. De impulsresolutie kent in het algemeen twee belan-
grijke beperkingen: de precisie van de uitlezing en meervoudige verstrooiing door
de gasatomen en moleculen. Dit laatste is gelijk voor alle uitlezingtechnologieën en
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is dominant voor deeltjes met een klein impuls (< 10 GeV), wat resulteert in een
vergelijkbare impulsresolutie van de pixel- en paduitlezing voor tracks met een klein
impuls. De meetfout van de uitlezing is dominant voor tracks met een groot impuls
(> 50 GeV), en voor deze tracks presteert de nauwkeurigere pixeluitlezing beter. Voor
een muonspoor met een klein impuls onder een grote poolhoek van θ = 85°, bereikt
een pixeluitlezing met 60% dekking een verbetering van 20% ten opzichte van de con-
ventionele paduitlezing, en de verbetering is zelfs nog groter voor tracks onder een
kleinere hoek.
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Figure S.7: De gesimuleerde impulsresolutie van
de TPC uitgedrukt als σ1/PT

voor muonen bij
een poolhoek van θ = 85° als functie van het
transversale impuls.
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Figure S.8: Verdeling van de
terugspringmassa mrecoil voor ges-
imuleerde e+e− → ZH →
µ+µ−τ+τ− botsingsgevallen.

De simulatie van het detectieapparaat kan worden gebruikt om de impact van
een pixel-TPC-uitlezing op de experimentele studie van het higgsboson te bestud-
eren. Botsingen met de productie van een higgsboson in combinatie met een Z-boson
worden gesimuleerd in een detector met pixel-TPC-uitlezing. De massa van het hig-
gsboson kan worden gereconstrueerd uit de vervalproducten van het terugspringende
Z boson, zoals weergegeven in Figuur S.8. Hiermee wordt aangetoond hoe een pixel-
TPC-uitlezing kan bijdragen aan precisiemetingen van het higgsboson.

In de zoektocht naar een completere beschrijving van het universum heeft het
onderzoek naar het higgsboson bij een toekomstige elektron-positronversneller de
hoogste prioriteit. Een TPC met een GridPix-uitlezing biedt de beste prestaties
bij de voorgestelde International Linear Collider. De haalbaarheid van een GridPix
TPC-uitlezing is aangetoond in de twee detectortests die in dit proefschrift worden
beschreven, en de verwachte prestaties zijn vastgesteld met een uitgebreide simulatie.
Kortom, de GridPix heeft veel potentie voor experimenten bij de volgende generatie
hoogenergetische elektronen-positronversnellers.
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